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Performing, listening, and moving to music are universal human behaviors. Most music in the 
world is organized temporally with faster periodicities nested within slower periodicities, 
creating a perceptual hierarchy of repeating stronger (downbeat) and weaker (upbeat) events. 
This perceptual organization is theorized to aid our abilities to synchronize our behaviors with 
music and other individuals, but there is scant empirical evidence that listeners actively perceive 
these multiple levels of temporal periodicities simultaneously. Furthermore, there is conflicting 
evidence about when, and how, the ability to perceive the beat in music emerges during 
development. It is also unclear if this hierarchical organization of musical time is unique to – or 
heavily reliant upon – the precise timing capabilities of the auditory system, or if it is found in 
other sensory systems. Across three series of experiments, I investigated whether listeners 
perceive multiple levels of structure simultaneously, how experience and expertise influence this 
ability, the emergence of meter perception in development, and how strong the auditory 
advantage for beat and meter perception is over visual meter perception. In Chapter 1, I 
demonstrated that older, but not younger, infants showed evidence of the beginnings of beat 
perception in their ability to distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous audiovisual 
displays of dancers moving to music. In Chapter 2, I demonstrated that adults, but not children, 
showed evidence of perceiving multiple levels of metrical structure simultaneously in complex, 
human-performed music, and this ability was not greatly dependent upon formal musical 
training. Older children were more sensitive to beat than younger children, suggesting beat and 
meter perception develops gradually throughout childhood into adolescence. However, 
perception of multiple levels of meter was not evident in younger children, and likely does not 
emerge until late adolescence. Formal musical training was associated with enhanced meter 
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perception in adults and beat perception in children. In Chapter 3, both adults and children 
demonstrated an auditory advantage for beat perception over visual. However, adults did not 
show an auditory advantage for the perception of slower beat levels (measure) or the perception 
of multiple beat levels simultaneously. Children did not show evidence of measure-level 
perception in either modality, but their ability to perceive the beat in both auditory and visual 
metronomes improved with age. Overall, the results of the three series of experiments 
demonstrate that beat and meter perception develop quite gradually throughout childhood, rely 
on lifelong acquisition of musical knowledge, and that there is a distinct auditory advantage for 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
 Music is a ubiquitous form of auditory communication found in all human cultures 
(Brown & Jordania, 2013, Nettl, 2000). We coordinate musical performances across small and 
large ensembles with relative ease, and as listeners, we move our bodies with the beat of the 
music almost effortlessly – tapping, clapping, or dancing along. Yet our seemingly effortless 
tracking of musical time and synchronization of our movements to music requires a cascade of 
neural computations. As a listener, we parse the stream of auditory information into meaningful 
units, extract relevant periodicities in time from the input, and then align our movements with the 
music using the temporal framework we perceived. There is a great deal of variety and diversity 
in musical rhythms within a culture and across the world (Holzapfel, 2015; Kvifte, 2007; 
Kolinski, 1973; London, 1995): this diversity suggests that experience gained during 
development plays a large role in shaping our ability to perceive the temporal frameworks in 
music. However, there are many unanswered questions regarding how we extract these temporal 
regularities from complex stimuli such as music and dance, if this ability is uniquely linked to 
the auditory system, and how and when this ability develops throughout childhood.  
 Rhythms are patterns of events spaced in time (London, 2012). In listeners, most musical 
rhythms engender a perception of regular, periodic pulsations in time that are more salient than 
the surrounding timepoints: these salient pulsations are called beats (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 
1983, 1985; Lester, 1986). Beats can occur at multiple related periodicities, with beats at faster 
levels occurring multiple times within a single period of a slower beat level, nested hierarchically 
within each other. This co-occurrence of multiple related beat periods gives rise to the perception 
of alternating patterns of stronger and weaker beats, called musical meter (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 




may differ cross-culturally, all musical cultures have a form of music that is perceived as 
metrical, containing these temporal frameworks that listeners use to organize events in time 
(Brown & Jordania, 2013; Savage, Brown, Sakai, & Currie, 2015). As metrical perception of 
music is a human universal, it presents an excellent system for asking and answering broad 
questions about attention, perception, and cognition, and of the influences of development, 
enculturation, and expertise in shaping how we perceive our world.  
 In my dissertation, I addressed four overarching research questions. First, do listeners 
actively perceive multiple levels of metrical structure simultaneously? If so, how strong, 
relatively speaking, is the perception of slower metrical levels (i.e., measure) compared to the 
perception of the most salient beat? Second, how does expertise (such as formal musical 
training) and lifelong experience interact with meter perception? Third, how and when do beat 
and meter perception develop throughout childhood? Fourth, are beat and meter perception 
inherently tied to the auditory modality? If so, is the auditory advantage for rhythm perception 
due to lifelong experience with auditory rhythms, or is it influenced by innate sensory-level 
differences in temporal acuity? By answering these questions, I intend to better understand the 
phenomenon of meter perception, a universal human behavior, and contribute to our 
understanding of how experience and development shape our perception of the world.  
 In Chapter 2, I investigated the third and fourth research questions, regarding the 
development of beat and meter perception and the existence of an auditory advantage for beat 
perception. Dancing is a common way that people move their bodies to music: as observers, how 
do we determine if someone is accurately matching their movement to the music? To determine 
if someone is dancing in synchrony with the music, we must extract the temporal framework 




movements we see in the dancer. This requires the ability to perceive the beat not only in the 
music, but also in the visual component of the dancer’s movements. Adults are relatively 
competent at determining if someone is a good or bad dancer, but when and how does this ability 
develop? There is mixed evidence regarding if (and how well) infants can perceive the beat in 
music during infancy, and evidence that rhythm perception capabilities in vision lag audition 
during development. Additionally, much of the research in infants’ perception of audiovisual 
synchrony has been with discrete auditory and visual stimuli that does not require extracting 
timing information from complex, continuous stimuli like music and dance. My coauthors and I 
presented infants with videos of a dancer moving to music and tested if infants could 
differentiate between a video of the dancer moving to the same music or different music than 
what the infant was currently hearing.  
 In Chapter 3, I investigated the first, second, and third research questions. Music theorists 
and cognitive psychologists alike have assumed for many years that people perceive multiple 
levels of meter simultaneously (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1985; Lester, 1986; London, 2012), 
despite weak evidence that this is the case (Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). On the anecdotal side, 
however, there are many instances of social dancers stepping on their partner’s toes, concert-
going crowds not understanding the difference between clapping on the first and third versus the 
second and fourth beats in each measure, and children in music classes being unable to even clap 
or move to the beat in a coordinated manner. These occurrences are commonplace enough to 
question the assertions that everyone perceives meter, and this ability is present early in life. 
Thus, I wanted to determine if people do, in fact, perceive multiple levels of meter 
simultaneously, if this ability requires formal training in music, and when and how the ability to 




ballroom dance music and paired them with custom-made metronomes that matched or 
mismatched the music at two metrical levels (beat and measure) and asked adults and children to 
judge the fit of the metronomes to the music. My coauthors and I recruited large and diverse 
samples of children and adults with a variety of musical training, which allowed us to probe 
relationships between experience, expertise, and development on beat and meter perception.  
 In Chapter 4, I investigated the second, third, and fourth research questions. The auditory 
system is more temporally sensitive than the visual system for perceiving individual intervals 
and for beat-based rhythms (Grondin, 1993, 2010; van Wassenhove, 2009). Considering that 
humans have experience with auditory rhythms starting in infancy, with music and speech, is the 
auditory advantage for rhythm and beat perception strongly due to experience, or is it also tied to 
intrinsic sensory differences? Furthermore, does the auditory advantage for beat perception 
extend to slower levels of meter? I created visual versions of the auditory metronomes from the 
task in Chapter 2 and presented children and adults with either or both auditory and visual 
metronomes to compare sensitivity to beat, measure, and multiple levels of meter depending on 
the modality of the metronome. I also investigated the relationships between formal music and 
dance training and the perception of beat and measure in auditory and visual metronomes.   
 
 





Chapter 2 : Audiovisual Synchrony and Meter Perception in Infancy 
Context  
 Our experiences of musical rhythms are often multimodal rather than unimodal from the 
earliest moments in life (Trainor & Hannon, 2013). Dance and synchronous movement to music 
are human universals (Nettl, 2000), and experienced regularly throughout our lives. However, 
determining if what we see matches what we hear when judging movement to music is more 
complex than a simple task of detecting whether discrete visual and auditory events occur 
synchronously. We must extract the temporal framework of the beat and meter from the 
dynamic, continuous signals of the music and visual displays and then compare the relative 
synchrony of the beats in the music and in the dance movements. We know that adults can 
perceive the beat in music (Iversen & Patel, 2008; Nave-Blodgett, Snyder, & Hannon, in press), 
and they infer the beat in complex visual rhythms using both time and position information, such 
as locations of peak velocity (Bishop & Goebl, 2018; Luck & Toiviainen, 2006; Su, 2014), or at 
points of maximal force (Takehana, Uehara, & Sakaguchi, 2019). However, we know relatively 
little about infants’ ability to find the beat in music or in visual displays, and much less about 
their capabilities of audiovisual synchrony detection in complex situations like dancing to music.  
 It is unknown if infants can distinguish between complex, continuous dance routines 
based on the underlying visual temporal structure as they can with auditory rhythms. We do 
know that the development of visual rhythm perception lags auditory rhythm perception from 
early in life. While infants as young as 7 months can distinguish between different auditory 
rhythms on the basis of their similar underlying beat (Hannon & Johnson, 2005), it is not until 10 
months that infants can distinguish between purely visual rhythms (Brandon & Saffran, 2011). 




based on their underlying beat, unlike with auditory rhythms. However, by 8 months of age, 
infants can distinguish between different audiovisual rhythms (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2004), 
although it is again unclear if this would extend to discriminating between rhythms based on the 
underlying beat.  
 In Chapter 2, my coauthors and I investigated the third and fourth research questions of 
my dissertation: how and when does beat and meter perception develop, and is there an auditory 
advantage for the perception of beat and meter present even in infancy? We presented younger 
(6-month-old) and older (10-month-old) infants with videos of a person dancing to two different 
pieces of music. The pieces of music were very similar in beat rate (tempo), but one had three 
beats per measure, and one had four beats per measure. Half of the infants experienced videos 
paired with music (audiovisual), and the other half experienced the videos in silence (visual). 
Infants in the audiovisual condition had to distinguish between videos where the dancing 
matched the music (synchronous) or mismatched the music (asynchronous), whereas infants in 
the visual condition had to distinguish if the dancing matched the meter of what they had been 
habituated to or not. In either case, for the infants to successfully differentiate between the 
videos, they had to perceive a mismatch between the beat and meter of the dance they saw and 
the music they heard (audiovisual condition), or between the beat and meter of the dance alone 
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Movement to music is a universal human behavior, yet little is known about how observers 
perceive audiovisual synchrony in complex musical displays such as a person dancing to music, 
particularly during infancy and childhood. In the current study, we investigated how perception 
of musical audiovisual synchrony develops over the first year of life. We habituated infants to a 
video of a person dancing to music, and subsequently presented videos in which the visual track 
was matched (synchronous) or mismatched (asynchronous) with the audio track. In a visual-only 
control condition, we presented the same visual stimuli with no sound. In Experiment 1, we 
found that older infants (8 to 12 months) exhibited a novelty preference for the mismatched 
movie when both auditory and visual information were available, and showed no preference 
when only visual information was available. By contrast, younger infants (5 to 8 months) in 
Experiment 2 did not discriminate matching from mismatching stimuli.  This suggests that the 
ability to perceive musical audiovisual synchrony may develop during the second half of the first 
year of infancy.  
 







Babies know bad dancing when they see it: Older but not younger infants discriminate 
between synchronous and asynchronous audiovisual musical displays 
 The capacity to dance to music is a human universal. In all cultures, people move 
spontaneously to music, entraining their body movements to the timing of a musical pulse or beat 
(Large, 2000; Nettl, 1983; Repp, 2005; Snyder & Krumhansl, 2001). Though commonplace, this 
capacity is not trivial but rather depends on complex and multisensory cognitive processes that 
develop with age and experience. Dancing to music requires listeners to actively infer a beat 
from a rich and dynamic musical stimulus, modulate attention towards regularly occurring time 
points within auditory, visual, and tactile sensory input, form expectations about future events 
that guide self-generated movements, and continuously monitor these movements for error 
(Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999; Repp & Su, 2013). The present paper takes an initial 
step towards understanding the development of these multisensory musical capacities by 
investigating whether or not young infants can tell when a seen dancer is in or out of synchrony 
with the beat of heard music.  
 The term musical “beat” refers to a regularly-occurring salient moment in time, often 
equally spaced or quasi-isochronous, when human listeners are most likely to tap their finger or 
foot during music listening (Honing, Bouwer, & Háden, 2014; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). The 
musical beat can be considered just one (the most salient) level of the musical “meter”, which is 
made up of multiple hierarchically nested faster and slower levels of pulsation, typically related 
to the beat by integer ratios (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; London, 2002). For example, a waltz 
and a tango might both have 100 beats per minute, but a waltz has a higher-level, slower pulse 
every three beats, whereas a tango has higher-level pulses every two and four beats. The beat is 




perceived in the absence of loudness or duration changes (Brochard et al., 2003; Iverson, Repp, 
& Patel, 2009), and even when there is no acoustic event (Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984; Snyder 
& Krumhansl, 2001). Thus, beat perception is to a surprising extent a top-down, subjective and 
listener-driven process; we infer and predict the location of musical beats, and the percept of a 
beat is not solely the result of bottom-up perceptual input (Honing et al., 2014; Trainor & 
Hannon, 2013). 
 Beat perception and production play a central role in human musicality. Beat perception 
and production are relatively rare among other species, even after extensive training (Cook, 
Rouse, Wilson, & Reichmuth, 2013; Hattori, Tomonaga, & Matsuzawa, 2013; Honing et al., 
2012; Schachner, Brady, Pepperberg, & Hauser, 2009; Zarco, Merchant, Prado, & Mendez, 
2009). By contrast, this ability emerges spontaneously in most humans in early childhood, 
without explicit musical training. Within days of birth, infants show sensitivity to the beat in 
simple musical stimuli: While listening to drum patterns, newborns exhibit larger ERP responses 
(mismatch negativity) when events are omitted on strong versus weak beat positions (Winkler, 
Háden, Ladinig, Sziller, & Honing, 2009), and violations of temporal intervals or tempo in 
metronome-like rhythmic stimuli give rise to behavioral and neural detection responses in 2-
month-old infants (Baruch & Drake, 1997; Otte et al., 2013). By the middle of the first year, 
infants categorize rhythms by their underlying beat: 7-month-olds habituated to a set of varied 
rhythmic sequences that all shared the same underlying beat subsequently exhibited larger 
dishabituation responses (indicating perception of greater novelty) to rhythms that violated the 
familiar beat, versus those that maintained the beat they heard during the prior habituation phase 




 Infants also begin to integrate their own body movements with their auditory perception 
some time during the first year. For example, when bounced on every second or third beat of an 
ambiguous rhythm, 7-month-olds later prefer listening to a version of the rhythm containing 
loudness accents that match the prior bouncing pattern, suggesting they encode the temporal 
position of the bounces as reflecting the beat (Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005). Some evidence 
suggests 3- to 5-month-old infants engage in repetitive, rhythmic body movements such as 
kicking and arm-waving more often in the presence of music than during silence or other non-
musical stimuli such as speech (Fujii et al., 2014; Ilari, 2015; Zentner & Eerola, 2010), however 
these movements are relatively infrequent (8% of the trial at most, observed in only some 
infants).   
 As in other domains such as language, production appears to lag behind perception 
during development of beat-based musical behavior. Even though infants can perceive the beat 
and sometimes move in response to music, they do not move in precise synchrony with music 
(Ilari, 2015; Zentner & Eerola, 2010). It is not until later childhood that children are capable of 
consistently moving in precise synchrony with a musical beat (Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009; 
McAuley, Jones, Holub, Johnston, & Miller, 2006; Provasi & Bobin-Begue, 2003). Between the 
ages of 2 and 8, children become better at adjusting their regular rhythmic movements to the 
tempo of an external stimulus (McAuley et al., 2006; Provasi & Bobin-Begue, 2003) or another 
drummer (Kirschner & Ilari, 2014) but even 10-year-olds are more variable than adults when 
tapping to simple rhythms and to music (Drake, Jones, & Baruch, 2000). Thus, the capacity for 
adult-like entrainment to music does not appear to be fully developed until later childhood. 
The later arrival of precise synchronization with music suggests that despite infants’ early 




gradually. Much evidence suggests that this slow development includes acquisition of abstract, 
higher-level aspects of musical meter and beat, and their multisensory correlates. For example, 
representations of musical meter and beat undergo substantial developmental changes during 
early childhood: Young infants are initially able to discriminate rhythmic structures from any 
culture (Hannon & Trehub, 2005a), but between 5 and 12 months begin to preferentially listen to 
and better discriminate metrical structures from their own culture (Hannon, Soley, & Levine, 
2011; Hannon & Trehub, 2005b; Soley & Hannon, 2010). Listening experience during infancy 
appears to increase perceptual biases for the more common meters within a given culture, 
leading to enhanced encoding of duple meters (groups of two or four beats) compared with less 
common triple meters (groups of three beats) in North America (Bergeson & Trehub, 2006; 
Gerry, Faux, & Trainor, 2009). The malleability of culture-specific metrical representations may 
extend into later childhood, as exposure to foreign music can reverse or reduce own-culture 
metrical biases among children up to age 7 but not among 9-year-olds and adults (Hannon & 
Trehub, 2005b; Hannon, Vanden Bosch der Nederlanden, & Tichko, 2012). Although only a 
handful of studies provide data on the development of beat perception and production during 
childhood (e.g. Drake et al., 2000; Hannon et al., 2012; McAuley et al., 2006; Provasi & Bobin-
Begue, 2003), findings generally support the notion that nuanced aspects of beat perception 
develop slowly as listeners become more familiar with the music around them and form stable 
cognitive representations of musical meter.  
The Development of Audiovisual Synchrony Perception 
 Our earliest encounters with music include coordinated auditory, visual, tactile, and 
sensorimotor input: As infants we are often rocked and bounced during face-to-face caregiver 




little is known about the development of intermodal music perception. When presented with 
simple, non-musical displays of audible and visible events, infants between 1 and 10 months of 
age expect to hear a sound when they see an impact between a bouncing ball, toy, hammer, or 
object and a surface, or between two clapping hands (Bahrick, 1983, 1987, 1988, 2001; Kopp, 
2014; Kopp & Dietrich, 2013; Lewkowicz, 1992a, 1992b, 1994, 1996; Spelke, 1979). In these 
studies of simple non-musical events, infants behaviorally and neurally detect disruption of 
audiovisual synchrony relations, and they prefer synchronous over asynchronous audiovisual 
displays. Low-level audiovisual synchrony may also boost young infants’ sensitivity to the 
patterning of multisensory input. For example, 4-month-olds can classify audiovisual patterns on 
the basis of rhythm, tempo, or emotional content, but cannot perform the same classification 
when stimuli are presented unimodally (e.g. using auditory or visual information alone) until 
they are a few months older (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000; Flom & Bahrick, 2007; Pickens & 
Bahrick, 1995, 1997; Walker-Andrews, 1986). 
 Perception of audiovisual synchrony nevertheless changes with age, particularly for 
complex multimodal structures such as language. This suggests that experience and acquired 
knowledge may be prerequisites for perceiving some types of audiovisual synchrony. For 
example, infants readily detect synchrony between the audio and visual components of isolated, 
spoken syllables (Lewkowicz, 2003, 2010), but they have greater difficulty when syllables form 
a rhythmic pattern (Lewkowicz, 2003), and only inconsistently respond to audiovisual 
asynchrony in fluent speech, having particular trouble with foreign speech or non-infant-directed 
speech (Dodd, 1979; Kubicek et al., 2014; Kubicek, Gervain, de Boisferon, Pascalis, 




 Evidence from studies of language suggest that audiovisual perception may undergo a 
progression wherein young infants initially rely on low-level perceptual aspects of audiovisual 
synchrony, but increasingly learn about and rely on higher-level structures such as language 
identity (including phonetic and prosodic structure), person identity, emotion, gender, and so on 
(Lewkowicz, 2014). While very young infants (under 5 months) can use phonetic information to 
match vowels with facial movements (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003) 
and know that human faces go with human voices (and not with monkey vocalizations or tones; 
Kuhl, Williams, & Meltzoff, 1991; Spelke, 1976; Vouloumanos, Druhen, Hauser, & Huizink, 
2009), mounting evidence suggests that experience-driven language- and species-specific 
knowledge influences how infants match visual and auditory components of vocal stimuli 
(Lewkowicz, 2014). For example, younger infants perform audiovisual matching equally well 
whether vocalizations are human or non-human, and whether syllables are from a native or non-
native language. However, by 8-10 months of age infants show an advantage for audiovisual 
matching of species- and language-specific stimuli (Grossmann, Missana, Friederici, & 
Ghazanfar, 2012; Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006; Lewkowicz, Leo, & Simion, 2010; Pons et al., 
2009). Similarly, adults are more likely to detect asynchrony in audiovisual speech when facial 
movements are accompanied by natural speech than by sine wave speech (a non-speech 
analogue), whereas infants show no such advantage for natural speech (Baart, Vroomen, Shaw, 
& Bortfeld, 2014). 
 Recent work has emphasized the notion that similar trajectories may characterize 
perceptual development of both language and music abilities during infancy and early childhood, 
particularly those related to rhythm and timing (Brandt, Gebrain, & Slevc, 2012; Hannon, 




gradual acquisition of higher-level knowledge of language, so too might accurate perception of 
audiovisual synchrony between dance and music depend on acquired musical knowledge. Music 
is comparable to speech both in its complexity and reliance on abstract, culture-specific 
knowledge that is acquired gradually over the course of development. In addition, although 
speech is often considered the most ecologically relevant instance of complex audiovisual 
synchrony perception, perceiving the audiovisual synchrony of a dancer moving to music is 
equally ecologically valid—this experience is a similarly universal and ancient part of human 
culture (Large, 2000; Nettl, 1983; Repp, 2005; Snyder & Krumhansl, 2001). 
 Perceiving audiovisual synchrony of a dancer moving to music may also pose unique 
challenges, distinct from those involved in speech perception. Perceiving dance involves 
coordinating complex, dynamic, inferred structures from both auditory and visual input. The 
perceiver must infer the beat within a rich and dynamic musical surface, while also determining 
whether the movement/gesture patterns are consistent with that inferred beat. Because there are 
many potential points of synchrony between heard auditory events and seen movements, this 
determination is itself complex. For example, some metrical levels are reflected in movement of 
extremities, others expressed by the trunk, and still others by movements towards the boundaries 
versus center of the personal space (Burger, Thompson, Luck, Saarikallio, & Toiviainen, 2013, 
2014; Naveda & Lehman 2010; Toiviainen, Luck, & Thompson, 2010; Su, 2016). Thus, 
perceiving audiovisual synchrony in dance displays may depend on musical knowledge and 
expectations that are acquired during development.  
The Current Study 
 Prior work suggests infants can detect asynchronies in the simplest audiovisual 




Gerson, Shiavio, Timmers, & Hunnius, 2015; Kopp, 2014). However, to date no studies have 
investigated infants’ perception of audiovisual synchrony in complex musical displays, even 
though music is an inherently rich and multimodal component of infants’ experiences. As an 
ecologically valid, complex, and non-speech audiovisual stimulus, music has unique potential to 
shed light on general aspects of intersensory development. In addition, because musical beat 
perception is essential for perceiving audiovisual synchrony of dance, a universal human 
behavior, infants’ perception of audiovisual synchrony in music can inform basic questions about 
the developmental origins of beat-based musical behaviors.  
 To examine infants’ perception of audiovisual synchrony in musical displays, we 
employed an infant-controlled habituation paradigm, which is used widely in research on infants’ 
intermodal perception (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000; Bremner et al., 2011; Flom & Bahrick, 2007; 
Lewkowicz, 1992b, 1996) and may be more sensitive than other infant methods such as paired 
preference (Lewkowicz, 1992a). In two experiments, we habituated infants to a movie of a 
person dancing in synchrony with one of two songs. After habituation, we presented infants with 
two novel movies whose audio tracks were identical and taken from the previously heard song, 
but whose video tracks (of the same dancer) either matched or mismatched the audio track. To 
determine whether infants could discriminate movies solely on the basis of visual information, 
we also had a “visual only” condition in which infants were presented only with the visual 
component of movies. If infants are able to extract the beat from the music and match it with 
regular movements of a dancer, they should look longer when the visual and auditory 
components of the movies are asynchronous. Moreover, this effect should occur only when both 




synchrony perception changes over the course of infancy, we examined performance among 
older infants (Experiment 1) and younger infants (Experiment 2).  
Experiment 1 
 Experiment 1 investigated audiovisual synchrony perception of rich musical stimuli 
among infants between 8 and 12 months of age. We made the a priori decision to first target this 
age range, because previous research suggests that during the latter part of the first year after 
birth, infants begin to exhibit more specialized perceptual abilities for both musical rhythm 
(Hannon et al., 2011; Hannon & Trehub, 2005b; Soley & Hannon, 2010) and audiovisual 
synchrony in vocal stimuli (Grossmann et al., 2012; Lewkowicz et al., 2010; Lewkowicz & 
Ghazanfar, 2006). We reasoned that if infants are capable of perceiving audiovisual synchrony in 
musical stimuli, we would be most likely to observe this ability in the latter part of the first year.  
Method 
 Participants.  
 A total of 32 infants between 8 and 12 months of age (M=10 months 25 days, Range: 8 
months 1 day to 11 months 28 days) were recruited from the Cambridge, MA (20 infants) and 
Las Vegas, NV (12 infants) communities, using birth lists from hospitals and marketing 
companies. Infants were born full-term and had no known hearing difficulties at the time of 
testing. Three additional infants were excluded from the final sample due to fussing preventing 
completion of the experiment. Half of the infants were randomly assigned to the audiovisual 
condition and half to the visual only condition.  
 Stimuli.  
 Stimuli consisted of four videos of a smiling adult female dancing to two pre-recorded 




At level of the beat, she used broad, repetitive body movements and gestures (e.g., arm-waves) 
and at the measure level (a higher metrical level) she moved her full body with additional 
emphasis. In separate takes, the dancer performed two unique dance patterns to each song, with 
no movements present in both sequences. The dancer wore dark clothing and stood in front of a 
white backdrop. The videos were recorded using a Sony camcorder (DCR – HC32) in well-lit 
conditions. Two audiovisual excerpts (denoted A and B) were selected from each song, each one 
60 seconds in length (using Apple iMovie HD 6). The audio tracks of the two excerpts differed 
minimally, with only subtle acoustic differences in tempo and dynamics across the A and B 
audio excerpts for each song. The dancer used slightly different gestures across the A and B 
excerpts of each song, minimizing the likelihood that specific dance movements would cue 
subjects to the matching stimulus during the test phase.        
 To minimize the influence of a familiar language/lyrics, we selected songs that would not 
be highly familiar to subjects: Two primarily instrumental songs from a CD collection of 
children’s world music having musical meters familiar to Western listeners (“Hendry,” by Tarika 
Sammy, Tempo of 136 beats per minute, 4/4 meter, vocals in Malagasy; and “Five,” by Bobby 
McFerrin, average tempo of 130 beats per minute, 3/4 meter, vocals were nonsense syllables and 
vocal patterns). Post-experiment parental report confirmed that songs were novel to all infants. 
For the visual only condition, audio tracks were removed from the four movies. For the 
audiovisual condition, a clean recording of each song excerpt was added back to the audio track 
of the movie to create matching and mismatching audiovisual versions of each of the four 
excerpts. For the matching stimuli, the clean recording of the song precisely matched the original 
musical excerpt. Thus repetitive dance movements such as waving arms or kicks lined up with 




changing of movement from arms to legs or vice versa, emphasized the measure-level beat in the 
song. For the four mismatching stimuli, the video track of one movie was paired with the audio 
excerpt from the other song. For example, one mismatching stimulus contained the video track of 
the dancer moving to the song “Hendry” during excerpt A but the audio track was from excerpt 
A of “Five.” Thus, due to the different metrical grouping of the beats (three or four per 
measure/group) and slightly different rates of speed (130 versus 136 beats per minute), the 
dancer’s movements were out of synchrony with the beats in the music (see Videos 1-4 of 
Supplemental Files).  
 Apparatus and Procedure.  
 Infants sat in their parents’ lap in a dim, sound-attenuated room. The experiment was 
conducted in a sound-proof booth (Industrial Acoustics) in Cambridge, MA, and in a similar 
sound-treated room in Las Vegas, NV. Participants saw the visual component of each movie on a 
centrally placed 43.2 cm (17 inch) color monitor (Acer AL715), located 173 cm away from the 
infant. Sound in the experiment came from two hidden speakers (Genelec, model 8020A). 
 An experimenter monitored infant behavior over closed-circuit television (Trutech, model 
DW27TT) with an infrared digital video camera (Sony DCR-HC32), located above the video 
monitor, focused on the infant. The experimenter was blind to condition (audiovisual vs. visual-
only), and observed the infant while wearing headphones playing music or noise to mask any 
available sounds, and while sitting outside the booth (MA) or behind a curtain (NV). The 
experiment was run on a PowerMac Dual 2GHz PowerPC G5 computer, using Habit X software 
(Cohen, Atkinson, & Chaput, 2004) to control the presentation of stimuli, and to code infant 
visual fixations during the experiment. A second experimenter, also blind to condition, later 




2005), with a third coder performing additional off-line coding of a subset of the data to check 
for reliability. To “blind” infants’ caregivers to condition, caregivers holding the infants listened 
to classical music presented over noise-cancelling headphones (Sony MDR-NC6) for the 
duration of the experimental session. We instructed the caregivers to face the monitor with a 
neutral expression and not interact with or cue their infants at any time during the experiment. 
 The experiment used an infant-controlled habituation paradigm. Prior to the beginning of 
each trial, the monitor flashed red to orient the infant’s attention towards the monitor and 
loudspeaker. When the infant’s gaze was directed to the video screen, the experimenter began the 
trial. The experimenter monitored the infants’ looking behavior in real time, pressing a button to 
record the onset and offset of looks toward the stimulus. The trial automatically ended when the 
infant looked away from the monitor for more than two consecutive seconds. The monitor would 
then again flash red to re-capture the infant’s attention and begin the subsequent trial.  
During the habituation phase of the audiovisual condition, we repeatedly presented infants with 
one synchronous 60-second movie of the dancer moving to song excerpt A or B of either 
“Hendry” or “Five.” During the habituation phase of the visual only condition, the same movies 
were presented but with no sound. On each habituation trial, the movie played for 60 s or until 
the infant looked away for more than 2 s, whichever occurred first. The same movie was played 
on every trial until the infant reached criterion for habituation (average fixation decrement of 
50% over three trials relative to the average fixation of the first three trials, using a sliding 
window) or until twelve trials had elapsed.  
  During the test phase of the audiovisual condition, three matching and three mismatching 
trials were presented in alternation, for up to 60 s per trial. As described above, the audio track 




during habituation (e.g. if the infant heard excerpt A of “Hendry” during habituation, she heard 
excerpt B of “Hendry” during test). For matching trials, the video track matched the original 
video-recording, so the dancer was in synchrony with the music, whereas for mismatching trials, 
infants saw a video track from a different song, so the dancer was out of synchrony with the 
music (Figure 1). Thus, both stimuli used during the test phase had identical audio tracks but 
contrasting video tracks, one synchronous and the other asynchronous with the audio.  
In the visual only condition, infants saw the same movies in the same alternating trial orders, but 
saw video tracks only, without auditory accompaniment. Since no audio was present, there was 
no possibility of synchrony or asynchrony, and thus no ‘matching’ or ‘mismatching’ between 
audio and visual.  In principle, silent videos could contain dynamic tempo cues or movement 
patterns that might allow them to be matched across A and B excerpts, so the same match-
mismatch terminology was also applied to trials in the visual only condition. Thus, on ‘matching’ 
trials infants in the visual-only condition saw a novel video excerpt of the dancer, moving to the 
same song she had been moving to during habituation (though the music was never present), and 
on ‘mismatching’ trials they saw a novel video clip of the dancer moving to a different song 







Figure 2.1 Equal numbers of infants were tested in the audiovisual (N = 16) and visual only (N = 
16) conditions. The order in which movies were presented (A or B during habituation) and the 
order of test stimuli (matching or mismatching first) were counterbalanced between subjects. 
Thus, each video was used for both matching and mismatching trial types. Infants were randomly 
assigned to excerpts from each song. Slightly more infants were presented with “Hendry” (N = 
18) than with “Five” (N = 14). To ensure that this asymmetry did not affect results, song was 
included as a factor in the analysis below.  
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 Inter-rater reliability for frame-by-frame video coding was high, r=.99. Post-habituation 
looking times (in s) were averaged across the three matching and mismatching trials, and 
submitted to a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design ANOVA including a within-subjects factor of trial type 
(Matching or Mismatching), and between-subjects factors of condition (Audiovisual or Visual 
Only) and song (Hendry or Five). This analysis revealed a main effect of trial type, F(1,28) = 
7.74, p = .01, η2p= 0.22. Overall, infants looked longer during mismatching (M = 20.4, SEM = 
2.7) than during matching trials (M =16.3, SEM = 2.2). Although there was a trend towards 




=14.5, SEM = 2.78), this main effect of condition was not significant, F(1,28) = 2.41, p = .13. As 
predicted, there was an interaction between trial type and condition, F(1,28) = 6.14, p = .02, η2p= 
0.18. As illustrated in Figure 2, after habituation to audiovisual synchrony, infants in the 
audiovisual condition looked significantly longer during mismatching trials (M = 26.02, SEM = 
4.01) than during matching trials (M =18.4, SEM = 3.8), t(15) = 3.33, p=.005. By contrast, 
infants in the visual only condition looked for comparable durations during matching (M =14.2, 
SEM = 2.4) and mismatching trials (M =14.8, SEM = 3.2), t(15) = .34, p = .74. There were no 







Figure 2.2. Looking time (in seconds) of 8- to 11-month-olds in Experiment 1. Error bars 
represent standard error. 
 
 
 Of the 32 infants tested, 30 reached the criterion for habituation (average # of trials to 




and one in the visual only condition). When the same analyses as above were repeated excluding 
these two infants, the same results were obtained.  
 Infants only discriminated matching from mismatching movies when the audio track was 
available, providing evidence that audiovisual synchrony between the inferred musical beat and 
the dance movements was critical to successful discrimination of test stimuli. The results of 
Experiment 1 thus suggest that by 8 to 12 months of age, infants are able to extract the beat from 
heard music and match it with regular movements of a seen dancer.  
Experiment 2 
 Experiment 2 examined whether the audiovisual synchrony perception observed among 
older infants would also be observed among younger infants. If basic sensitivity to the beat is 
sufficient for perceiving audiovisual synchrony in complex music displays, then young infants 
should also succeed on the present task, given prior evidence of beat sensitivity even among 
newborns (Winkler et al., 2009). However, if higher-level knowledge plays a role in audiovisual 
synchrony perception, younger infants should have difficulty, because they are less likely to have 
acquired nuanced and culture-specific knowledge of musical beat and meter.  
Method 
 Participants.  
 Thirty-two infants participated in Experiment 2, with a mean age of 6 months (M = 6 
months 10 days, Range: 4 months 25 days to 7 months 29 days). Infants were recruited from the 
Las Vegas, NV community, using family marketing lists. All infants were born full-term and had 
no known hearing difficulties at the time of testing. Three additional infants were excluded from 




completion of the experiment (1). As in Experiment 1, half of infants were randomly assigned to 
the audiovisual condition and half to the visual only condition.  
 Stimuli, Apparatus and Procedure.  
 We used the same stimuli as in Experiment 1: Four audiovisual matching, four 
audiovisual mismatching, and four visual-only dance stimuli. Infants were tested while sitting in 
their parent’s lap in a sound-treated room. All aspects of the apparatus and procedure were 
identical to Experiment 1. Equal numbers of infants heard each of the two songs during 
habituation (“Hendry”, N = 16; “Five”, N = 16).  
Results and Discussion 
 Inter-rater reliability for frame-by-frame video coding was high, r=.99. Post-habituation 
looking times (in s) were averaged across the three matching and mismatching trials and 
submitted to a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed design ANOVA including a within-subjects factor of trial type 
(Matching or Mismatching) and between-subjects factors of condition (Audiovisual or Visual 
Only) and song (Hendry or Five). This analysis revealed a main effect of condition, F(1,28) = 
4.89, p=.035, η2p= 0.15, but no other significant main effects or interactions. Infants looked 
longer during the audiovisual condition (M =15.83, SEM = 2.7) than during the visual only 
condition (M =9.75, SEM = 1.52) (Figure 3), a finding consistent with prior infant research 
(Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000). However unlike older infants, younger infants did not discriminate 











 Of the 32 infants tested, 23 reached the criterion for habituation (average # of trials to 
habituation = 7.5; SD = 2.4). Nine infants did not reach criterion. Of these, only one was in the 




same results were found, again suggesting that younger infants did not discriminate matching 
from mismatching stimuli even in the audiovisual condition. 
 The present experiments also aimed to address the question of whether or not musical 
audiovisual synchrony develops during infancy. If it does develop, we would expect to see 
stronger novelty preferences in older than in younger infants. To examine novelty preference, we 
converted raw looking times from Experiments 1 and 2 to proportion of total looking time 
towards the mismatched stimulus (PTLT), by dividing the average duration of looking during the 
mismatching trials by the combined average looking during all test trials. Scores higher than 0.5 
thus indicate a preference for the novel, mismatching stimulus. Because PTLT expresses novelty 
preferences as a proportion of total looking time, it removes other sources of variability such as 
age-driven changes in overall looking behavior, allowing us to directly compare novelty 
preference among infants of different ages.   
 A larger number of infants failed to habituate in Experiment 2 (N=9) than in Experiment 
1 (N=2). When comparing the two age groups, this difference in prevalence of habituation could 
pose a problem, as dishabituation (i.e. the novelty preference) should be more systematic for 
infants who have fully habituated (Wetherford & Cohen, 1973). In accord with this idea, PTLT 
scores for infants who met habituation criterion were higher (M =.54, SEM = .02) than for infants 
who did not meet criterion (M =.43, SEM = .027), t(62) = 2.61, p = .01. We therefore included 
only those infants who successfully habituated (N=15 younger, N=15 older in the audiovisual 
condition; N=8 younger, N=15 older in the visual only condition). 
 We submitted PTLT scores of habituated infants to a 2 x 2 univariate ANOVA with 
between-subjects factors of condition (Audiovisual or Visual Only) and age group (Younger vs. 




p=.038, η2p= 0.085, and no other significant effects. As shown in Figure 4, older infants’ PTLT 
scores were significantly higher in the audiovisual (M =.61, SEM = .028) than in the visual only 
condition (M =.47, SEM = .03), t(28) = 3.1, p<.01, whereas younger infants’ PTLT scores did not 
differ for the audiovisual (M =.53, SEM = .03) and visual only conditions (M =.56, SEM = .067), 
t(21) = 0.42, p=.68. One-tailed Bonferroni corrected t-tests confirmed that only older infants’ 
PTLT scores in the audiovisual condition were significantly different from chance (.05), t(14) = 
3.75, p<.01. Thus, older infants but not younger infants showed a novelty preference for the 
asynchronous audiovisual test stimulus. This result is unlikely to be an artifact of diminished 
attention or engagement on the part of younger infants during habituation, because the same 
number of infants successfully habituated in both age groups (N = 15), and looking times during 
the habituation phase (averaged over the final six trials) were comparable for younger infants (M 
= 26.63, SEM = 2.43) and older infants (M = 25.2, SEM = 2.01), t(30) = 0.455, p=.65). This 
suggests that the differences observed across the two age groups reflect a true developmental 







Figure 2.4. Percent total looking time (PTLT) towards the mismatching stimulus versus the 
matching stimulus, for infants who successfully habituated in Experiments 1 and 2. Error bars 
represent standard errors. 
 
 
 Across both experiments, infants failed to differentiate silent test videos, even when we 
considered only those infants who successfully habituated. This indicates that successful 
discrimination depended on the presence of both auditory and visual information. Alternatively, 
it is possible that infants—regardless of age—were simply more attentive in the audiovisual than 
visual conditions because of the arousing properties of the music, and their inattention in the 
visual only condition led to their failure. By this account, if infants paid closer attention to the 
stimuli in the visual only condition, they would have discriminated those test stimuli, just as did 




data from adults, reasoning that adults should have greater ability to control their attention during 
the task than infants. If even adults have difficulty discriminating the visual only stimuli, this 
would strongly suggest that infants’ failure was not solely the result of inattention. We presented 
adults (N=24) with the same habituation and test videos that were shown to infants, and we asked 
them to provide similarity ratings for each of two test videos compared with one prior 
habituation video1. We found that even adults had difficulty discriminating the matching from 
mismatching videos in the visual only condition. Adults robustly differentiated matching from 
mismatching audiovisual test stimuli, giving higher similarity ratings to matching (M =4.04, 
SEM = 0.26) than to mismatching test videos (M =3.16, SEM = 0.22), t(23) = 2.64, p = .015, but 
they did not differentiate matching from mismatching stimuli in the visual only condition 
(matching M =3.36, SEM = 0.21; mismatching M =3.13, SEM = 0.18), t(23) = 1.13, p = .27, 
Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. A repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction 
between trial type (Matching or Mismatching) and condition (Audiovisual or Visual Only) 
F(1,23)=5.81, p=.024, η2p=0.20, as well as main effects of trial type, F(1,23)=5.27, p=.03, 
η2p=0.19, and condition, F(1,23)=8.28, p=.008, η
2
p=0.27. Adults’ difficulty discriminating 
stimuli in the visual only condition strongly suggests that infants’ similar failure in the visual 
only condition was not simply due to inattention. Instead, this failure appears to reflect a true 
inability to discriminate the stimuli when audiovisual synchrony/ asynchrony is not present. 
General Discussion 
 In summary, across two experiments, older (8-12 mo.) but not younger (5-8 mo.) infants 
were able to perceive audiovisual synchrony of a person dancing to music. When both visual and 
 
1 Ratings were on a 1-7 scale. Each subject participated in both conditions (Audiovisual and 





auditory information (and thus information about audiovisual synchrony) were available, only 
older infants showed a post-habituation preference for a mismatched (asynchronous) video 
relative to a matched (synchronous) video. By contrast, when the same visual stimuli were 
presented without sound, neither younger nor older infants showed a preference for either test 
stimulus. This failure was not simply a result of lesser attention; Even adults performed poorly at 
discriminating the same visual-only videos. These data thus provide evidence that older but not 
younger infants were sensitive to the audiovisual synchrony of a dancer moving to music, 
suggesting that perception of complex musical audiovisual synchrony develops over the course 
of the first year of infancy. 
 To our knowledge, this paper presents the first evidence to date that infants can perceive 
audiovisual synchrony in a complex musical display such as a dancer moving to music. Music is 
comparable to speech in its richness and ecological validity, and both music and language are 
acquired in parallel during early childhood. Yet, despite a rich literature on development of 
audiovisual speech perception, relatively little work has explored the development of audiovisual 
music perception. While prior work has shown that infants perceive audiovisual synchrony in 
very simple displays in which individual, temporally distinct sounds correspond precisely to 
individual visual trajectory reversals or impact events (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000; Gerson et al., 
2015; Kopp, 2014), the present experiments show that by the end of the first year infants succeed 
in a much more complex intermodal synchrony perception task. In order to succeed in this task, 
the subject must infer a musical beat from sound information and match it to seen movement 
patterns, parsing and comparing many potential points of synchrony between the complex 
movements of a dancer and the multi-layered event structure in real music (Burger et al., 2013, 




important first step by revealing that the capacity to perceive this type of complex, real-world 
musical audiovisual synchrony emerges during infancy. 
 Interestingly, this is the same developmental time frame during which language 
experience begins to influence audiovisual synchrony perception of speech (Grossmann et al., 
2012; Lewkowicz et al. 2010; Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006). In addition, culture-specific 
biases in rhythm and beat processing begin to emerge during this developmental window 
(Hannon et al., 2011; Hannon & Trehub, 2005b; Soley & Hannon, 2010). Thus, one account of 
the current data is that the developmental changes seen in the current studies are the result of 
acquired knowledge about music, similar to the experience-based nature of the changes seen in 
language. For instance, older infants may possess more robust representations of musical meter, 
which allows them to better compare the musical periodicities they hear with body movement 
periodicities they see.  
 If infants’ culture-specific musical experiences influence their perception of musical 
audiovisual synchrony, this would predict that at some age, infants should better detect 
audiovisual asynchrony in dance to familiar music than in dance to music from another culture. 
In this light it is perhaps surprising that we did not observe any effects of song in either 
experiment, since the meter of one song (Hendry, in 4/4) is purported to be more prevalent in 
North American music than the meter of the other song (Five, in 3/4) (Gerry et al., 2009). 
However, these asymmetries in prevalence may not reflect all infant-directed music, as 
prevalence has been examined only in a limited (Kindermusik) repertoire (Gerry et al., 2009). 
Thus, infants in our sample may have had equal prior experience with both meters. To more 
directly address the role of experience, future research is needed to compare audiovisual 




larger sample. Ideally, this future work would involve a cross-cultural sample of infants with 
differing musical experience, to directly tease apart the effects of cultural familiarity from 
perceptual characteristics of the musical stimuli. 
 Perception of musical audiovisual synchrony may also be influenced by individual 
infants’ specific experiences listening and moving to music. Audiovisual synchrony perception 
differs for adults with and without specific musical training, with piano players and drummers 
showing enhanced audiovisual synchrony perception only for displays of their own instrument 
(piano playing or drumming, respectively; Lee & Noppeney, 2011; Petrini, Russell, & Pollick, 
2009). Adult dancers exhibit differential brain responses while watching videos of movements 
that are within their repertoire compared to movements from a different type of dance (Calvo-
Merino, Glaser, Grezes, Passingham, & Haggard, 2005). Exposure to specific dances (such as 
Charleston or Samba) may also determine whether or not adults can accurately perceive 
audiovisual synchrony in displays of those dances (Naveda & Leman, 2010). Recent evidence 
suggests that 6-month-olds who had just 5 minutes of experience attempting to play a drum 
outperformed 6-month-old controls without such experience on a simple audiovisual synchrony 
matching task (Gerson et al., 2015). Future work is needed to investigate whether or not 
individual differences in experience with drumming, dancing and perhaps even walking and 
crawling predict how well infants perceive musical audiovisual synchrony.  
 We observed success at discrimination of matching from mismatching test stimuli in the 
audiovisual condition but not in the visual only condition (for older infants, in Experiment 1). In 
principle, infants might have been able to distinguish matching from mismatching stimuli even 
without auditory information because the visual dance movements of the matching stimulus 




the same song. However, infants’ failure to discriminate these test stimuli without sound, even 
when able to discriminate the audiovisual versions of the same stimuli, suggests that older 
infants’ success in the audiovisual condition was based on detecting audiovisual synchrony and 
asynchrony, and not on visual information alone. In addition, even adults had difficulty 
discriminating matching from mismatching videos when they were presented without sound, 
further supporting the idea that visual information alone could not have driven infants’ 
discrimination, and thus that audiovisual synchrony played a crucial role. Infants’ (as well as 
adults’) failure in the visual-only condition is also interesting because it suggests that subjects 
may have been unable to perceive a beat or coherent pattern within the visual-only stimuli. This 
interpretation is consistent with the notion that intersensory redundancy enhances perception of 
temporal structures (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000). It may be that only when auditory musical 
information was available were older infants and adults able to parse a regular beat and metrical 
patterning from the visual stimuli. 
 The current findings also constrain theoretical explanations for the slow, gradual 
development of the ability to move in synchrony with music. Although precocious sensitivity to 
a musical beat in simple auditory stimuli has been demonstrated among newborns and infants 
with some tasks and stimuli (Winkler et al., 2009), production (e.g. precise synchrony of 
movement to music) lags behind perception of rhythm and beat in music, such that young 
children are often unable to accurately move in time with a musical beat (Ilari, 2015; Zentner & 
Eerola, 2010). Our findings argue against a motor limitation account of this lag. By this motor 
account, infants and young children have an early-developing grasp of the beat, but are unable to 
dance in synchrony with music solely because they lack the necessary motor coordination 




the predictions of this account, the present findings rather support the notion that the rich, 
multimodal perception of musical beat and its accompanying behaviors emerge gradually over 
the course of infancy. The protracted development of musical synchronization may reflect the 
slow developmental trajectory of intermodal integration more generally, where perceptual 
systems depend on cross-sensory comparison to carry out continuous recalibration throughout 
childhood (Gori, Del Viva, Sandini, & Burr, 2008).  
 Overall, the current findings provide the first evidence that infants perceive musical 
audiovisual synchrony in complex, naturalistic stimuli by the end of their first year. In contrast, 
younger infants fail at the same task, suggesting that this capacity emerges in later infancy. 
These findings provide critical insight into the developmental origins of beat-based musical 
behavior, a universal and fundamentally human activity, and expand our growing understanding 
of how infants learn to combine and coordinate complex information to perceive audiovisual 
events in the world through multiple senses. 
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Chapter 3 : Meter Perception in Music: Influences of Development and Expertise 
Context 
 Beat and meter perception is an emergent phenomenon that arises out of the interaction 
between a rhythm and our brains’ attempt to organize and simplify that rhythm (Handel, 1993). 
It happens in a way that feels automatic and uncontrollable to us, and it incontrovertibly changes 
how we perceive the musical rhythms we hear. Musical rhythms are often structured in repetitive 
ways or with predictable patterns (London, 2002; Holtzapfel, 2015). Our ability to abstract out 
multiple levels of timing information from rhythms relies on the repetitive and often predictable 
nature of the musical rhythms themselves. However, the assumption that people perceive 
multiple levels of periodicities in time while listening to music had not been strongly tested. 
Approaches to studying meter perception have often relied on individuals with many years of 
musical training to perform the task, or reported that non-musicians did not show evidence of 
neural responses to meter (Geiser, Ziegler, Jäncke, & Meyer 2009; Geiser, Sandmann, Jäncke, & 
Meyer, 2010; Jongsma, Desain, & Honing, 2004; Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, & Mouraux, 2011; 
Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). Most importantly, most studies of meter perception have not 
explicitly required participants to attend to two levels of metrical information simultaneously to 
perform the task, a key element in any test of meter perception.  
  In Chapter 3, my coauthors and I presented participants with excerpts of complex, 
human-performed ballroom dance music paired with custom metronomes that matched or 
mismatched the music at two metrical levels (the beat and measure). We manipulated the fit of 
the metronomes factorially, such that some metronomes completely mismatched the music at 
both metrical levels, some matched at the beat (but not measure) level, some matched at the 




participants to rate the fit of the metronome to the music and compared their ratings across 
metronome matching conditions. We tested if listeners perceived multiple levels of metrical 
structure simultaneously and how listeners weighted the information at different metrical levels, 
addressing the first research question. To investigate the second research question, how expertise 
and experience interact with meter perception, we recruited adults with and without formal 
musical training and compared their performance on the task. Finally, to better understand how 
beat and meter perception develop throughout childhood into adolescence, the third research 
question, we recruited children and adolescents ages 5 through 17 years to perform the meter 
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Most music is temporally organized within a metrical hierarchy, having nested periodic patterns 
that give rise to the experience of stronger (downbeat) and weaker (upbeat) events. Musical 
meter presumably makes it possible to dance, sing, and play instruments in synchrony with 
others. It is nevertheless unclear whether or not listeners perceive multiple levels of periodicity 
simultaneously, and if they do, when and how they learn to do this. We tested children, 
adolescents, and musically trained and untrained adults with a new meter perception task. We 
presented excerpts of human-performed music paired with metronomes that matched or 
mismatched the metrical structure of the music at two hierarchical levels (beat and measure), and 
asked listeners to provide a rating of fit of metronome and music. Fit ratings suggested that 
adults with and without musical training were sensitive to both levels of meter simultaneously, 
but ratings were more strongly influenced by beat-level than by measure-level synchrony. 
Sensitivity to two simultaneous levels of meter was not evident in children or adolescents. 
Sensitivity to the beat alone was apparent in the youngest children and increased with age, 
whereas sensitivity to the measure alone was not present in younger children (5-8-year-olds). 
These findings suggest a prolonged period of development and refinement of hierarchical beat 
perception, and surprisingly weak overall ability to attend to two beat levels at the same time 
across all ages.  





Hierarchical beat perception develops throughout childhood and adolescence and is 
enhanced in those with musical training 
 Synchronous dancing, marching, swaying, head bobbing and hand clapping are everyday 
musical behaviors that have been observed across human cultures (Brown & Jordania, 2013). 
These ubiquitous and spontaneous behaviors appear to be effortless, yet they entail many levels 
of perceptual processing, from segmenting continuous acoustic information into discrete events, 
to perceptually inferring an isochronous beat from the patterning of those events, to determining 
when and how we should move within that temporal framework. Rhythmic structures and 
behaviors are characterized by tremendous cross-cultural diversity (Clayton, 2000; Touissaint, 
2013), suggesting that childhood acquisition may play a key role in shaping these abilities. 
Nevertheless, relatively little is currently known about when and how children learn to perceive 
musical beat and meter, two inter-related structures that enable dancing and moving in time with 
music.  
 Musical beat can be defined as the quasi-periodic pattern of perceptually salient points in 
time (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983, 1985; Lester, 1986). Listeners are presumed to infer beats at 
periodic positions in the music when events are more likely to occur, or when events are longer, 
louder, or at the boundaries of a melody (Desain & Honing, 2003; Hannon, Snyder, Eerola, & 
Krumhansl, 2004; Jones & Pfordresher, 1997; Large & Palmer, 2002; Palmer & Krumhansl, 
1990; Repp, 2010). When listeners are asked to perform simple periodic movements to music by 
tapping a finger or drumming, their movements tend to correspond to the composer-notated 
beats, with good inter-listener agreement (Drake, Jones, & Baruch, 2000; Drake, Penel, & 
Bigand, 2000; Snyder & Krumhansl, 2001; Toiviainen & Snyder, 2003; van Noorden & 




acoustically uniform sequences of events such as a metronome, a phenomenon known as the 
“tick-tock effect” (e.g., Bolton, 1894; Brochard, Abecasis, Potter, Ragot, & Drake, 2003).  
 A range of approaches have yielded robust evidence that beat is perceptually salient to 
adult listeners. For example, adults have greater difficulty reproducing and discriminating 
rhythms that induce only a weak sense of beat than rhythms that induce a strong sense of beat 
(Essens & Povel, 1985; Grahn & Brett, 2007, 2009; Povel & Essens, 1985; Povel, 1981). This 
“beat-based advantage” is associated with activation of particular motor areas of the brain and is 
thought to reflect the perceptual underpinnings of movement to music (Grahn, 2012). Listeners 
readily match a metronome or click track to the beat of a musical stimulus (Fujii & Schlaug, 
2013; Hannon, Snyder, Eerola & Krumhansl, 2004; Iversen & Patel, 2008; Leow, Parrot, & 
Grahn, 2014; Müllensiefen, Gingras, Musil, & Stewart, 2014), providing the clearest evidence 
that listeners perceive the beat in naturalistic musical listening. Similarly, listeners are faster and 
better at detecting oddball or deviant (“syncopated”) events at strong than at weak beat positions 
in a rhythmic sequence (Ladinig, Honing, Haden, & Winkler, 2009), and their brain responses 
are larger for events, deviants, or omissions that occur on than off the beat (Fujioka, Ross, & 
Trainor, 2015; Geiser, Sandmann, Jäncke, & Meyer, 2010; Geiser, Ziegler, Jancke, & Meyer, 
2009; Iversen, Repp, & Patel, 2009; Snyder & Large, 2005; Vuust et al., 2009). When listeners 
are instructed to imagine a specific beat structure within a metronome-like stimulus (e.g., 
imagine a beat every two or three events), their cortical neural responses to otherwise identical 
sounds vary by the imagined beat condition (Celma-Miralles, de Menezes, & Toro, 2016; 
Fujioka, Zendel, & Ross, 2010; Iversen, Repp, & Patel, 2009; Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, & 




 While the primary beat is most salient, it is often multiplied or subdivided to give rise to 
other levels of perceived periodic structure, called meter. Perceiving meter, by definition, entails 
grasping multiple hierarchical levels of beat simultaneously (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1985; 
London, 2002, 2012). Composers often specify the meter of a musical piece using time signature 
notation, which indicates how many beats occur per measure. For example, 4/4 time has four 
beats per measure, and the first beat or downbeat of the measure is presumably perceived as 
stronger or more salient than other beats because it represents the convergence of at least two 




Figure 3.1. An illustration of the theoretical hierarchical relationships among events in rhythms 
and the periodic beats experienced as musical meter. 
 
 
 Like beat, meter is a musical universal (Savage, Brown, Sakai & Currie, 2015) and it is 
critical for coordinating complex patterns of movement across multiple individuals. For example, 
in many types of group folk and social partner dance, specific movements (e.g., side steps or 
back steps) occur on specific beats within the measure, and all participants begin moving 
together, often on the downbeat of the measure. Movement analysis of trained dancers across a 




body movements correspond to distinct levels of the metrical hierarchy, for example with distal 
limb movements marking the primary beat and torso or hip movements marking higher (slower) 
levels of the meter, such as half-measures or measures (Burger, London, Thompson, & 
Toiviainen, 2017; Burger, Thompson, Luck, Saarikallio, & Toiviainen, 2014; Naveda et al., 
2016; Naveda & Leman, 2010; Toiviainen, Luck, & Thompson, 2010). Thus, natural musical 
movement often reflects not only the beat, but also the metrical structure of music.  
 The evidence reviewed above clearly indicates that listeners’ perception differs for events 
that do or do not align with a beat. However, it is not clear whether listeners perceptually 
distinguish between stronger versus weaker beat positions based on their place in the metrical 
hierarchy (e.g., the first beat of the measure), especially when listeners lack formal music 
training. For listeners to perceive this hierarchical aspect of meter, they must perceive at least 
two levels of beat simultaneously, not just differentiate between patterns of beats at different 
tempi (e.g., whether a metronome in 3/4 or 6/8 fits the music better, without knowing where each 
measure begins). Studies that investigate perception of meter (not just beat) often depend on 
musically-trained participants who can actively imagine or impose a metrical structure on 
sounds, or they report that only trained musicians are sensitive to metrical structure (Geiser et al., 
2009, 2010; Jongsma, Desain, & Honing, 2004; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990; but see Ladinig et 
al., 2009). Because these studies often examine meter perception using simple melodies 
(Jongsma et al., 2004; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990), or relatively simple monotonic rhythms 
(Fujioka et al., 2010; Geiser et al., 2009, 2010; Iversen et al., 2009; Ladinig et al., 2009; Snyder 
& Large, 2005), the salience of meter in these studies may be limited, at least for untrained 
listeners. There is some evidence that neural responses are earlier and stronger to events in 




musical training (Fitzroy & Sanders, 2015), but it is unclear if neural responses correspond to a 
perceptual difference or reflect pre-perceptual stimulus processing. Thus, it may be necessary to 
use rich, complex musical stimuli and ecologically-valid listening situations while listeners make 
perceptual judgments to demonstrate perceptual sensitivity to simultaneous levels of meter 
among those with limited musical listening experience or training.  
 A major question is when perceptual sensitivity to both beat and meter emerge during 
development. Dancing and other synchronous musical behaviors are readily observable even 
among adults who have no formal music training (Bégel et al., 2017; Sowiński & Dalla Bella, 
2013; Repp & Su, 2013). However, unlike adults, young children do not move in precise 
synchrony with music or other rhythmic stimuli. Although spontaneous movement to music can 
be observed as early as infancy, most infants’ movements are not synchronized with music, nor 
are they rhythmically regular for more than a few seconds at a time (Fujii et al., 2014; Ilari, 
2015; Zentner & Eerola, 2010). Even once children are capable of self-propelled walking, they 
do not move in precise synchrony with music (Eerola, Luck, & Toiviainen, 2006), and they 
struggle to drum in synchrony with metronomes and other humans, with a substantial proportion 
of young children moving randomly (Kirschner & Ilari, 2014; Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009; 
Woodruff Carr, Tierney, White-Schwoch, & Kraus, 2016).  
 Synchronous musical movement appears to develop rather gradually over the course of 
childhood and adolescence. Four-year-olds synchronize with simple isochronous rhythms more 
accurately than 2½ year-olds, although neither age group performs anywhere near adult-level 
accuracy (Provasi & Bobin-Bègue, 2003). Synchronization and reproduction accuracy for 
isochronous metronomes and complex rhythms, and accuracy of tapping the beat of musical 




et al., 2006). The gradual improvement in synchronization accuracy continues between 10 and 17 
years of age, particularly for adolescents with music training, but even 16- and 17-year-olds 
synchronize less accurately with isochronous metronomes than adults (Braun Janzen, Thompson, 
& Ranvaud, 2014; Thompson, White-Schwoch, Tierney, & Kraus, 2015). Teens who are more 
accurate synchronizers also exhibit more faithful encoding of sounds in the auditory brainstem 
(Tierney & Kraus, 2013) than less accurate synchronizers. However, the available evidence 
suggests a protracted developmental timeline during which precise, accurate motoric entrainment 
to the beat of simple rhythms is not attained until early adulthood and may continue into middle 
adulthood (McAuley et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2015). Moreover, many of the 
synchronization studies use isochronous metronomes as their synchronization stimulus, where 
each event is equivalent to the beat. This may not tell the full story of the development of motor 
or perceptual entrainment to beat of complex musical rhythms, in which the location of the beat 
must be inferred and is not equivalent to every note onset.  
 The protracted developmental trajectory for musical entrainment could reflect slowly 
developing beat and meter processing in general, or it could arise from a lack of precise motor 
coordination during childhood. In the latter case, we might expect to observe perceptual 
sensitivity to beat and meter before children can synchronize to music. However, studies using 
perceptual paradigms with children tell a mixed story. In support of early and robust beat 
perception, several behavioral findings suggest that sensitivity to beat appears to be present 
shortly after birth. Four-month-old infants discriminate metronomes that have a 15% tempo 
difference (Baruch & Drake, 1997), but only at certain base tempos. After seven-month-olds are 
habituated to a set of rhythms that induce a particular beat, they listen longer to novel rhythms 




same beat (Hannon & Johnson, 2005). Infants are also better at detecting pitch and rhythm 
changes to conventional rhythms that induce a strong beat than to those that induce a weak beat 
(Trehub & Hannon, 2009). 
 Investigations of infants’ neural responses to musical rhythms suggest that the basic 
perceptual elements necessary for beat and meter perception may be present early in 
development. For example, newborn infants exhibit larger mismatch negativity brain responses 
to event omissions that occur on strong than on weak positions in a drum sequence (Winkler, 
Haden, Ladinig, Sziller, & Honing, 2009). However, these responses could reflect other aspects 
of the stimulus (e.g., number of omitted instruments) that were confounded with beat position. A 
few months after birth, infants exhibit mismatch negativities in response to early or late events in 
metronome-like patterns (Otte et al., 2013), suggesting a strong sensitivity to temporal regularity. 
When presented with repeating rhythms, 7- and 15-month-old infants’ brain responses contained 
energy at the beat and measure frequencies of ambiguous and non-ambiguous rhythms (Cirelli, 
Spinelli, Nozaradan, & Trainor, 2016). However, similar responses to rhythmic stimuli have 
been observed in anesthetized rodents, suggesting such responses in humans at least partially 
reflect stimulus-driven rather than perceptual processes (Rajendron, Harper, Garcia-Lazaro, 
Lesica, & Schnupp, 2017). Without a perceptual task, it is impossible to determine if the infants 
perceived multiple levels of meter in the rhythms, or if their neural responses simply reflect low-
level processing of the energy content of the stimulus. 
 In support of the idea that meter perception develops gradually, there is considerable 
evidence that beat perception changes over the course of development because of listening 
experience. Whereas 12-month-old North American infants were only able to discriminate 




disruptions to rhythms with either familiar (simple and regular beat) or unfamiliar (complex and 
irregular beat) metrical structures (Hannon & Trehub, 2005a; Hannon & Trehub, 2005b). 
However, after two weeks of at-home exposure to children’s music containing complex meters 
with an irregular beat, children from 12 months to 7 years detected disruptions of complex-meter 
rhythms, whereas older children and adults remained sensitive only to disruptions of simple-
meter rhythms (Hannon & Trehub, 2005b; Hannon, Vanden Bosch der Nederlanden, & Tichko, 
2012). By 4-8 months of age, infants prefer music with metrical structures consistent with their 
native culture (Soley & Hannon, 2010). By 7 months, North American infants already show 
stronger preferences for and more accurate discrimination of music with duple meter, which in 
Western music is more common than music with triple meter (Bergeson & Trehub, 2006). This 
advantage for duple over triple meter is further enhanced by participation in music classes where 
duple meter songs are more prevalent (Gerry, Faux, & Trainor, 2010; Trainor, Marie, Gerry, 
Whiskin, & Unrau, 2012). By 5 years of age, North American children are better at determining 
if a metronome matches the beat of a piece of music in simple than in complex meter (Einarson 
& Trainor, 2015, 2016); yet even then, their accuracy levels do not approach that of adults in 
similar tasks (Iversen & Patel, 2008; Müllensiefen et al., 2014; Puyjarinet, Bégel, Lopez, 
Dellacherie, & Dalla Bella, 2017). This evidence suggests that something about listeners’ 
perception of musical temporal structure is changing over the course of childhood, presumably in 
response to culture-specific listening experience, although it is unclear what musical structures 
are driving children’s performance in these tasks. 
 To our knowledge, no study has systematically examined the development of both beat 
and meter perception using natural, ecologically-valid musical stimuli and tasks. The current 




and meter, such that beats at multiple time scales are experienced as stronger or weaker than 
others based on their position in the metrical hierarchy. We compared individuals with and 
without formal musical training to examine whether the ability to simultaneously perceive 
multiple levels of metrical structure relies on intense musical training, or if it is present in 
individuals without such training. Second, we examined how and when beat and meter 
perception develop from childhood through adulthood.  
 Participants performed a simple task in which they provided a rating of fit between rich, 
complex ballroom dance music and a metronome that reflects two beat levels of the meter. We 
used this task to examine beat and meter perception among adults with and without formal music 
training (Experiments 1A and 1B), and in typically developing children and adolescents 
(Experiment 2A and 2B). We chose ballroom dance music for our stimuli because ballroom 
music is composed with the explicit intention of eliciting and supporting synchronized 
movement to multiple beat levels, and as such it contains myriad cues to multiple levels of 
different metrical structures (e.g., waltz versus march).  
Experiment 1A 
 In Experiment 1A we compared perceptual judgments made by adults with and without 
formal music training who were asked to rate the fit between musical excerpts paired with 
metronomes that matched or mismatched multiple levels of metrical structure (i.e., at the beat 
and measure levels). In Experiment 1B we examined adult judgments of fit in response to 





 Participants.  
 To compare performance on the meter perception task as a function of musical 
experience, we recruited participants with low or no musical training (non-musicians) and those 
with substantial musical training (musicians). The non-musicians were recruited from the 
undergraduate psychology student subject pool of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and 
comprised 32 (17 female) students who received credit in psychology classes at the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas for their participation. Non-musicians had fewer than five years of 
instrumental or vocal musical training or performance (M = 1.06, SD = 1.47), and 19 of 32 
reported having no formal music training at all. There were also 28 (17 female) musicians who 
had five or more years of formal musical training (M = 15.46, SD = 11.38), a common minimum 
threshold of training for individuals to be considered musicians (Skoe & Kraus, 2013). Most of 
the musician participants were recruited from the university’s music department and the 
surrounding community and were compensated for their participation with entry into a gift card 
raffle. Six musicians were recruited through the psychology department’s subject pool. Given the 
potential relevance of dance experience for perceiving beat and meter especially in ballroom 
dance music, we also collected information about dance training, which ranged from 0-17 years 
(see Table 3.1 for full demographic information).  
 We did not perform auditory pure-tone hearing screenings on participants, but all 
participants self-reported normal hearing and no history of hearing problems. All participants 
were conversationally or functionally competent in English, having learned English from birth (n 
= 51) or during early childhood (n = 9, Mage learned = 4.6 years old, SD = 2.1, range = 2-8 years). 




English. All participants verbally confirmed that they understood the instructions and the task. 
This research was approved by the Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board of the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
 
 
Table 3.1. Experiment 1A and 1B Participant Demographic Information  
 Experiment 1A  Experiment 1B 





n (n Females) 60 (34) 28 (17) 32 (17)  36 (19) 






Age Range 18 – 57 18 – 57 18 – 35  18-42 
Parental Education > 4-Year 
College Degree (% of 
sample) 
35 (58%) 21 (78%) 14 (44%) 
 
12 (33%) 
# Hispanic (% of sample) 9 (15%) 2 (7%) 7 (22%)  12 (33%) 
# L1 other than English (% 
of sample) 
9 (15%) 1 (4%) 8 (25%) 
 
14 (39%) 
# Bilingual (% of sample) 20 (33%) 10 (37%) 10 (31%)  14 (39%) 
# Participants with Musical 
Training (% of sample) 
40 (66%) 28 (100%) 13 (39%) 
 
14 (39%) 






Range of Musical Training 0.5 – 42.0 5.0 – 42.0 0.5 – 4.0  0.25 – 10 
Age Started Musical 
Training  
10.51(3.44) 9.82 (3.22) 12.00 (3.54) 
 
12.07 (4.92) 
# Participants with Dance 
Training (% of sample) 
15 (25%) 8 (30%) 7 (21%) 
  
9 (25%) 
Years Dance Training 1.28 (3.24) 1.41 (2.96) 1.17 (3.50)  1.06 (2.58) 










Note. All values are means and standard deviations unless otherwise specified. Years musical 
training and years dance training include all participants in the sample or subgroup. Ranges of 
musical and dance training and age started musical training only include participants with 






 Power Analysis.  
 In this experiment, we wished to detect, if present, significant interactions between 
metrical levels (beat and measure) within participants, or interactions between metrical levels 
and musicianship between participants (i.e., beat by musical training or measure by musical 
training), as in previous studies (Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). Prior studies using a similar 
method to ours (e.g., the Beat Alignment Task; Iversen & Patel, 2008) have reported effect sizes 
for beat-level matching ranging from d = 1.27 to 1.70 (Leow et al., 2014; Müllensiefen et al, 
2014). Previous tasks only manipulated the beat-level matching between the metronome and 
music: we assumed that measure-level matching would have a smaller effect than that of beat-
level matching and estimated our effect sizes more conservatively.  
 Our analytical approach was a two-level, participant-clustered multilevel model, where 
level 1 was the 96 trials clustered within the same individual, and level 2 was participants. We 
used the “Optimal Design Plus Empirical Evidence” program (Raudenbush & Liu, 2000; 
Spybrook et al., 2011) for power analyses in multilevel modeling to estimate our necessary 
sample size. We modeled the required sample size (number of participants, L2) to achieve a 
power of 0.8 to detect effect sizes between d = 0.15 and d = 0.80 for fixed effects at Level 1 or 
cross-level interactions, and assumed a possible variance of effect sizes between 0.05 (SDeffect size 
= ±0.20)  and 0.10 (SDeffect size = ±0.30). At d = 0.15 and variance of 0.10 (the most conservative 
estimate), a sample size of 50 participants was required for 0.8 power, and for larger effect sizes 
(d = 0.2 – 0.8), between 15-25 participants were sufficient to reach 0.8 power. Our sample size of 
60 individuals with 96 trials each was determined to be adequate for assessing small-to-moderate 




approaches to estimating sample size for multilevel model designs suggest a 30/30 rule with a 
minimum of 30 groups (participants) and 30 members (trials/measurements) in each group (Hox, 
1995, 2010) to achieve reasonable power to detect fixed effects in multilevel modeling, which 
our sample size (60/96) exceeded.      
 Stimuli.  
 We selected six pieces of expressively performed ballroom dance music, half in triple 
meter (3/4) and half in duple meter (4/4) at slow (89 BPM), medium (104 BPM), and fast tempos 
(124 BPM; compact disc: “Ballroom Dance Music,” The Swiss Ballroom Orchestra, Blaricum 
CD Company, 1999). We selected tempo-matched pairs of duple and triple pieces, and further 
equated tempo by using the “Change Tempo” function in Audacity® version 2.1.2 (Audacity 
Team, 2020) to set paired pieces to the same tempo (without altering the pitch of the music). For 
each of the six pieces, we selected four 5-measure excerpts, resulting in segments 7-14 s in 
duration depending on tempo.  
 For each piece, we created metronome tracks that matched or mismatched at the main 
beat level and the measure level. The temporal positions of each beat and measure were 
identified using the Bar and Beat Tracker VAMP plugin (Davies & Plumbley, 2007; Stark, 
Davies, & Plumbley, 2009) in Audacity, and further adjusted by the first author who is a trained 
musician. Next, we created metronomes (“Generate Click-Track” command in Audacity), 
consisting of 10-millisecond sine-wave clicks, with a higher pitched click marking the first beat 
of each measure (MIDI pitch 92: G#6, 1661.2Hz), and lower-pitched clicks marking all other 
beats (MIDI pitch 80: G#5, 830.6Hz), a pattern that is typical in many commercially available 
metronomes. Thus, depending on the meter, the higher-pitched click occurred once every three 




matched to the music at the level of beat, the measure, both, or neither (see Figure 3.2). Fully 
matching metronomes had lower- and higher-pitch clicks that matched the beat and measure of 
the music, respectively (Figure 3.2A). When the metronome matched the beat but not the 
measure, clicks occurred on every beat, but higher-pitch clicks did not consistently align with the 
first beat of each measure (i.e., they occurred every three beats instead of every four or vice 
versa, wrapping in and out of phase with the measure of the music; Figure 3.2B). When the 
metronome matched the measure but not the beat, the higher-pitch clicks occurred regularly with 
the first beat of every measure, but the intervening clicks did not match beats in the music (i.e., 
three clicks were presented asynchronously to four beats of the music, or vice versa; Figure 
3.2C). Fully mismatching metronomes were 6% faster in tempo than the musical excerpt, 
meaning neither beat- nor measure-level clicks matched beats or measures in the music, and the 
measure length was swapped (duple for triple and vice-versa Figure 3.2D). The 6% tempo 
increase is above the threshold for listeners’ ability to detect tempo differences between 
sequences of isochronous metronomes (Drake & Botte, 1993). Table 3.2 shows the asynchronies 








Figure 3.2 Alignment of the metronome tracks to the musical excerpts. Measure-level, higher-
pitch clicks are indicated by red circles, regular beat-level, lower-pitch clicks by smaller black 
circles. Vertical alignment between the musical note and the circle indicates onset synchrony 
between the musical beat and the metronome beat; misalignment indicates asynchronous 
temporal onsets for the beat of the music and the beat of the metronome. A) Beat- and measure-
level clicks of the metronome match both the beat and measure positions in the music, B) Beat-
level clicks match the beat of the music while measure-level clicks mismatch the measure of the 
music, although measure-level clicks still occur on a beat position, C) Measure-level clicks 
match the downbeat of the music, but beat-level clicks mismatch the beat of the music, D) 








Table 3.2. Average Asynchrony between Metronome Clicks and Musical Beat and Measure 
Downbeats 
  
Condition Metrical Level Asynchrony (ms) Asynchrony (% IOI) 
Beat Matching/ 
Measure Matching  
Beat 0.18 (0.03) .03% 
Measure 0.18 (0.06) <.01% 
Beat Matching/ 
Measure Mismatching  
Beat 0.18 (0.03) .03% 
Measure 482.71 (93.02) 24% 
Beat Mismatching/ 
Measure Matching  
Beat 187.81 (22.45) 33% 
Measure 0.20 (0.07) <.01% 
Beat Mismatching/ 
Measure Mismatching  
Beat 145.6 25% 
Measure 509.69 (96.96) 25% 
Note. Asynchronies are reported in milliseconds with Mean (Standard Deviation) and as % inter-
onset interval (IOI), for each metrical level (beat or measure). Beat level asynchronies reflect the 
time between a beat-level metronome click and the nearest beat in the music, and measure level 
asynchronies reflect the time between a higher pitch metronome click and the nearest measure 
downbeat in the music.  
 
 
 The metronome and music were generated in stereo, with the metronome in one ear 
channel and the musical excerpt in the other channel. This dichotic presentation of the music and 
the metronome was expected to aid participants in perceptually separating the two auditory 
channels (Hartmann & Johnson, 1991). Half of the stimuli had the metronome in the left channel, 
and half had the metronome in the right channel. Participants listened to 96 different 
music/metronome combinations throughout the experiment (4 trials of each of 6 musical pieces 
across 4 metronome conditions). All stimulus materials are available on the Open Science 




 Apparatus and Procedure.  
 Participants performed the rating task on a PC desktop computer (Dell, Round Rock, TX) 
running Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, WA). Participants listened to the stimuli 
through over-the-ear noise-attenuating headphones (approximately 20 dB SPL passive noise 
attenuation; Sennheiser 280 Pro, Sennheiser Corporation, Old Lyme, CT). All stimuli were 
presented to participants at approximately 70 dB SPL, well above normal hearing thresholds but 
not so loud as to be uncomfortable. A custom program written in Presentation software 
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Palo Alto, CA) controlled the stimulus presentation and response 
collection.  
 The on-screen instructions stated “On each trial, you will hear of clip of music in one ear 
and a click track in the other ear… Your task is to determine how well the click track matches 
the music you hear. You will listen to the entire clip of music and then be asked to rate how well 
the click track matched the music on a scale of 1 through 4, where 1 means ‘Not Well At All’ 
and 4 means ‘Very Well.’” The prompt to respond (“How well did the sounds fit together?” with 
the 4-point scale) did not appear until the end of the stimulus ensuring participants heard the 
entire stimulus. The next trial began after participants responded or after five seconds had 
elapsed.  
 The experiment was preceded by a practice session. Each participant first encountered 
three demonstration trials: one fully-matching metronome, one beat-matching/measure-
mismatching metronome, and one fully-mismatching metronome. Each demonstration sound file 
was accompanied by text stating how other listeners might rate the metronome, e.g., “Most 
people would think this click-track matched the music very well” for a fully-matching 




in which they listened to three additional musical excerpts paired with a metronome (fully-
matching, beat matching/measure mismatching, and fully-mismatching) and rated the fit of the 
metronome to the music just as in the experimental trials. They received feedback using the same 
wording as in the demonstration trials regardless of their answers. After participants completed 
the practice, they could ask the experimenter for clarification or they could begin the 
experimental trials. The experiment contained four blocks of 24 trials each, presented by the 
computer in a random order for each participant. Between every block of trials, participants had 
the opportunity to take a short break while remaining seated at the computer.  
 After completing the experiment, participants filled out a brief demographic 
questionnaire that surveyed their musical, dance, language, cultural background, and hearing 
status. The entire experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes, including informed consent, 
practice session, experiment, and demographic questionnaire. 
 Data Analysis.  
 Multilevel modeling (MLM) analyses allow for the simultaneous comparison of within-
participant experimental manipulations and between-participant individual differences along 
with cross-level interactions (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Hox, 2010; Raudenbush & 
Bryk, 2002)2. We investigated the effect of beat- and measure-level matching metronomes on 
participants’ ratings of fit while controlling for tempo and musical meter within participants, and 
controlling for years of musical training, years of dance training, and hours of musical listening 
between participants. Our primary hypothesis was that beat- and measure-level matching would 
significantly alter participants’ ratings of fit. We hypothesized that participants’ perception of 
 
2 ANOVA-based power analyses, results, and figures from all four experiments can be found on 





measure-level matching would be moderated by beat-level matching, and thus expected a Beat x 
Measure interaction between the two factors. We also hypothesized that musical training would 
make participants more sensitive to beat- and measure-level matching. Thus, we created three 
cross-level interaction terms: Beat x Musical Training, Measure x Musical Training, and the 
three-way interaction of Beat x Measure x Musical Training.  
 Because there was no prior research that used MLM to examine meter perception, we 
performed the analyses in a hierarchical model-building manner. In all models, the dependent 
variable was participants’ rating of fit between the metronome and music in each trial. First, we 
tested an unconditional (baseline) model, equivalent to a one-way ANOVA with participant 
(subject) as the random effect. In Model 1, we entered the within-subjects experimental variables 
of Beat (matching or mismatching), Measure (matching or mismatching), Tempo (slow, medium, 
and fast), and musical Meter (duple or triple), along with the interaction term of Beat x Measure, 
as well as the between-participants individual difference variables of Musical Training (in years), 
Dance Training (years), and Music Listening (hours per week). We included random slopes for 
Beat, Measure, and Meter. In Model 2, we entered the cross-level interaction terms of Beat x 
Musical Training, Measure x Musical Training, and Beat x Measure x Musical Training to test 
the hypothesis that musical training affects how participants perceive beat and measure 
information in music.  
 All within-participants (level 1) predictors were dichotomous variables. Beat- and 
measure-level matching was coded as “0” for mismatching and “1” for matching. Tempo was 
separated and dummy-coded into two dichotomous variables, slow and fast (with the 
medium/104 BPM tempo taken as reference, when the values for both slow and fast were zero). 




participants (level 2) predictors were grand-mean centered: the grand mean of all participants for 
each variable (music training/dance training/music listening) was calculated, and then subtracted 
from each participant’s score on the relevant variable. We did not standardize between-
participant predictors. 
 We treated all missing data as data missing-completely-at-random (MCAR), as there was 
no increased likelihood of missing a response as a function of missing a previous response 
(Rubin, 1987). Each participant experienced 96 trials in the experiment, giving a total of 96 
possible ratings of fit (the dependent variable). However, as the experiment moved on 
automatically to the next trial after 5 seconds with no response, there was a small number of 
missing trials across the entire dataset (11 trials; <0.01%). Seven individuals had at least one 
missed trial, and the maximum number of missing trials was three (3% of an individual’s total). 
There were no missing values for within-participants factors. Most between-participants (Level 
2) data were present, but one participant did not provide years of musical training, one 
participant did not provide years of dance training, and eight participants did not provide hours 
of music listening information. We did not impute or estimate missing values either for ratings of 
fit (dependent variable) or the between-participants predictors.  
 All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20 (IBM 
Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA) using the MIXED command. All models used restricted 
maximum likelihood estimation (REML). Our covariance matrix was unstructured, and we 
allowed for covariances between random slopes and intercepts. In all models, we used 
Satterthwaite approximations to estimate degrees of freedom and obtain two-tailed p values for 




successfully converged. Syntax for all models and datasheets are available on the companion 
OSF page for this paper.  
Results and Discussion 
 Ratings of fit are presented in Figure 3.3, for the whole sample (3.3A) and for the 
musician and non-musician participants separately (3.3B & 3.3C). MLM results3, including 
coefficients, estimated variances, and ICC, are reported in Table 3. In the baseline (intercept-
only) model, most of the variance in ratings was attributable to within-subjects variance (1.34, 
95% CI: 1.29 – 1.39) and a small portion was attributable to between-subjects variance (0.05, 
95% CI: 0.03 – 0.08). Approximately 96% of the unexplained variance was within participants 






3 We performed the MLM on the full sample and excluding the subset of non-native English 
speakers (n = 9). There were no changes in the direction/sign of the results as a result of 






Figure 3.3 Ratings of fit between metronome and music by beat- and measure-level alignment 
between the metronome and the music. (A) Entire sample (n = 60). (B) Non-musicians 
(participants with < 5 years musical training) group only (n = 32). (C) Musicians (participants 
with ≥ 5 years musical training) group only (n = 28). Error bars are within-subject error bars 





Table 3.3. Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 1A Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music 
Parameter Baseline Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.544** 1.705** 1.705** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)    
Beat  1.518** 1.518** 
Measure  -0.097 -0.097 
Slower Tempo  0.022 0.022 
Faster Tempo  0.110** 0.110** 
Musical Meter  -0.043 -0.043 
Beat x Measure  0.423** 0.423** 
Beat x Musical Training   0.021** 
Measure x Musical Training   0.024** 
Beat x Measure x Musical Training   -0.015* 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)    
Musical Training  -0.0004 -0.017** 
Dance Training  0.004 0.004 
Music Listening  0.002 0.002 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.341** 0.482** 0.482** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept)  0.053** 0.121** 0.087** 
    
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.0377 0.201 0.153 
 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Between-participants (Level 2) variables are grand-
mean centered. Complete covariance matrix available on OSF as supplemental material. * p < 
.05, ** p < .01 
 
 
 Hypothesis 1: Beat- and Measure-Level Information Influence Ratings of Fit. 
 Model 1 examined the effect of the within-subjects (Level 1) experimental factors of 
Beat, Measure, Tempo, Meter, and the Beat x Measure interactions on participants’ ratings while 
controlling for Musical Training, Dance Training, and Music Listening as fixed effects, with 




 There were significant fixed effects of Beat, Tempo, and the Beat x Measure interaction. 
Participants rated beat-matching metronomes significantly higher than beat-mismatching 
metronomes when controlling for all other factors (γ = 1.52 95% CI: 1.39 – 1.64). Measure-level 
matching did not significantly alter ratings of fit after controlling for other factors. However, the 
interaction between Beat x Measure was statistically significant (Figure 3.3A). We performed a 
simple slopes test (Preacher, Curran, & Bauer, 2006) examining difference in ratings for beat-
mismatching and beat-matching metronomes depending on measure-level alignment while 
controlling for all other factors. When the beat of the metronome mismatched the music, 
participants’ ratings did not differ for measure-mismatching (1.70, 95% CI: 1.60 – 1.80) or 
measure-matching metronomes (1.61, 95% CI: 1.47 – 1.75; ω = -0.10, 95% CI: -0.23 – 0.04). By 
contrast, when the beat of the metronome matched the music, participants gave higher ratings 
when the measure also matched (3.55, 95% CI: 3.45 – 3.64) than when the measure did not 
match (3.22, 95% CI: 3.10 – 3.34; ω = 0.33, 95% CI: 0.23 – 0.42). The significantly higher 
ratings for metronomes that matched both the beat and measure of the music compared with 
metronomes that only matched at the beat result suggests participants could perceive beat- and 
measure-level information simultaneously in the music and metronome. However, the lack of a 
difference in ratings when the beat did not match may indicate that listeners may have difficulty 
detecting measure-level mismatching when the beat also mismatches.  
 Participants gave slightly higher ratings of fit to faster (124 BPM) musical excerpts 
compared to moderate (104 BPM) musical excerpts, regardless of beat- or measure-level 
matching (γ = 0.11, 95% CI: 0.07 – 0.15). After controlling for all within-participant variables, 
none of the between-participant variables (musical training, dance training, music listening) had 




ratings overall had smaller differences between their ratings for mismatching and matching 
metronomes compared to participants who had lower overall ratings (rbeat,intercept = -.22; 
rmeasure,intercept = -.48), which likely reflects ceiling effects in use of the rating scale.  
 In Model 1, the addition of the within-subjects predictors accounted for approximately 
64% of the within-subjects variance relative to the random-effects ANOVA baseline model. The 
proportion of between-subjects variability increased to 20%, and the within-subjects variability 
decreased to 80%. 
 Hypothesis 2: Music Training Affects Beat- and Measure-Level Perception. 
 In Model 2 we assessed the hypothesis that musical training interacts with participants’ 
perception of beat- and measure-level matching between the metronome and music. We added 
the cross-level interactions among beat, measure, and musical training to the model. All previous 
significant fixed effects of Beat, Tempo, and Beat x Measure remained statistically significant 
with only minor changes to the estimated parameters (Table 3). With the addition of the cross-
level interactions, the fixed effect of Musical Training became statistically significant. 
Controlling for all other variables, for every year of musical training above the sample mean 
(7.78 years), participants’ mean ratings decreased slightly (γ = -0.016, 95% CI: -0.025 – -0.009).  
 All three cross-level interactions also had significant main effects, supporting the 
hypothesis that musical training moderates the perception of beat and measure. The Beat x 
Musical Training interaction was similar to the Measure x Musical Training interaction: for 
every year of musical training above the sample mean, participants gave slightly higher ratings 
of fit to beat-matching and measure-matching metronomes than to non-matching metronomes 
(Table 4). A simple slopes test of the Beat x Musical Training interaction demonstrated that the 




participants with more musical training than those with less (Table 3.4). The simple slopes test of 
the Measure x Musical Training interaction demonstrated that participants with little-to-no 
musical training gave significantly lower ratings to measure-matching than measure-
mismatching metronomes, whereas participants with more musical training did not differ in their 
ratings (Table 3.4). 
 
 
Table 3.4. Simple Slopes Tests From Experiment 1A of Beat x Musical Training and Measure x 
Musical Training  
Factor Intercept 95% CI Slope 95% CI 
 Beat x Musical Training 
Non-Musicians (1.1 yrs) 1.82* [1.59 - 2.04] 1.38** [1.25 - 1.51] 
Sample Average (7.8 yrs) 1.70* [1.62 - 1.79] 1.52** [1.41 - 1.63] 
Musicians (15.5 yrs) 1.57* [1.49 - 1.66] 1.68** [1.54 - 1.81] 
 Measure x Musical Training 
Non-Musicians 1.82* [1.72 - 1.92] -0.260** [-0.406 - -0.115] 
Sample Average 1.70* [1.62 - 1.79] -0.097 [-0.219 - 0.026] 
Musicians 1.57* [1.47 - 1.68] 0.090 [-0.062 - 0.242] 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Each of the lines estimates the slope and intercept for 
musical training at 1.1 years (non-musician subgroup), 7.8 years (overall sample average), and 
15.5 years (musician subgroup). Ratings of fit are on a 1 (low) to 4 (high) scale. Intercept value 
indicates rating of fit for mismatching (beat or measure, as appropriate) metronome. Significant 
simple slope values indicate that the change in ratings of fit (e.g. from beat-mismatching to beat-




 The test of the three-way interaction (Dawson & Richter, 2006) between Beat, Measure, 
and Musical Training demonstrated that for metronomes that mismatched at the level of the beat, 
musicians (average of ≥15 years music training) did not differ in their ratings between measure-
mismatching and measure-matching metronomes (ω = 0.090, p = 0.249), whereas non-musicians 




than to measure-mismatching metronomes (ω = -0.26, p = .001; slope difference = 0.35, t(59) = 
4.11, p < .001). This suggests that musicians and non-musicians perceived measure-level 
matching differently when the beat of the metronome did not match the music. In contrast, when 
the beat of the metronome matched the music, both musicians (ω = 0.40, p < .001) and non-
musicians (ω = 0.26, p < .001) gave significantly higher ratings of fit to measure-matching over 
measure-mismatching metronomes, although the increase (slope) was slightly higher for 
musicians over non-musicians (slope difference: 0.14, t(59) = 2.15, p = 0.037). This latter 
finding strengthens the argument that musical training is not necessary to perceive multiple 
levels of musical meter simultaneously, as all participants gave significantly higher ratings to 
fully-matching metronomes over beat-matching/measure-mismatching metronomes regardless of 
their amount of musical training.  
 The addition of the cross-level interaction terms in Model 2 accounted for approximately 
28% of the unexplained variance between-subjects in Model 1. After fitting Model 2, 
approximately 15% of the remaining unexplained variance in scores was between-participants, 
and 85% within-participants.  
 Summary.  
 Adult listeners, regardless of their amount of formal musical training, gave the highest 
ratings of fit to metronomes that matched the music at two metrical levels: the beat level and the 
measure level. This is compelling evidence that listeners perceive multiple levels of metrical 
structure simultaneously while listening to music. However, listeners did not give equal 
weighting to both metrical levels; ratings were far more swayed by beat-level than by measure-




 It is unclear why listeners with lower amounts of formal musical training gave higher 
ratings to fully-mismatching metronomes compared to beat-mismatching/measure-matching 
metronomes. Perhaps in this condition, non-musicians were perceptually overwhelmed by 
asynchronies at the beat level, which were in fact greater in the measure-matching than in the 
measure-mismatching condition (see Table 2). Beat-level asynchronies may have been so salient 
to non-musicians that they failed to notice synchrony or asynchrony at the measure level. If this 
was the case, non-musicians should have no difficulty distinguishing measure-matching from 
measure-mismatching metronomes when beat-level information is removed entirely from the 
metronomes. To confirm this, we conducted a second, modified version of the experiment in 
which we presented non-musicians with metronomes that matched or mismatched the music only 
at the level of the measure. 
Experiment 1B 
Method 
 Participants.  
 We recruited a new sample of 36 (19 female) undergraduate students to participate in this 
experiment. None of these individuals participated in the previous experiment. We collected 
information about previous music and dance instruction from participants as in Experiment 1A 
(see Table 3.1 for full demographic information). All participants were functionally and 
conversationally fluent in English; they were either native speakers (n = 23) or learned English 
during childhood (n = 13, Mage learned = 5.3 years old, SD = 2.75 years, range = 2-12 years). As in 
Experiment 1A, all experimenter-participant interactions, test materials, demographic 
questionnaires, and instructions were in English. All participants verbally confirmed that they 




on participants, but all participants self-reported normal hearing and no history of long-term 
hearing deficits in a demographic questionnaire. This research was approved by the 
Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
 Power Analysis. 
 Given the large effect of beat (γ = 1.52) and the moderate effect of the interaction 
between beat and measure (γ = 0.42) in Experiment 1A, we estimated that the effect of measure-
level information when beat-level information was removed would likely fall between an 
estimated d = 0.20 – 0.50. As such, our sample size of 36 participants with 96 trials per 
participant was sufficient to reach a power of 0.8 to detect an effect size of at least d = 0.2 with a 
variance of 0.10 (Raudenbusch & Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011), and was larger than the 
suggested 30/30 rule (Hox, 1995, 2010).   
 Stimuli and Procedure. 
 The experimental procedure, program, and instructions were the same as described 
above, except for in this experiment we silenced the beat-level clicks of the metronomes, leaving 
only the measure-level clicks (Figure 3.4). This resulted in three conditions: 1) a fully matching 
condition, in which the click matched the measure-level downbeat of the music (corresponding 
to both measure-matching conditions in Experiment 1A; Figure 3.4A), 2) a measure mismatching 
condition in which the click fell on a beat in the music other than the downbeat of the measure 
and thus was period-mismatched (corresponding to the beat-matching/measure-mismatching 
condition of Experiment 1A; Figure 3.4B), and 3) a fully mismatching condition, in which the 
measure-level click did not fall regularly on any beat in the music (corresponding to the beat- 
and measure-mismatching condition of Experiment 1A; Figure 3.4C). Thus, while clicks in the 




measure), clicks in the fully-mismatching condition almost never aligned with any musical beats. 
Measure-level asynchronies between the metronome and music (see Table 2) were minimal in 
the fully matching condition (Masynch = 0.18 ms, SD = 0.06 ms; .03% IOI), but they were 
similarly high for both the measure-mismatching condition (Masynch = 482.71 ms, SD = 93.02 ms; 




Figure 3.4 Alignment of the metronome tracks to the musical excerpts in Experiment 1B. A) 
Fully Matching metronomes had clicks that aligned with the downbeat of each measure. B) 
Measure Mismatching metronomes had clicks that did not always fall on the downbeat of the 
measure, but always fell on a beat of the music. C) Fully Mismatching metronomes had clicks 
that did not fall on either beat or measure downbeat locations (were fully asynchronous with the 





 Data Analysis. 
 We used MLM to examine the effects of measure-level metronome alignment on 
participants’ ratings while controlling for tempo and meter differences within-participants, and 
effects of musical training, dance training, and music listening between-participants. Our primary 




alignment of the metronome to the music. We entered Measure (fully matching, measure 
mismatching, and fully mismatching), Tempo (slow, medium, and fast), and Meter (duple and 
triple) as within-subject variables and Musical Training, Dance Training, and Music Listening as 
between-subject variables, with random slopes for Measure and Meter. As musical training was 
related to sensitivity to both beat- and measure-level information in Experiment 1A, we 
hypothesized we would find effects of music training here too. We tested this hypothesis with a 
cross-level interaction between Measure x Musical Training. We compared the full model to a 
baseline model (one-way random effects ANOVA).  
 Measure-level alignment was separated and dummy-coded into two dichotomous 
variables – “Fully Matching” and “Fully Mismatching” (the “Measure Mismatching” condition 
was used as reference, when the values for the other two conditions were zero). All other within- 
and between-participant predictors were coded and treated the same as in Experiment 1A. There 
were a small number of missing ratings across the entire dataset (32; <1%). A total of nine 
participants had at least one missing response, with one individual who failed to respond in 18 
trials (19% of their total); all other participants missed between one and four trials. There were 
no missing predictors at any level. We did not impute or estimate missing values for ratings for 
missed trials. All statistical analyses were performed using the same program and parameters as 
Experiment 1A. All models presented successfully converged. Syntax for models and datasheets 





Results and Discussion 
 Participants’ ratings for each metronome condition are shown in Figure 3.5. MLM 
results4 are reported in Table 3.5. As in Experiment 1A, most of the variance in ratings in the 
baseline model was attributable to within-subjects variance (1.22, 95% CI: 1.16 – 1.28) and a 
small portion of the variance was attributable to between-subjects variance (0.05, 95% CI: 0.03 – 
0.09). Approximately 96% of the variance in ratings was within participants (experimental 




4 As in Experiment 1A, we performed the MLM twice: once including the n = 14 non-English L1 
participants, and once without. There were no changes in the direction/sign of the results as a 





Figure 3.5 Ratings of fit between measure-only metronome and music as a function of the 
measure-level alignment between the metronome and music. Visualization collapsed over the 







Table 3.5 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 1B Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music 
Parameter Baseline Full Model 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.792** 2.459** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)   
Measure – Fully Matching   0.766** 
Measure – Fully Mismatching   -0.746** 
Slower Tempo  0.229** 
Faster Tempo  0.200** 
Musical Meter  -0.017 
Fully Matching x Musical Training  0.063 
Fully Mismatching x Musical Training  -0.029 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)   
Years Musical Training  -0.019 
Years Dance Training  0.016 
Hours Music Listening  0.001 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.218** 0.664** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept) 0.052** 0.152** 
   
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.041 0.187 
Note. All between-participant coefficients are unstandardized, and all between-participant 
predictors are grand-mean centered.  p < .05; ** p < .01 
 
 
 Hypothesis 1: Measure-Level Information Affects Ratings of Fit. 
 There were significant fixed effects of Measure and Tempo. Compared to measure-
mismatching metronomes, fully-matching metronomes received higher ratings (γ = 0.77, 95% 
CI: 0.57 – 0.96), and fully-mismatching metronomes received lower ratings (γ = -0.74, 95% CI: -
0.89 – -0.61), after controlling for all other factors. Participants’ significantly higher ratings for 
fully matching metronomes over measure mismatching metronomes strongly suggests that 
participants are sensitive to measure-level information. If participants attended only to beat-level 




beats in the music. Instead, they gave higher ratings to the metronome that aligned not just with 
beats but specifically with the downbeats of each measure.     
 Participants gave higher ratings of fit to slower tempo (γ = 0.23; 95% CI: 0.16 – 0.30) 
and faster tempo (γ = 0.20; 95% CI: 0.13 – 0.27) excerpts than to medium tempo excerpts, 
regardless of metronome alignment. Neither the meter of the musical excerpt nor participants’ 
musical training, dance training, and music listening significantly impacted participants’ ratings.  
Random effects for fully matching metronomes indicated that participants that gave higher 
overall ratings did not rate fully-matching metronomes as highly as participants with lower 
overall ratings (rfully-matching,intercept = -.56). We did not find a significant random effects 
relationship for fully mismatching metronomes.  
 Hypothesis 2: Musical Training Affects Measure-Level Perception. 
 Unlike in Experiment 1A where we reported interactions between music training and 
sensitivity to both beat and measure, we did not find evidence to support the hypothesis that 
music training influences ratings when only measure-level information is available. All 
participants differentiated between all three metronomes in Experiment 1B, perhaps because the 
present task was simpler in that it did not require listeners to simultaneously track both beat- and 
measure-level information.  
 The full model, with the added within-participants predictors, accounted for 
approximately 67% of the unexplained variance in ratings of fit within-subjects relative to the 
random-effects ANOVA baseline model. The between-subjects variability increased to 19%, and 
the within-subjects variability decreased to 81% in the full model.  
 The results of Experiment 1B clearly demonstrate that when beat-level information is 




measure-matching from measure-mismatching metronomes. In fact, sensitivity to measure-level 
matching appears to be greater when beat-level information is left out, as suggested by the 
greater difference in ratings between measure-mismatching and fully matching metronomes in 
Experiment 1B as compared to the corresponding metronomes in 1A. This does not necessarily 
indicate that listeners can attend to beat- and measure-level information simultaneously in all 
situations, given that they might have simply shifted their attention from the beat level to the 
measure level when appropriate. However, the significant difference between the measure-
mismatching and fully-mismatching conditions in Experiment 1B is not predicted by the roughly 
equivalent measure-level asynchrony for these two conditions (Table 2). It instead suggests that 
at the very least, participants in Experiment 1B were simultaneously sensitive to the presence of 
synchrony or asynchrony at the beat level, and they decided a beat-level match was a better fit 
than a complete mismatch.  
 This result also stands in contrast to the unexpected trend in Experiment 1A for 
individuals with lower amounts of formal musical training to give lower fit ratings to measure-
matching/beat-mismatching metronomes than to fully mismatching metronomes, which reversed 
in Experiment 1B when beat-level asynchronies were removed from the metronome. It is 
possible that listeners with less musical training may have difficulty perceiving two levels of 
meter simultaneously in situations with a conflict between beat and measure. Most Western 
music does not contain situations in which beat- and measure-level information conflict, at least 
not for longer than a few seconds (London, 2012). Therefore, non-musicians would be less likely 
to encounter this situation in naturalistic musical listening situations as compared to musically 
trained individuals. Music training may also influence general cognitive abilities, such as 




Moreno et al., 2011; Zuk, Benjamin, Kenyon, & Gaab, 2014), making it easier for individuals 
with more musical training to resolve apparent conflicts between information at different 
metrical levels. 
Experiment 2A 
 Experiments 1A and 1B provided evidence that listeners are sensitive to both the beat and 
measure level of musical meter and that this ability does not require musical training. 
Experiment 2A examined when this sensitivity emerges during childhood. Because some studies 
have suggested that neonates and young infants respond to disruptions or changes of beat in 
rhythmic sequences (Hannon & Johnson, 2005; Hannon & Trehub, 2005a; Winkler et al., 2009), 
it is often assumed that sensitivity to metrical perception emerges very early in life. This view is 
undermined by evidence that exposure to and familiarity with a musical idiom enhances 
sensitivity to metrical disruptions (Hannon, Soley, & Levine, 2011; Hannon, Soley, & Ullal, 
2012; Hannon & Trehub, 2005a, 2005b; Hannon, Vanden Bosch der Nederlanden, Tichko, 2012; 
Ullal-Gupta, Hannon, & Snyder, 2014). Such evidence suggests that meter perception could arise 
gradually over childhood as listeners acquire nuanced representations of the structure of music in 
their culture. In Experiment 2A, we used our paradigm cross-sectionally with young listeners at a 
range of ages, to examine the developmental trajectory of meter perception. 
 In Experiment 2B, we compared children’s and adolescents’ judgments of fit in response 
to metronome/music pairings that only matched or mismatched at the measure level. Like 
Experiment 1B with adults, we asked if children and adolescents can perceive measure-level 






 For Experiment 2A, we recruited a sample of typically developing children and 
adolescents, ranging from 5 to 17 years of age (N = 154, 91 female), distributed across five 
contiguous age groups of roughly equal size. Caregivers of all children and adolescents reported 
that children had no known hearing impairments and were either in good health or had no more 
than a minor cold or illness on the day of testing. Because our above findings with adults 
suggested that music training is not necessary for meter perception, we did not recruit separate 
samples of musically trained and untrained children. Recruiting from the general child 
population, only 18 children (of 154) had more than 3 years of music training, and only 21 had 
more than 3 years of dance training. Full demographic and background information is provided 
in Table 3.6. As a token of appreciation, children and adolescents received a toy and t-shirt after 




Table 3.6 Experiment 2A Participant Demographic Information  
Characteristic Full Sample 5-6 year-olds 7-8 year-olds 9-10 year-olds 11-13 year-olds 14-17 year-olds 
n (n Females) 154 (91) 30 (14) 31 (15) 31 (22) 31 (21) 31 (19) 
Age in Years 10.38 (3.54) 5.83 (0.46) 7.91 (0.62) 9.99 (0.56) 12.23 (0.94) 15.79 (1.18) 
Age Range 5.08 – 17.92 5.08 – 6.83 7.08 – 8.83 9.00 – 10.83 11.00 – 13.83 14.08 – 17.92 
Age in Months 124.56 (42.53) 70.00 (5.57) 95.00 (7.43) 119.84 (6.69) 146.71 (11.29) 189.48 (14.17) 
Mother with 4-Year 
College Degree or 
Higher (% of sample) 
76 (49%) 13 (43%) 16 (52%) 12 (39%) 14 (45%) 21 (68%) 
# Hispanic (% of 
sample) 
44 (29%) 5 (17%) 9 (29%) 10 (33%) 11 (35%) 9 (29%) 
# bilingual (% of 
sample) 
47 (31%) 9 (30%) 12 (39%) 7 (23%) 7 (23%) 12 (39%) 
# Participants with 
Musical Training (% of 
sample) 
64 (42%) 7 (23%) 8 (26%) 13 (42%) 16 (52%) 20 (65%) 
Years Musical Training 1.14 (2.03) 0.3 (.7) 0.59 (1.28) 1.04 (1.68) 1.95 (2.09) 1.66 (3.13) 
Range of Musical 
Training 
0.10 – 12.00 0.50 – 3.00 0.33 – 5.00 0.15 – 6.00 0.10 – 8.00 1.00 – 12.00 
# Participants with 
Dance Training (% of 
sample) 
69 (45%) 11 (37%) 11 (35%) 18 (58%) 16 (52%) 13 (42%) 
Years Dance Training 1.49 (2.47) 0.46 (0.92) 0.82 (1.52) 1.57 (2.12) 1.96 (2.94) 2.45 (3.47) 
Range of Dance 
Training  
0.05 – 12.00 0.05 – 3.50 0.15 – 6.00 0.15 – 8.00 1.00 – 12.00 0.50 – 10.00 
Hours Music Listening/ 
Week 
12.15 (14.39) 6.73 (6.59) 6.88 (7.95) 8.63 (10.33) 15.81 (15.88) 19.98 (23.24) 
WASI-II Combined t 
Scores 
101.86 (13.27) 97.59 (13.37) 104.72 (15.05) 102.10 (11.45) 103.10 (11.64) 101.74 (14.35) 
Note. All values are means and standard deviations unless otherwise specified. Years musical training and years dance training include 
all participants. Ranges of musical and dance training contain only participants with relevant training. All values based on caregiver 




 An additional 8 participants began the task but were excluded from data analysis due to 
unwillingness to complete the experiment (n = 6) or failure to follow instructions (i.e., giving the 
same response throughout the entire experiment and/or admitting that they ignored instructions; 
n = 2). This research was approved by the Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board of the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
 Power Analysis. 
 We wished to investigate if children’s and adolescents’ sensitivity to beat- and/or 
measure-level information related to their age. This could manifest as two-way (i.e. Beat x Age 
or Measure x Age) or three-way (Beat x Measure x Age) interactions. Younger children perform 
worse compared to adults on similar metronome-judging tasks (Einarson & Trainor, 2016; 
Puyjarinet et al., 2017); thus, we expected a smaller effect size than in the adult sample in 
Experiment 1A. Previous effect sizes reported for tasks adapted from the Beat Alignment Test 
(Iversen & Patel, 2008) ranged from d = 0.68 to 1.14 (Einarson & Trainor, 2015; 2016). We 
modeled our two-level participant-clustered model and found that to achieve a power of 0.8 to 
detect a fixed effect with an effect size of d = 0.15, given a conservative estimate of a low effect 
size (r2 = 0.05) for the Level 2 covariate of age, we needed approximately 150 individuals with 
48 trials each, or approximately 80 individuals with 96 trials each as a total sample size 
(Raudenbusch & Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011). For larger effect sizes (both d at Level 1 and 
r2 at Level 2), considerably fewer participants were necessary. Our sample size of 154 
participants (92 with 48 trials each and 62 with 96 trials each) met this threshold for sufficient 
power and was above the 30/30 rule suggested for multilevel model research (Hox, 1995, 2010).    





 Stimuli were identical to Experiment 1A. To keep the study developmentally appropriate, 
the length of the experiment was shortened for the youngest groups. Younger children (5-10 
years) heard 48 metronome/music pairings, whereas older children/adolescents (11-17 years) 
heard 96 metronome/music pairings.  
 Procedure. 
 Participants were tested individually on an iMac computer (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA) 
booted into Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, WA) running Presentation Software. 
The computer was equipped with a Cedrus RB-830 response pad (Cedrus Corporation, San 
Pedro, CA), a desktop keyboard, two desktop speakers, and either child-sized headphones (Kidz 
Gear, El Dorado Hills, CA) or adult-sized headphones (Sony MDR 7506 headphones, Sony 
Electronics Inc., Park Ridge, NJ), which were used as appropriate to the participant’s head size.  
Procedures for the task were the same as in Experiment 1A, with the following modifications for 
younger children ages 5-10. To make the task more engaging, the experimenter told each 
participant that a fictional band made entirely of bugs (insects) was searching for a new drummer 
to join their band. Each participant was read the following instructions by the experimenter, 
which were also presented on the screen: “Bugsy [the main bug character] needs your help to 
judge how good the performances are. He is asking you to be an audition judge, and let him 
know how good the drummers play along with his songs. […] To be an audition judge, you will 
listen to the song and the drummer together, and then tell Bugsy how well the drummer played 
along with Bugsy’s song.”  
 After each experimental trial, children were prompted to rate the match between the 




Participants ages 5-10 used the response box to give their responses on four colored buttons (red, 
yellow, green, and blue), with each color corresponding to a rating from “1” to “4”, as in 
Experiment 1A. Red responses indicated “Not Very Well” matching, and blue responses 
indicated “Well Matching,” as was visible on the screen and explained to children by the 
experimenter. This scale was additionally illustrated with a color-matched “thumbs up” or 
“thumbs down” system visible on the computer screen, where red (1) was marked as “two 
thumbs down,” yellow (2) as “one thumb down,” green (3) as “one thumb up,” and blue (4) as 
“two thumbs up”. This explanation (colors and symbols) was visible every time the participant 
rated the match between music and metronome.  
 As the younger participants only received 48 trials instead of 96, the test trials were 
divided into three blocks of 16 trials each. Children also received six practice trials instead of 
three (two fully-matching, two beat-matching measure-mismatching, and two fully-
mismatching), with the option to repeat the trials if the child did not understand the task after the 
first practice session.  
 Adolescents ages 11-17 performed the task exactly as adults (4 blocks of 24 trials each), 
with the same instructions and practice trials used in Experiment 1A. They used the numbers 1 
through 4 on the keyboard for their responses, the same as adults. While the participant (child or 
adolescent) completed the metronome matching task, the caregiver(s)/parent(s) of participants 
completed a demographic form about the child/adolescent’s developmental, music, dance, and 
language history.  
 To account for the possibility that variations in performance on the task were due to 
developmental or individual differences in cognitive ability rather than beat perception, we 




completed the Vocabulary and Matrix Reasoning subtests of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of 
Intelligence (WASI-II; Wechsler & Hsiao-Pin, 2011). The two subtests measure verbal and non-
verbal intelligence, respectively, and taken together they yield an estimate of general cognitive 
ability (IQ). In the vocabulary sub-test, participants define a series of words, while in the matrix 
reasoning sub-test, participants select an image from a set of options that best completes a larger, 
incomplete pattern. Raw scores on the WASI-II subtests were converted to standardized scores 
based on the published age norms. As the WASI-II is only normed to age 6, for participants 
younger than 6 years old we used the youngest published norms. The WASI-II was administered 
by the experimenter or another research assistant, which took approximately 10-15 minutes per 
participant. WASI-II data were not available for 6 participants who completed the behavioral 
task, due to experimenter error (n = 2) or refusal to participate or answer questions (n = 4).  
 Data Analysis. 
 We used MLM to examine the effects of beat- and measure-level matching metronomes 
on children’s and adolescents’ ratings of fit, along with the effects of age and musical training on 
beat- and measure-level perception. Our primary hypothesis was that age would relate to young 
listeners’ perception of the beat- and measure-level information in the metronome and music. In 
Model 1 we entered the within-subjects variables of Beat (matching or mismatching), Measure 
(matching or mismatching), Tempo (slow, medium, or fast), Meter (duple or triple); the within-
subjects interaction of Beat x Measure; the between-subjects variables of Age (in months), 
Musical Training, Dance Training, Music Listening, and Intelligence; and the cross-level 
interaction terms of Beat x Age, Measure x Age, and Beat x Measure x Age. Our secondary 
hypothesis was that musical training would interact with children’s and adolescents’ perception 




we added the Beat x Musical Training, Measure x Musical Training, and Beat x Measure x 
Musical Training cross-level interactions into the model.  
 Within-subjects (Level 1) predictors were dichotomous and used the same coding scheme 
as Experiment 1A. Between-subjects (Level 2) predictors were unstandardized and grand-mean 
centered. Participants’ ages were rounded to the nearest whole month from the date of 
participation. We treated missing data as MCAR. Some ratings were missing (10; <1%). A total 
of six participants had at least one missing response, with participants failing to respond in 1-4 
trials. We did not have values for years of musical training for two participants, years of dance 
training for two participants, hours of music listening for twenty-six participants, and IQ score 
estimates for five participants. We did not interpolate or mean-substitute values. All statistical 
analyses were performed using the same program and parameters as prior experiments. All 
models presented successfully converged. Syntax for models and datasheets are available on the 
OSF page. 
Results and Discussion 
 MLM results are reported in Table 3.7 and ratings by metronome condition are displayed 
in Figure 3.6. The random-effects ANOVA baseline model partitioned the variance in ratings as 
mostly attributable to within-participants factors (1.20; 95% CI: 1.17 – 1.24), with a smaller 
portion of variance attributable to between-participants factors (0.09; 95% CI: 0.06 – 0.11). 
Approximately 93% of the variance in ratings was within-participants (experimental effects) and 








Figure 3.6 Children and adolescents’ ratings of metronome to music as a function of metronome 
alignment. (A) combined sample (n = 154), (B) 5-to-6-year-olds (n = 30), (C) 7-to-8-year-olds (n 
= 31), (D) 9-to-10-year-olds (n = 31), (E) 11-to-13-year-olds (n = 31), (F) 14-to-17-year-olds (n 






Table 3.7 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 2A Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music 
Parameter Baseline Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.69** 2.35** 2.35** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)    
Beat  0.836** 0.822** 
Measure  -0.750** -0.751** 
Slower Tempo  0.025 0.025 
Faster Tempo  0.074** 0.074** 
Musical Meter  -0.059 -0.059 
Beat x Measure  0.325** 0.326** 
Beat x Age  0.008** 0.006** 
Measure x Age  -0.008** -0.007** 
Beat x Measure x Age  < .001 -0.001 
Beat x Musical Training   0.087** 
Measure x Musical Training   -0.059 
Beat x Measure x Musical Training   0.059 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)    
Age (in months)  -0.007** -0.006** 
IQ  0.003 0.003 
Musical Training  0.023 -0.027 
Dance Training  -0.022 -0.022 
Music Listening  -0.002 -0.001 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.202** 0.943** 0.943** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept) 0.086** 0.128** 0.120** 
    
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.066 0.119 0.113 
Note. All between-participant coefficients are unstandardized, and all between-participant 
predictors are grand-mean centered. * p < .05, ** p < .01. 
 
 
 Hypothesis 1: Age Affects Beat- and Measure-Level Perception. 
 Model 1 tested the hypothesis that age interacted with young listeners’ perception of 
beat- and measure-level information in the music and metronomes. There were significant fixed 




significant Beat x Age and Measure x Age interactions. Children and adolescents gave beat-
matching metronomes higher ratings than beat-mismatching metronomes (γ = 0.74, 95% CI: 0.63 
– 0.85), and gave measure-matching metronomes lower ratings than measure-matching 
metronomes (γ = -0.65, 95% CI: -0.82 – -0.49).  
 The Beat x Measure interaction was also significant. A simple-slopes test examining 
these variables while controlling for all other factors demonstrated when the beat of the 
metronome mismatched the music, all children gave significantly lower ratings to measure-
matching metronomes (1.78, 95% CI: 1.62 – 1.95) than to measure-mismatching metronomes 
(2.44, 95% CI: 2.35 – 2.52; ω = -0.65, 95% CI: -0.82 – -0.49). This was similar to adults, who 
also gave lower ratings to beat-mismatching/measure-matching metronomes, likely because of 
the greater mismatch between the beat of the metronome and music in this condition. However, 
unlike adults, when controlling for all other factors, children gave lower ratings to measure-
matching metronomes (2.85, 95% CI: 2.78 – 2.92) than to measure-mismatching metronomes 
(3.18, 95% CI: 3.09 – 3.26) when the beat of the metronome matched the music (ω = -0.33, 95% 
CI: -0.40 – -0.26). As shown in Figure 6, this trend is not evident from overall means, where 
ratings appear comparable for the two beat-matching metronomes. This result thus underscores 
the importance of other factors in the model – especially the interactions with age –  for 
predicting variation in children’s ratings.  
 As hypothesized, the Beat x Age and Measure x Age interactions were both significant. A 
simple slopes test demonstrated that all children rated beat-matching metronomes as better fitting 
than beat-mismatching metronomes, and this difference increased with age (Table 3.8), 
suggesting that sensitivity to beat-level information develops with age. The Measure x Age 




children rated measure-matching metronomes as worse fitting than measure-matching 
metronomes, and the difference in ratings increased with age (Table 3.8). This may once again 
reflect an increasing sensitivity to the beat-level mismatching in the beat-mismatching/measure-
matching metronome condition, rather than a “true” effect of measure (we investigate this in 




Table 3.8 Simple Slopes Tests from Experiment 2A of Beat x Age, Measure x Age, and Beat x 
Musical Training  
Factor Intercept 95% CI Slope 95% CI 
Beat x Age 
5-to-6-Year-Olds 2.83** [2.69 - 2.97] 0.309** [0.13 - 0.49] 
7-to-8-Year-Olds 2.65** [2.55 - 2.76] 0.506** [0.38 - 0.64] 
9-to-10-Year-Olds 2.47** [2.38 - 2.56] 0.701** [0.59 - 0.81] 
11-to-13-Year-Olds 2.28** [2.18 - 2.37] 0.913** [0.79 - 1.03] 
14-to-17-Year-Olds 1.97** [1.80 - 2.13] 1.249** [1.05 - 1.45] 
Measure x Age 
5-to-6-Year-Olds 2.83** [2.69 - 2.97] -0.216** [-0.37 - -0.06] 
7-to-8-Year-Olds 2.65** [2.55 - 2.76] -0.416** [-0.52 - -0.32] 
9-to-10-Year-Olds 2.47** [2.38 - 2.56] -0.614** [-0.76 - -0.46] 
11-to-13-Year-Olds 2.28** [2.18 - 2.37] -0.828** [-1.08 - -0.57] 
14-to-17-Year-Olds 1.97** [1.80 - 2.13] -1.169** [-1.61 - -0.73] 
Beat x Musical Training 
No Music Training 2.47** [2.37 - 2.57] 0.627** [0.51 - 0.75] 
Sample Average 2.44** [2.36 - 2.53] 0.726** [0.63 - 0.83] 
+1 SD Music Training 2.37** [2.27 - 2.50] 0.901** [0.76 - 1.04] 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Intercept value indicates rating of fit for mismatching 
(beat or measure, as appropriate) metronome. Age group tests are performed using the mean age 
of participants in that age group, and music training tests using the mean and standard deviations 
of the sample (see Table 6).  * p < .01 
 
 
 All children also gave slightly higher ratings to metronomes paired with faster (124 




for all other factors (γ = 0.07, 95% CI: 0.02 – 0.13). Age was the only significant between-
participant factor: for every month in age above the grand mean (124.56 months; 10.4 years), 
children’s average ratings slightly decreased (γ = -0.006, 95% CI: -0.008 – -0.004), regardless of 
metronome alignment to the music. 
 After controlling for all within-participant variables, the between-participants factors of 
musical training, dance training, music listening, and IQ did not significantly impact 
participants’ ratings. Random effects of beat were the same as Experiment 1A: younger listeners 
with higher overall ratings gave lower ratings of fit to beat-matching metronomes compared to 
younger listeners that had lower overall ratings (rbeat,intercept = -.61). In Model 1, the addition of 
the within-participants predictors accounted for approximately 21% of the variance relative to 
the random-effects ANOVA baseline model. The proportion of unaccounted-for within-
participants variability decreased to 88% and the proportion of unaccounted-for between-
participants variability increased to 12%.  
 Hypothesis 2: Musical Training Affects Beat- and Measure-Level Perception While 
Controlling for Age Effects. 
 In Model 2 we tested the hypothesis that musical training affects the perception of beat- 
and measure-level information in children and adolescents above the impact of age, through the 
addition of the cross-level interaction terms of Beat x Musical Training, Measure x Musical 
Training, and Beat x Measure x Musical Training. The pattern of significance for the previously 
added fixed effects did not change and the coefficients remained similar to those estimated in 
Model 1 (Table 7). Of the added interaction terms, only Beat x Musical Training was statistically 
significant. A simple slopes test demonstrated that amount of musical training did not 




matching metronomes were significantly higher in children with more musical training (+1 SD 
from the mean; Table 8). Musical training did not significantly relate to how participants rated 
measure-level differences between metronomes.  
 Given metronomes that matched or mismatched rich, ecologically-valid examples of 
ballroom dance music, children and adolescents ages 5-17 were able to determine when the beat 
of the metronome matched or mismatched the music. These results indicate that even the 
youngest children could perceive musical beat, and their performance gradually increased with 
age. It appears, based on visual inspection (Figure 6), that with age, participants increasingly 
tended to give higher ratings to metronomes that matched at both the beat and measure level than 
to metronomes that just matched at the beat level, like adults. However, there was considerable 
heterogeneity within ratings in the older ages: it is likely that meter perception emerges gradually 
in late adolescence, and likely at individually differing rates based on other factors. The current 
results support the idea that the ability to perceive multiple levels of metrical structure in music 
develops slowly, emerging some time in late adolescence, and does not reach full maturity until 
young adulthood.  
 As a group, children in the study seemed not to use measure-level matching in their 
ratings. On one hand, unlike adults, children showed no evidence of sensitivity to measure-level 
information in beat-matching conditions when holding all other factors constant (and age did 
clearly relate to differences in perception). On the other hand, in beat-mismatching conditions, 
children—like adults—gave higher ratings to measure-mismatching than measure-matching 
metronomes. As in Experiment 1A, this could arise because in the two beat-mismatching 
conditions, there was greater beat-level asynchrony in the measure-matching than measure-




removed, adults responded more robustly to measure-level information. Perhaps the children and 
adolescents in our study were sensitive to measure-level information but simply devoted their 
attention to beat-level synchrony. If this is the case, then children should be able to detect 
measure-level synchrony when beat-level information is removed.  
 Alternatively, younger children might not pick up on measure-level synchrony at all. 
Children might have general difficulty tracking slower temporal information, as suggested by 
findings that young children have faster preferred tempos and greater difficulty synchronizing to 
music at slower (higher) metrical levels (Drake, Jones, et al., 2000; McAuley et al., 2006). If this 
is the case, then even when beat-level information is removed, younger children’s ratings should 
remain unaffected by measure-level synchrony. To resolve these questions, we conducted a 
version of Experiment 1B with children and adolescents ages 5 to 13 years to investigate if they 
could distinguish measure-matching from measure-mismatching metronomes when the beat-




 We recruited 42 (25 female) child and adolescent participants between the ages of 5-13 
years, spread across four age groups, who did not participate in Experiment 2A. Demographic 
information is provided in Table 3.9, separated by age group. Families were recruited from the 
Las Vegas area using fliers and advertisements for participating in scientific studies related to the 
development of music and language. Caregivers of all children and adolescents reported that 
children were normal-hearing and had no known hearing impairments and were either in good 




appreciation for participating in the study, children and adolescents received a toy and t-shirt 
after their session at the lab. One additional participant started the task but withdrew from 
participation prior to completing the practice session of the experiment; their data are not 
included. This research was approved by the Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board of the 





Table 3.9 Experiment 2B Participant Demographic Information  
Characteristic Full Sample 5-6 year-olds 7-8 year-olds 9-10 year-olds 11-13 year-olds 
n (n Females) 42 (25) 12 (6) 11 (9) 9 (4) 10 (6) 
Age in Years 9.09 (2.44) 6.18 (0.55) 8.31 (0.67) 10.33 (0.56) 12.48 (0.89) 
Age Range in Years 5.25 – 13.25 5.25 – 6.91 7.17 – 8.91 9.08 – 10.66 11.0 – 13.25 
Age in Months 109.02 (29.30) 74.92 (6.57) 99.82 (7.99) 120.44 (6.77) 149.80 (10.65) 
Mother with 4-Year College 
Degree or Higher (% of 
sample) 
22 (52%) 6 (50%) 7 (63%) 4 (44%) 5 (50%) 
# Hispanic (% of sample) 14 (33%) 4 (33%) 2 (17%) 4 (44%) 4 (40%) 
# bilingual (% of sample) 23 (55%) 4 (33%) 9 (73%) 4 (44%) 6 (60%) 
# Participants with Musical 
Training (% of sample) 
17 (40%) 3 (25%) 4 (36%) 4 (44%) 6 (60%) 
Years Musical Training 1.00 (1.62) 0.58 (1.44) 0.50 (0.74) 1.25 (2.20) 1.80 (1.75) 
Range of Musical Training 0.5 – 6.0 1.0 – 5.0 0.75 – 2.0 0.50 – 6.0 2.0 – 4.0 
# Participants with Dance 
Training (% of sample) 
24 (57%) 5 (45%) 7 (63%) 5 (56%) 7 (70%) 
Years Dance Training 2.55 (3.15) 1.83 (2.25) 2.14 (2.45) 1.89 (2.47) 4.40 (4.67) 
Range of Dance Training 1.0 – 12.0 1.0 – 6.0 1.0 – 8.0 1.0 – 6.0 1.0 – 12.0  
Hours Music Listening/ Week 6.95 (6.90) 9.64 (11.46) 5.27 (3.17) 4.25 (2.91) 8.25 (3.88) 
Note. All values are means and standard deviations unless otherwise specified. Years musical training and years dance training include 
all participants. Ranges of musical and dance training contain only participants with relevant training. All values based on caregiver 
report of child information.  
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 Power Analysis. 
 In Experiment 1B, the effect of measure-level information for adults was much stronger 
than in Experiment 1A (γ = 0.76 versus γ = -0.10), suggesting that when beat-level information is 
removed from the metronome, the measure-level information is far more salient to listeners. In 
Experiment 2A, the beat x age and measure x age interactions were statistically significant. Thus, 
we sought to detect an interaction between age and measure perception (when metronomes 
contained no beat-level information) and assumed that the effect size should be of at least 
moderate size. Assuming a fixed effect size of d = .25 for an interaction between age group and 
measure, we needed a minimum of 35 participants with 48 trials each to detect such an effect 
with a power of 0.8 (Raudenbusch & Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011). Our sample size met this 
minimum (42/48) and was above the 30/30 rule (Hox, 1995, 2010). 
 Stimuli. 
 The stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1B: the beat-level clicks of the 
metronome were silenced, leaving only the measure-level clicks (see Figure 4). As in 
Experiment 2A, to keep the task developmentally appropriate for the younger participants, the 
number of music/metronome pairings was half (48) those in Experiment 1B. 
 Procedure. 
 All participants were tested individually on an iMac computer booted into Windows 7 
running Presentation software. The participant wore either child-sized (Kidz Gear) or adult-sized 
(Sony MDR 7506) headphones depending on what was most appropriate for the child or 
adolescent’s head size and comfort.  
 All participants (ages 5-14) completed the same task. The experimental procedure, 




Experiment 2A, with a minor change to the “story” portion of the task. Participants now judged 
how well a single bug’s “drumming” matched the music instead of multiple bugs. The 
instructions were otherwise the same as in Experiment 2A: on each trial, participants were asked 
“how well did Frances’ [the bug drummer] drumming match Bugsy’s song?” The response box, 
labels, and computer images were the same as in Experiment 2A. 
 Data Analysis. 
 Using MLM, we examined the effects of measure-level alignment between the 
metronome and music on younger listeners’ ratings of fit while controlling for tempo and meter 
differences within participants, and the effects of age, musical training, dance training, and music 
listening between participants. Our primary hypothesis was that age would interact with 
children’s and adolescents’ perception of the fit between the metronomes to the music, even 
controlling for other within- and between-participants factors. We fit a single model with 
Measure (fully matching, measure mismatching, and fully mismatching), Tempo (slow, medium, 
and fast), and Meter (duple or triple) as within-subject variables; Age (in months), Musical 
Training, Dance Training, and Music Listening as between-subject variables; and cross-level 
interactions of Measure x Age and Measure x Musical Training. The dependent variable was 
participants’ ratings of fit. We compared this model to a baseline model. All level 1 predictors 
were dichotomous and coded as in Experiment 1B. Level 2 predictors were grand-mean centered 
and unstandardized.  
 Missing data were treated the same as in previous experiments. There were no missing 
response data, and no missing within-participants (level 1) predictors. We did not have values for 
hours of music listening for four participants, and did not replace missing data. All statistical 




models presented successfully converged. Syntax and datasheets for all models are available on 
the OSF page. 
Results and Discussion  
 MLM results are reported in Table 3.10, and ratings of fit for each metronome condition 
are presented in Figure 7. In the random-effects ANOVA baseline model, most of the variance in 
ratings of fit was within-participants (1.00; 95% CI: 0.94 – 1.06) and a smaller portion was 
between-participants (0.13; 95% CI: 0.08 – 0.22). Of the unexplained variance in ratings of fit, 
approximately 88% of the variance was within-participants (experimental factors) and 12% was 







Table 3.10 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 2B Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music 
Parameter Baseline Full Model 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.96** 2.94** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)   
Measure – Fully Matching  0.237** 
Measure – Fully Mismatching  -0.413** 
Slower Tempo  0.099 
Faster Tempo  0.012 
Musical Meter  -0.044 
Fully Matching Measure x Age  0.013** 
Fully Mismatching Measure x Age  -0.012** 
Fully Matching Measure x Musical Training  -0.101* 
Fully Mismatching Measure x Musical Training  -0.041 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)   
Age (months)  -0.006* 
Musical Training  0.062 
Dance Training  0.046 
Music Listening  -0.011 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.00** 0.789** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept)  0.135** 0.160** 
   
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.119 0.169 
Note. All between-participant coefficients are unstandardized, and all between-participant 







Figure 3.7 Children and Adolescents’ ratings of fit between measure-only metronomes and 
music separated by metronome condition. (A) full sample (n = 42), (B) 5-to-6-year-olds (n = 12), 
(C) 7-to-8-year-olds (n = 11), (D) 9-to-10-year-olds (n = 9), (E) 11-to-13-year-olds (n = 10). 
Error bars indicate within-subject standard error (Cousineau, 2005). 
 
 
 There were significant fixed effects of Measure and Age, and significant Measure x Age 
and Measure x Musical Training interactions. Compared to measure mismatching metronomes, 
children as a group gave significantly higher ratings to fully matching metronomes (γ = 0.24, 
95% CI: 0.09 – 0.38), and significantly lower ratings to fully mismatching metronomes (γ = -
0.41, 95% CI: -0.59 – -0.24). Age related to lower ratings of fit, regardless of metronome 
alignment: older children gave lower average ratings than younger children (γ = -0.006, 95% CI: 




 The Measure x Age interaction suggested that sensitivity to measure alignment changed 
with age. The difference in ratings of fully matching versus fully mismatching metronomes was 
larger in older than younger children. A simple slopes test demonstrated that 5-to-8 year-olds’ 
ratings did not significantly differentiate measure mismatching from fully matching metronomes, 
whereas 9-to-13 year-olds, like adults in Experiment 1B, gave significantly higher ratings to 
fully matching than to measure mismatching metronomes (Table 3.11). This result suggests that 
children in the youngest groups were not sensitive to measure-level matching even when beat-
level information was removed. Five-to-6-year-olds did not differ in their ratings of fit between 
fully mismatching and measure mismatching metronomes, while all other age groups gave 
significantly lower ratings of fit to fully mismatching metronomes (Table 3.11). Thus, the 







Table 3.11 Simple Slopes Tests from Experiment 2B of Measure x Age and Measure x Musical 
Training 
Factor Intercept 95% CI Slope 95% CI 
Fully Matching Measure x Age 
5-to-6-Year-Olds 3.15* [2.91 - 3.40] -0.20 [-0.42 - 0.02] 
7-to-8-Year-Olds 3.00* [2.83 - 3.17] 0.12 [-0.03 - 0.27] 
9-to-10-Year-Olds 2.87* [2.68 - 3.05] 0.38* [0.22 - 0.54] 
11-to-13-Year-Olds 2.94* [2.77 - 3.11] 0.24* [0.09 - 0.38] 
Fully Mismatching Measure x Age 
5-to-6-Year-Olds 3.15* [2.91 - 3.40] 0.001 [-0.26 - 0.26] 
7-to-8-Year-Olds 3.00* [2.83 - 3.17] -0.30* [-0.47 - -0.13] 
9-to-10-Year-Olds 2.87* [2.68 - 3.05] -0.55* [-0.74 - -0.36] 
11-to-13-Year-Olds 2.68* [2.38 - 2.98] -0.91* [-1.23 - -0.58] 
Fully Matching Measure x Musical Training 
No Music Training 2.88* [2.67 - 3.08] 0.34* [0.17 - 0.51] 
Sample Average 2.94* [2.77 - 3.11] 0.24* [0.09 - 0.38] 
+1 SD Music Training 3.04* [2.81 - 3.27] 0.07 [-0.12 - 0.27] 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Intercept indicates rating mismatching metronome. 
Significant simple slope values indicate that the change in ratings of fit (e.g. mismatching to 
matching metronomes) after controlling for all other variables is statistically significant. Age 
tests are performed using the mean age for that age group and musical training using the sample 
average and standard deviation (see Table 9).  * p < .01 
 
 
 The Measure x Musical Training interaction was significant for fully-matching 
metronomes, but not fully mismatching metronomes. A simple slopes test demonstrated that the 
difference in ratings for fully matching versus measure mismatching metronomes was in fact 
larger for children with more musical training (+1 SD above the mean) than for children with less 
musical training (Table 11). This significant effect, while seemingly paradoxical, is perhaps 
consistent with the Beat x Musical Training interaction in Experiment 2A: if musical training is 
related to enhanced attention to beat-level information, children with more musical training may 
have given more weight to any beat-level match than matching on the exact downbeat.  
There were no significant random-effects relationships in the model. In the full model, the 




unexplained variance in ratings within-participants, relative to the random-effects ANOVA 
baseline model. The between-participants variability increased to 17% and the within-
participants variability decreased to 83% in the full model. 
 In summary, when metronomes presented only measure-level information without beat-
level information, older children showed evidence of distinguishing between metronomes that 
matched or mismatched the music at the measure-level, but younger children did not. This is 
remarkable given that the present task could be seen as measuring beat perception but at a slower 
tempo—the tempo of the measure. Young children’s failure in this task is consistent with the 
notion that they have difficulty tracking slower tempos in general, and it is inconsistent with the 
interpretation that they are sensitive to measure-level information but simply devote more 
attention to beat-level information. Even listeners 7 to 8 years of age, who distinguished between 
fully-mismatching and fully-matching metronomes, could not distinguish between metronomes 
that fell on the downbeat and those that fell on another beat.  
 Together, the results of Experiment 2A and 2B demonstrate that beat perception develops 
gradually, and that the ability to perceive slower metrical levels (i.e., the measure level) in music 
takes an even more gradual and protracted developmental course. While listeners 9-13 years of 
age were sensitive to measure-level information in the absence of beat-level information in 
Experiment 2B, listeners of this age did not consistently use both beat- and measure-level 
information simultaneously in Experiment 2A. This suggests that the ability to perceive multiple 






 The two main goals motivating our study were to determine if listeners without formal 
music training are sensitive to multiple metrical levels in music, and to investigate how beat and 
multiple levels of meter perception develop through childhood into adulthood. To do this, we 
used rich, complex recordings of ballroom dance music containing myriad cues to meter and 
representing an ecologically-valid approach to testing meter perception. Our findings are novel 
in showing that: 1) adult listeners can perceive multiple levels of musical meter simultaneously 
and do not require formal musical training to do so, and 2) prior to age 18, children and 
adolescents can only attend to one level of metrical structure at a time, and preferentially 
perceive the beat level rather than the measure level. Moreover, even sensitivity to a single level 
of beat—at least as measured in our task—appears to increase gradually with age, such that even 
14- to 17-year-olds exhibited less sensitivity than did young adults (18+ years).  
 While adults demonstrated sensitivity to both beat and measure information 
simultaneously, beat-level information had a much larger overall impact on their responses than 
did measure-level information. This was shown by larger main effects of beat than measure in 
Experiments 1A and 2A. Similarly, non-musicians and children gave lower fit ratings to 
conditions that had more beat-level asynchrony, even when there was synchrony at the measure-
level. This was not due to an inability to perceive measure-level information: Experiment 1B 
demonstrated the ability to perceive measure-level information in isolation does not depend on 
formal musical training, since non-musicians gave higher ratings of fit to metronomes (with only 
measure-level information) that fell on the measure-level downbeat than to metronomes that fell 




 Experiment 2B demonstrated that the ability to perceive slower metrical levels takes a 
more protracted course than perception of faster levels. Younger children were not capable of 
perceiving measure-level fit between metronome and music, children ages 9 to 10 years used 
beat-level information to perform the task, and only the younger adolescents could successfully 
attend to the measure-level information. Yet even though younger adolescents could attend to a 
slower level of beat (the measure) in isolation, they did not show strong evidence of attending to 
two levels of meter simultaneously in Experiment 2A. This suggests that while children and 
adolescents can perceive different beat frequencies in music, they are not able to track multiple 
levels simultaneously. Thus, the ability to perceive the metrical hierarchy of music likely does 
not develop until very late in adolescence. Even when the ability to perceive multiple levels of 
meter emerges, however, listeners still attend preferentially to beat-level information.  
 Greater attention to the beat level than to the measure level aligns with evidence from 
other tasks investigating meter perception in adults. Studies that recorded neural responses to 
metrically-structured stimuli found the strongest responses at the beat level and considerably 
smaller responses at slower metrical levels (Nozaradan et al., 2011, 2012). Palmer and 
Krumhansl (1990) reported that in a metrical probe tone task, both musicians and non-musicians 
gave higher ratings to on-beat than off-beat probes, but only musicians’ probe tone ratings 
reflected nuanced differences between higher and lower levels of the metrical hierarchy.   
 A similar beat-perception study using a metronome-matching task reported roughly 60% 
accuracy among 5-year-olds for the beat level (Einarson & Trainor, 2016), suggesting that young 
children struggle to accurately perceive the beat in music. Slowly developing beat perception 
might partly explain why very young children do not move their bodies in time with music even 




rhythm reproduction abilities are far below adult levels but improve with increasing age (Provasi 
& Bobin- Bègue, 2003; Drake, 1993; Drake et al., 2000; McAuley et al., 2006). This evidence 
undermines the notion that young children have fully developed perception of beat and meter but 
are simply limited by immature motor systems (Winkler et al., 2009). Indeed, the development of 
the motor system could play an interactive role with the development of musical meter 
perception. Studies with adults performing rhythm-based perception tasks found activation in 
motor areas of the brain (Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008; Grahn & Brett, 2007; Marchant & 
Driver, 2013; Sakai et al., 1999; Schubotz, Friederici, & von Cramon, 2000) and in neural 
activity bands linked to motor movement (Fujioka et al., 2010, 2015; Iversen et al., 2009; Snyder 
& Large, 2005), even when the task was perceptual and did not include a large motor 
component. Thus, children’s still-developing motor systems could gate or otherwise contribute to 
the slow development of meter perception, with the ability to perceive and produce increasingly 
complex rhythmic structures developing in tandem. The available evidence suggests general 
timing abilities undergo gradual developmental changes that influence both perception and 
production of temporal musical structures.  
 What might explain such a gradual developmental trajectory for acquiring sensitivity to 
musical meter? One possibility is that slower levels of metrical structure are incompatible with 
children’s optimal rate of event tracking, which is generally faster than is observed among adults. 
For example, in two-interval temporal bisection tasks, children under age 9 tend to overestimate 
auditory intervals (Lustig & Meck, 2011; McCormack, Brown, Maylor, Darby & Green, 1999). 
Similarly, children’s perceptually preferred tempos are correlated with their spontaneous motor 
tempos, with gradually increasing preferred IOIs of ~300 ms at age 4-5 to ~600 ms in adulthood 




which children can accurately synchronize to an auditory stimulus, as well as their success at 
continuing to produce that target tempo in silence; for young children, synchronization 
variability increases dramatically at non-preferred tempos, and continuation tapping reliably 
drifts toward preferred tempo (McAuley et al., 2006). Given that the tempos of musical excerpts 
in our study had beat-level IOIs ranging from 484-674 ms (89-124 BPM), all beat-level IOIs 
were at least slightly slower than the preferred tempo for the youngest group (as suggested by 
McAuley et al., 2006), and the corresponding measure-level IOIs, which ranged from 1452-2696 
ms, were far outside young children’s’ optimal tempo range. This could explain why the 
youngest two age groups appeared to be insensitive to measure-level synchrony even when no 
other information was available.  
 This account is consistent with oscillator models of timing, which have been successfully 
used to model empirical rhythm production and perception data and which provide a framework 
for understanding beat and meter perception (for a review, see Large & Snyder, 2009). Oscillator 
models are inspired in part by Dynamic Attending Theory (Jones, 1976; Jones & Boltz, 1989; 
Large & Jones, 1999), which assumes that attention entrains to temporal frequencies in rhythmic 
stimuli. This attentional oscillation can adapt its period and phase to match rhythmic information 
present in the environment; however, entrainment is not as strong when the period of an external 
stimulus is too different (larger or smaller) from the intrinsic period of the oscillator (e.g., the 
preferred tempo). Importantly, the range of tempos over which entrainment can occur appears to 
widen with age, such that adults can produce and synchronize to a much wider range of tempos 
than can children (Drake et al., 2000; McAuley et al., 2006). Thus, children’s faster preferred 
tempos and restricted flexibility to adapt to periodicities outside those intrinsic periods may have 




study. Future studies could therefore be designed with beat (and measure) tempi that are 
considerably faster. 
 Listeners’ perception and production of multiple levels of musical meter is also 
influenced by acquired, top-down knowledge of the structures that predominate in a listener’s 
culture. Gradual acquisition of musical meter is generally consistent with recent findings 
suggesting cognitive skills and abilities such as language learning, working memory, crystallized 
intelligence, and even other aspects of music perception continue to develop slowly through 
adolescence and do not peak until adulthood (Hartshorne & Germine, 2015; Hartshorne, 
Tenenbaum, & Pinker, 2018; Weiss, Cirelli, McDermott, & Trehub, 2019). Moreover, we know 
that mastery of a language provides access to increasingly abstract structures that occur at very 
slow time scales, such that entrained brain responses to language stimuli can be observed at 
exclusively faster levels in non-native adult speakers but at frequencies as slow as 1 Hz in native 
speakers (Ding et al., 2017).  
 Similarly, adults are much more accurate at synchronizing to culturally familiar than 
unfamiliar music, and they can synchronize with a wider range of metrical levels in culturally 
familiar music (Cameron, Bentley, & Grahn, 2015; Drake & El Heni, 2003). Adults are less 
accurate at synchronizing to culturally unfamiliar meters, even when the target is isochronous 
(Ullal-Gupta et al., 2014). Numerous studies suggest that in both rhythm perception and 
production tasks, listeners systematically distort rhythmic patterns to fit into culturally familiar 
metrical templates (Hannon & Trehub, 2005a, 2005b, Hannon et al., 2012; Jacoby & 
McDermott, 2017; Repp, London, & Keller, 2013; Snyder, Hannon, Large, & Christiansen, 
2006). In a metronome-matching task similar to this one, young children were also better able to 




Trainor, 2015, 2016). While sufficiently slow optimal/preferred tempos and wide entrainment 
regions are probably a prerequisite for perceiving multiple levels of musical meter, it is also 
possible that acquisition of culture-specific knowledge of musical meter helps listeners to 
overcome temporal processing constraints that are otherwise observed in tasks using simple 
stimuli such as metronomes. Future research is needed to examine the extent to which 
acquisition of culture-specific metrical knowledge interacts with performance on other basic 
temporal tasks. 
 Our adult samples in Experiments 1A and 1B did include several non-native English 
(English L2) speakers: our research sample was drawn from a linguistically and ethnically 
diverse university5. In the interest of including a representative sample in our region, we chose 
not to exclude non-native English speakers. We had no a priori reason to expect native language 
to influence performance in our task, and our stimuli did not contain complex metrical structures, 
which could give rise to culture-specific differences in metrical perception (Hannon et al., 2012; 
Hannon & Trehub, 2005a). We nevertheless conducted analyses with and without non-native 
English speakers as reported, and obtained the same results either way. Future research 
comparing the effects of linguistic background on meter perception could specifically recruit 
larger English L2 samples and compare factors like age of English acquisition and L1 
background on meter perception. 
 We found no evidence that children’s general cognitive abilities drive changes or 
individual differences in sensitivity to metrical structure. There was no relationship between 
children’s and adolescents’ IQ scores and their performance in our task. This finding is 
 
5 In 2018, 57% of attending undergraduates at this institution identified as belonging to a racial 




consistent with prior research, which has reported no association between measures of (verbal) 
intelligence and beat perception and production (Einarson & Trainor, 2015, 2016; Woodruff Carr 
et al., 2016) or only a small relationship (McAuley et al., 2006). Other studies have reported that 
beat-related perceptual processing in young children predicts reading readiness (Ozernov-
Palchik, Wolf, & Patel, 2018), and auditory working memory (Einarson & Trainor, 2016; Kraus, 
Strait, & Parbery-Clark, 2012; Strait, Hornickel, & Kraus, 2011; Woodruff Carr et al., 2014). It 
is important to acknowledge that small sample sizes and task differences may drive some of the 
observed variability between studies. For example, synchronization tasks may have different 
working memory and attentional demands than rhythm discrimination tasks, and different 
cognitive measures (verbal IQ tests, reading readiness) may involve different timing demands 
(see Hannon, Nave-Blodgett, & Nave, 2018). We did not assess language abilities or basic 
auditory processing abilities in either our adult or developmental samples, so we cannot make 
any definitive conclusions about the relationships between these abilities and meter perception in 
music.  
 There is a growing body of research connecting specific aspects of rhythmic processing 
and rhythm perception to language abilities, especially in developmental disorders such as 
dyslexia or specific language impairments. Those with developmental dyslexia are less accurate 
and more variable when tapping to isochronous metronomes as compared to typically-
developing age-matched samples (Overy, Nicolson, Fawcett, & Clarke, 2003; Thomson, Fryer, 
Maltby, & Goswami, 2006; Thomson & Goswami, 2008; Wolff, 2002). These same language-
impaired populations also have difficulty distinguishing when an accented beat in an otherwise 
isochronous or simple rhythm is lengthened as compared to the other events in the rhythm 




2011; Flaugnacco et al., 2014). The severity of individuals’ deficits in these rhythm perception 
tasks relates to their deficits in phonological processing and language abilities. One theory 
suggests that language processing deficits observed especially in individuals with dyslexia may 
be based on temporal sampling deficits, especially around the range of 2Hz (Goswami, 2011). 
The popular music with which most individuals engage tends to have a beat frequency around 
2Hz (500 ms; Van Noorden & Moelants, 1999), and it has thus been suggested that musical 
training could be used for rehabilitation and improvement of temporal perception skills in these 
populations (Goswami, 2011). However, little is known about how individuals with dyslexia, 
specific language impairments, or poor readers perceive the beat in rich, complex pieces of 
music. Our task – which is purely perceptual, and adaptable to many different examples of rich, 
musical stimuli – may be useful for examining beat perception in populations with known timing 
deficits, and in populations for whom getting a motor (tapping) response is difficult. Thus, future 
work using our metronome paradigm to study beat and meter perception could examine the 
relationship between reading readiness, language abilities, and beat perception in rich, complex 
pieces of music that incorporate multiple levels of temporal structure – much like natural speech.  
 The use of rich, culturally-familiar musical stimuli is a strength of the present work, and 
may explain why we found that even adults with little to no formal music training can perceive 
multiple levels of meter simultaneously, unlike in prior work (e.g., Geiser et al., 2009, 2010; 
Jongsma, Desain, & Honing, 2004; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). In particular, it may be that 
such results occurred because prior studies used simple rhythms or stimuli that do not contain as 
many cues to meter as human-performed music. Adult listeners attend to a broad range of cues to 
beat and meter, such as loudness, melodic contour, melodic repetition, grouping structure, small- 




Snyder, et al., 2004; London, Polak, & Jacoby, 2017; Windsor, 1993). We therefore propose that 
use of rich, culturally familiar stimuli maximizes the possibility of observing sensitivity to 
multiple metrical levels in untrained listeners. A limitation of our study is that some participants 
may have undiagnosed subclinical hearing loss or frequency-specific hearing loss. By using rich 
musical stimuli presented well above threshold intensity levels even for those with moderate 
hearing loss and contained myriad cues to meter - both local and global auditory characteristics – 
we hope that even individuals who may have undiagnosed hearing deficits were able to perceive 
the majority of cues to musical meter, something that would be more difficult with simple 
percussive or computer-generated tone rhythms.   
 Despite using ballroom dance music, we found no evidence that formal dance training 
improved beat- or measure-level perception in our children, adolescent, or adult participants. 
This was unexpected, considering individuals move their body in synchrony with multiple levels 
of metrical structure in music (Burger, London, et al., 2017; Burger, Thompson et al., 2014; 
Toiviainen et al., 2010), and this effect is especially pronounced in individuals with formal dance 
training (Naveda & Leman, 2010). Two possible situations could have hampered our ability to 
find a relationship between formal dance training and beat and meter perception in the current 
studies. First, as we did not specifically recruit individuals with moderate-to-high levels of dance 
training, our low numbers of individuals with formal dance training (both in the child and adult 
participant groups) may have prevented us from seeing an effect. Second, familiarity with dance 
styles does change how an individual synchronizes their movements with the metrical structure 
of music (Naveda et al., 2016). Very few of our participants with formal dance training endorsed 
having had ballroom dance lessons, suggesting that even those with dance training in our study 




individuals with experience dancing to ballroom music, or alternative musical stimuli could be 
used to better match the experience of the participants. 
 Musical training impacted beat- and measure-level perception in adults, but did not 
impact children as strongly as adults, and generally only affected beat-level perception. The 
impact of music training on children and adolescents was not as large as the impact of age, after 
controlling for all other factors. This may seem surprising given that some child musicians 
possess extraordinary and rhythmically precise musical performance skills (Ruthsatz & 
Detterman, 2003; Young & Nettelbeck, 1995), and also given evidence from prior work that 
even brief music training can improve children’s rhythmic production (Slater, Tierney, & Kraus, 
2013). One possibility is that our child sample did not have enough variation in music training: 
many children in our sample had no music or dance training, and mean years of music and dance 
training ranged between 1-3 years even in the oldest groups. Perhaps having a larger sample of 
musically trained children would reveal a link between music training and sensitivity to measure-
level information. However, it is not clear that improved finger tapping, the ability to perform a 
temporally precise rendition of a piece of music, or even sensitivity to beat necessarily predict 
sensitivity to multiple levels of the metrical hierarchy.  
 To our knowledge, no studies have explicitly and systematically examined perception or 
production of multiple metrical levels among young listeners with and without music training. 
Thus, a goal for future work is to directly examine this question by using tasks such as the 
present one with highly musically trained children. As the current study used a cross-sectional 
design, future studies could use a longitudinal design to attempt to disentangle the impact of age 
and musical training on the development of beat and meter perception in children, adolescents, 




also give further insight to the effects of musical training on the perception of multiple levels of 
musical meter after adulthood has been reached.  
 In summary, we provide novel evidence that adult listeners can perceive multiple levels 
of metrical structure in a metronome-matching task, and music training enhances this ability, 
although it is not required. We also provide evidence that perceptual sensitivity to multiple levels 
of musical beat and meter emerges gradually over the course of childhood and adolescence. This 
is presumably a result of developmental changes in general timing capacities along with the 
gradual accumulation of culture-specific experience.  
Context 
 The work we describe in this paper was motivated by strong claims by music theorists 
that perception of multiple beat levels occurs while listening to most pieces of western music. 
Until the current study, this assumption had not been tested by many empirical studies, and none 
that we know of used ecologically valid musical materials or tested a large group of young 
listeners with a wide range of age and musical experience. This paper also builds on prior work 
by the second and third authors (EEH and JSS), who have published numerous studies on beat 
and meter perception in infants, children, and adults, using measures of perceptual judgment, 
finger tapping, and electrical brain activity. To rule out the influence of motor limitations in 
children, we chose to develop a new perceptual paradigm that could reveal sensitivity to whether 
a fast and a slow beat level match real musical excerpts. This task bears some similarity to a 
beat-matching task used by EEH and JSS in the first study they published together (Hannon et 
al., 2004), as well as the Harvard Beat Assessment Test and the Beat-Alignment Test (Fujii & 
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Chapter 4 : Probing the Auditory Advantage for Meter Perception 
Context 
 Music is a rich and complex type of auditory communication that unfolds throughout 
time. Rhythm is central to music and speech, and many previous studies have demonstrated that 
not only is there an auditory advantage for the perception of simple temporal intervals (Grondin, 
1993, 2010; van Wassenhove, 2009), but that this extends to an advantage for the perception and 
production of auditory rhythms compared to visual rhythms. Is beat and meter perception 
inherently tied to the auditory modality? Previous studies have demonstrated an auditory 
advantage for the perception of beat, but it has not been conclusively demonstrated if the 
perception of slower beat levels (and multiple levels simultaneously) is also easier with auditory 
rhythms. It is also unclear if this auditory advantage is influenced by accumulated, lifelong 
experience with auditory rhythms, or if it is at least partially due to innate differences in temporal 
acuity between senses.  
 In Chapter 4, I addressed the second, third, and fourth research questions. My coauthors 
and I created visual versions of the auditory metronomes used in the meter perception task from 
Chapter 3. We presented these auditory and visual metronomes to children and adults and 
compared their fit ratings across modalities by metronome alignment. To answer the fourth 
question, we examined meter perception at the beat (faster) and measure (slower) levels to 
determine if there was an auditory advantage for all levels of meter perception. To better 
understand how beat and meter perception develop, the third research question, we presented 
children with the visual and auditory metronomes and examined the development of meter 




performance on the metronome judgment task as a function of musical and dance training to 
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Auditory perception of time is superior to visual perception, both for simple intervals and beat-
based musical rhythms. To what extent does this auditory advantage characterize perception of 
different hierarchical levels of musical meter, and how is it related to lifelong experience with 
music? We paired musical excerpts with auditory and visual metronomes that matched or 
mismatched the musical meter at the beat (faster) and measure (slower) levels and obtained fit 
ratings from adults and children (5-10 years). Adults exhibited an auditory advantage in this task 
for the beat level, but not for the measure level. Children also displayed an auditory advantage 
for the beat level, their sensitivity to beat in both modalities increased with age, and they were 
not sensitive to measure-level matching in either modality. More musical training was related to 
enhanced sensitivity in both auditory and visual modalities for measure-level matching in adults 
and beat-level matching in children. These findings provide evidence for auditory superiority of 
beat perception across development, and they suggest that beat and meter perception develop 
quite gradually and rely on lifelong acquisition of musical knowledge.  
Keywords: time perception, beat perception, meter perception, modality differences, 
development 
Public Significance Statement: This study examines how perception of musical rhythms is better 
for auditory than for visual patterns in children and young adults, and whether this is affected by 
extensive music and dance experience. The findings could be helpful for providing music 
education tailored for particular age groups, and for justifying the importance of music education 




Auditory Superiority for Perceiving the Beat Level but not Measure Level in Music  
 Music and speech are universal human behaviors that rely on the ability to perceive and 
produce complex temporal patterns. Both music and speech contain periodic information nested 
at multiple timescales ranging from the tens of milliseconds to periods longer than a second 
(Ding et al., 2017; Kello, Dalla Bella, Médé, & Balasubramaniam, 2017). Our perception of 
these hierarchically-nested periodicities may underpin our ability to coordinate our behavior with 
music alone or with small and large groups, and may increase intelligibility in speech (Beier & 
Ferreira, 2018; Ding, Melloni, Zhang, Tian, & Poeppel, 2016; Riecke, Formisano, Sorger, 
Başkent, & Gaudrain, 2018). Many studies have demonstrated an advantage for the auditory 
system over the visual system for the perception and production of simple temporal intervals and 
even beat-based rhythms. However, it is unclear if this auditory advantage extends to the 
perception of slower levels of temporal structure, such as the multiple, hierarchically-related beat 
periods of musical meter. Furthermore, it is unknown if this auditory advantage for rhythm 
perception arises early in development or depends on the accumulation of lifelong experience 
with predominantly auditory rhythms in music and speech. We conducted several experiments to 
better understand the developmental origins, characteristics, and mechanisms of human rhythm 
perception in vision and audition.  
 In music, beat refers to the pattern of quasi-isochronous periodic pulsations in time where 
one would tap one’s foot or finger when moving to the music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1985; 
Lester, 1986). Listeners have a strong tendency to perceive a salient beat with an inter-onset 
interval that falls from 300-900 ms (Drake, Jones, & Baruch, 2000; Fraisse, 1982; Handel & 
Oshinsky, 1981; Parncutt, 1994; van Noorden & Moelants, 1999). While the primary beat is 




meter, which comprises multiple levels of periodic structure that multiply or subdivide the period 
of the beat (Lehrdahl & Jackendoff, 1985; London, 2002, 2012). Meter perception, by definition, 
requires an individual to perceive multiple hierarchical levels of beat simultaneously. Adults use 
multiple sources of information to infer the location of beats in music, including occurrences of 
louder events, longer events, salient melodic features, and events that continue previously 
established patterns (Desain & Honing, 2003; Hannon, Snyder, Eerola, & Krumhansl, 2004; 
Jones & Pfordresher, 1997; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). When two or more of these levels 





Figure 4.1 An illustration of the surface-level temporal structure of a rhythm (musical notes), 
two possible perceived levels of beat supported by the rhythm (circles), which make up two 
levels of the meter (beat and measure). Points in time when multiple metrical levels align, such 
as the downbeat of the measure, tend to be perceived as stronger.  
 
 
 Beat perception can be observed in a range of sensory modalities from auditory to visual 
to somatosensory (Huang, Gamble, Sarnlertsophon, Wang, & Hsiao, 2012; Nave-Blodgett, 
Snyder, & Hannon, in press; C. Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990; S. Palmer & Peterson, 2016; Su, 




modality. There is evidence that beat perception relies on either shared or partially overlapping 
auditory and visual processes (Grahn, Henry, & McAuley, 2011; Marchant & Driver, 2013; 
Schubotz, Friederici, & von Cramon, 2000). Adults can tap to the beat of both auditory (Drake, 
Penel, & Bigand, 2000; Parncutt, 1994; van Noorden & Moelants, 1999; for a review, see Repp 
& Su, 2013) and visual sequences (Su, 2016a, 2016b). Adults also show a beat-based advantage, 
whereby they more easily reproduce and discriminate rhythms that induce a strong rather than 
weak percept of a beat, for both auditory (Essens & Povel, 1985; Grahn, 2012; Grahn & Brett, 
2007; Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Povel, 1981; Povel & Essens, 1985) and visual rhythms (Grahn, 
2012). Similarly, adults are able to judge if a probe event falls on or off a beat in both auditory 
(C. Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990) and visual contexts (S. Palmer & Peterson, 2016).  
 Some evidence nevertheless suggests there may be specialized mechanisms in auditory 
pathways that are more optimal for temporal processing. For example, the auditory system 
consistently outperforms the visual system in the perception of short, isolated temporal intervals 
and of more complex rhythmic patterns (Grondin, 1993, 2010; van Wassenhove, 2009). Even 
when presented with the same rhythms in visual and auditory modalities, adults are worse at 
detecting the beat of the visual version (Grahn et al., 2011; McAuley & Henry, 2010; Pasinski et 
al., 2016), and they are worse at discriminating between pairs of visual rhythms than between 
pairs of auditory rhythms (Grahn, 2012). Individuals are also more accurate at reproducing 
auditory versus visual versions of otherwise identical rhythms (Gault & Goodfellow, 1938; Huff, 
1972; Kosonen & Raisamo, 2006). Adults exhibit higher variability and lower accuracy when 
tapping to visual than to auditory rhythms (Iversen, Patel, Nicodemus, & Emmorey, 2015; Patel, 
Iversen, Chen, & Repp, 2005; Repp, 2003; for a review, see Repp & Su, 2013), and they have a 




(Repp & Penel, 2002, 2004). This auditory advantage for beat synchronization decreases – but 
does not completely disappear – when spatial movement is added to visual stimuli (Hove, 
Spivey, & Krumhansl, 2010; Hove, Fairhurst, Kotz, & Keller, 2013; Hove, Iversen, Zhang, & 
Repp, 2013; Mu, Huang, Ji, Gu, & Wu, 2018; Su, 2014a, 2014b; Su & Salazar-López, 2016), 
suggesting the auditory advantage may diminish when visual stimuli have greater complexity 
and ecological validity. 
 It is also possible that the observed auditory advantage for beat perception arises largely 
from the accumulation of lifelong experience with predominantly auditory rhythms. Musicians, 
who might have more extensive experience with musical rhythms than a typical listener, 
demonstrate enhanced auditory beat perception and synchronization skills compared to non-
musicians (Drake, 1993; Drake, Penel, et al., 2000; Geiser, Sandmann, Jäncke, & Meyer, 2010; 
Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Grahn & Schuit, 2012; Karpati, Giacosa, Foster, Penhune, & Hyde, 2016; 
Nave-Blodgett et al., in press; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). Conversely, congenitally deaf 
individuals who rely on visual temporal acuity for communication purposes are as accurate at 
tapping with visual-only metronomes as hearing individuals are with auditory metronomes 
(Iversen et al., 2015). This suggests the amount of experience engaging with rhythmic structures 
in the auditory or visual modalities, rather than inherently superior auditory temporal processing, 
may drive how well individuals perceive and produce auditory versus visual rhythms. Because 
music is usually experienced by most individuals through sound, even adults with no formal 
training may demonstrate an auditory advantage for beat perception – and possibly meter 
perception – due to greater experience with auditory rhythms in speech and music compared to 




 It’s also possible that greater experience with music might lead to enhancement of beat 
and meter perception across modalities, rather than just in the auditory modality, especially if 
meter perception is driven by an amodal process of directing attention in time (Jones, 1976; 
Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999). Domain-general attention does seem to strongly 
contribute to the ability to perceive beat and meter (Celma-Miralles & Toro, 2019; Chapin et al., 
2010). Increased musical training appears to enhance attention to slower levels of meter (Nave-
Blodgett et al., in press; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990), and this is reflected in musicians’ stronger 
neural responses to metrically-structured sounds (Celma-Miralles, de Menezes, & Toro, 2016; 
Celma-Miralles & Toro, 2019; Geiser et al., 2010). Musicians demonstrate superior temporal 
perception in both audition and vision (Rammsayer & Altenmüller, 2006; Rammsayer, Buttkus, 
& Altenmüller, 2012), and superior rhythm discrimination for both visual and auditory rhythms 
compared to non-musicians (Grahn, 2012). Dancers also show enhanced perception in both 
modalities. Given only visual information, trained dancers synchronize their movements with a 
novel dance partner better than non-dancers (Washburn et al., 2014), and are more accurate at 
sensorimotor synchronization to auditory stimuli than non-dancers (Huff, 1972; Jin et al., 2019; 
Miura, Kudo, Ohtsuki, & Kanehisa, 2016). Experienced dancers also articulate additional levels 
of metrical timing in their movement compared to less-experienced dancers (Naveda et al., 2015, 
Naveda & Lehman, 2010). Of course, it is also possible that those with training may have had 
pre-existing temporal processing advantages compared to those who did not pursue music 
training.  
 An additional way of investigating the influence of experience in modality advantages for 
beat and meter processing is to examine younger individuals who are still accumulating 




we might expect the auditory advantage for beat perception to increase with age. By contrast, if 
the auditory advantage is mostly the result of intrinsically superior timing in the auditory 
modality, we might expect an auditory advantage to be present early in childhood and remain 
relatively stable throughout development. There is some evidence that robust auditory 
advantages for temporal processing exist early in development: rhythm perception in vision lags 
behind audition during development. With auditory rhythms, infants as young as 2 months can 
discriminate between different rhythmic patterns (Demany, McKenzie, & Vurpillot, 1977), and 
changes in tempo (Baruch & Drake, 1997; Thorpe & Trehub, 1989). However, with visual 
rhythms, it is not until 5 months of age that infants detect tempo changes (Bahrick, Flom, & 
Lickliter, 2002), and not until 7 months that infants discriminate between different visual 
rhythms (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2004). Even then, rhythm discrimination is only observed if the 
visual rhythms contain apparent motion cues (Brandon & Saffran, 2011). Children’s 
synchronization to auditory and visual metronomes and rhythms improves gradually with 
increasing age (Braun Janzen, Thompson, & Ranvaud, 2014; Drake, 1993; Drake, Jones, & 
Baruch, 2000; McAuley et al., 2006; Mu et al., 2018; Provasi & Bobin-Bègue, 2003; Thompson, 
White-Schwoch, Tierney, & Kraus, 2015), but they remain less accurate and more variable with 
visual than auditory metronomes and rhythms until later in adolescence (Kurgansky & 
Shupikova, 2011; Mu et al., 2018; Rosenbusch & Gardner, 1968). 
 Even though auditory temporal perception outpaces visual temporal perception during 
childhood, there is nevertheless a shift with age from relying on auditory to visual information 
when making temporal judgments. Presented with simultaneous sounds and images, young 
children are more likely to report they heard a sound (but did not see an image) while older 




to visual dominance in an audiovisual conflict task (Nava & Pavani, 2013). Similarly, when 
asked to report how many flashes they saw or beeps they heard, younger children under- or over-
report flashes to match the number of beeps, while older children and adults tend to over- or 
under-report the number of beeps to match the number of flashes (Innes-Brown et al., 2011; 
Nava & Pavani, 2013; Parker & Robinson, 2018). Children’s cross-modal temporal binding 
window is also larger than adults: in simultaneity judgment tasks, when an auditory stimulus 
leads a visual stimulus, children and adolescents are more likely than adults to perceive a wider 
range of onsets as simultaneous (Hillock, Powers, & Wallace, 2011; Hillock-Dunn & Wallace, 
2012; Lewkowicz & Flom, 2014). However, for complex stimuli such as audiovisual speech, the 
temporal binding window may narrow to adult-like levels earlier in childhood (Hillock-Dunn, 
Grantham, & Wallace, 2016). This raises the possibility that if the auditory advantage arises in 
part from sensory differences such as the asymmetrical temporal binding window, children may 
exhibit a smaller (more adult-like) auditory advantage with complex audiovisual stimuli like 
music and images than with simple stimuli like flashes and beeps. 
 It is currently unknown if children exhibit an auditory advantage for beat and meter 
processing. Rhythmic structure is perceptually salient early in life: young infants use culture-
specific rhythmic information to distinguish between melodies (Hannon & Johnson, 2005; 
Hannon & Trehub, 2005) and between spoken languages (Nazzi, Bertoncini, & Mehler, 1998; 
Jusczyk, Fiederici, Welssels, Svenkerud, & Jusczyk, 1993). While infants are initially able to 
discriminate rhythms from any culture, they begin to respond preferentially and show better 
discrimination of rhythms from their own culture from 5-12 months of age (Hannon, Soley, & 
Levine, 2011; Hannon & Trehub, 2005). Children gradually improve at beat perception and 




Einarson & Trainor, 2016; Nave-Blodgett et al., in press; Puyjarinet, Bégel, Lopez, Dellacherie, 
& Dalla Bella, 2017). With increasing age, culture-specific biases become more robust (Hannon, 
Soley, & Ullal, 2012; Hannon, Vanden Bosch der Nederlanden, & Tichko, 2012). This evidence 
underscores the critical role of listening experiences in the development of beat perception, but it 
is unclear whether or not such experience leads to an auditory advantage.  
 To our knowledge, no study has directly examined if there is an auditory advantage for 
the perception of multiple levels of musical meter with complex performed musical excerpts. 
Therefore, the current study had two goals. First, we asked whether individuals demonstrate an 
auditory advantage for beat and meter. Second, we asked if this potential auditory advantage for 
meter perception is present early in life or increases with age and with music or dance 
experience. We adapted a test of meter perception (Nave-Blodgett, Snyder, & Hannon, in press) 
that paired complex, ecologically-valid musical excerpts with auditory, visual, and audiovisual 
metronomes reflecting two metrical levels. Participants performed a simple task where they rated 
the fit between the music and the metronomes. We used this task to compare auditory and visual 
meter perception in adults both across (Experiment 1) and within (Experiment 2) individuals, and 
in typically-developing children (Experiment 3). We recruited large, diverse samples with wide 
ranges of formal music and dance training to examine the effects of varying amounts of 
experience on perception. 
Experiment 1 
In Experiment 1, adult participants with widely-varied backgrounds of formal music and 
dance training rated the fit between musical excerpts and auditory, visual, or audiovisual 




the measure). We included the audiovisual metronome condition to see if participants would 
benefit from multimodal over unimodal information in the metronomes.  
Method 
 Participants. 
 One hundred and twenty-nine (85 female) individuals participated in the study and 
received credit in psychology classes at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas for their 
participation6. Full demographic information is shown in Table 4.1. We did not specifically 
recruit or exclude individuals for musical or dance training. All participants self-reported normal 
hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of uncorrected hearing or 
visual problems. All participants spoke English, either having learned English as their first 
language (n = 93) or during childhood (n = 36, Mage learned = 4.30 years, SD = 2.16 years, range: 
1-9 years). Eight additional participants began the task, but their data were lost due to 
experimenter error (n = 4) or program error (n = 4).  
 
6 Data from the 39 individuals in the auditory metronome condition were previously reported in 
Nave-Blodgett et al. (in press), Experiment 1A. 
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Table 4.1 Participant Demographic Information – Experiments 1 and 2 








Audiovisual Auditory  
Auditory and 
Visual 
n (n Females) 129 (85) 28 (17) 32 (23) 30 (21) 39 (24)  32 (18) 











 26.31 (±8.24) 
Age Range  18 – 45 18 – 23 18 – 34 18 – 25 18 – 45  18 – 50 
n Hispanic (%) 32 (25%) 7 (25%) 8 (25%) 9 (30%) 8 (21%)  6 (19%) 
n bilingual (%) 49 (38%) 8 (29%) 13 (41%) 17 (57%) 11 (28%)  11 (34%) 
n Non-English L1 (%) 36 (28%) 9 (32%) 8 (25%) 10 (33%) 9 (23%)  7 (22%) 
n Parents’ Highest Education 
Level 4-Year College degree or 
higher (%) 
57 (44.2%) 13 (46%) 13 (41%) 12 (40%) 19 (49%)  19 (59%) 
n Participants with Music 
Training (%) 
60 (47%) 12 (42.9%) 15 (47%) 15 (50%) 19 (49%)  22 (69%) 
Years Music Training 2.13 (±3.05) 1.68 (±2.72) 2.31 (±3.15) 2.17 (±3.08) 2.28 (±3.25)  10.03 (±12.00) 
Range of Music Training 1.0 – 15.0 1.0 – 10.0 1.0 – 10.0 0.5 -13.0 1.0 – 15.0  1.0 – 40.0 
n Participants with Dance 
Training (%) 
36 (28%) 7 (25%) 10 (31%) 9 (30%) 10 (26%)  8 (25%) 
Years Dance Training 1.49 (±3.54) 1.18 (±3.65) 2.13 (±4.07) 1.10 (±2.26) 1.49 (±3.84)  0.98 (±2.91) 
Range of Dance Training 1.0 – 17.0 0.1 – 15.0 1.0 – 16.0 1.0 – 10.0 1.0 – 17.0  0.5 – 15.0 











 15.56 (±14.29) 
Note: All values are means and standard deviations unless otherwise specified. Years music training and years dance training include 
all participants in the sample. Ranges of music and dance training only include participants with relevant training. All values are based 
on participant self-report. 
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 Power Analysis. 
 Our aim was to detect, if present, significant interactions between metrical levels (beat 
and/or measure) with metronome modality (Beat x Modality, Measure x Modality, and/or Beat x 
Measure x Modality; cross-level interactions). Similar auditory metronome-matching tasks 
containing beat-level metronomes have reported large effect sizes ranging from d = 1.27 to 1.70 
(Leow, Parrot, & Grahn, 2014; Müllensiefen, Gingras, Musil, & Stewart, 2014). A previous 
study with large sample sizes used this meter perception paradigm with auditory metronomes 
and found large effects for beat (γ = 1.52) and a moderate-sized beat x measure interaction (γ = 
0.42; Nave-Blodgett et al., in press). Studies comparing auditory to visual beat perception have 
reported effect sizes for modality differences (both main effects of modality and interactions 
with beat or rhythm) from lower estimates of 𝜂𝑝
2 of .22 to .28 (Pasinski et al., 2016), .26 to .32 
(McAuley & Henry, 2010), or as high as 𝜂𝑝
2 of .64 to .68 (Grahn et al., 2011). A study comparing 
audiovisual to auditory-only beat perception found a 𝜂𝑝
2 of .57 for modality (Su, 2014). These 
effect sizes roughly translate to standardized effect sizes (Cohen’s d) of 1.0 – 2.0 (Fritz, Morris, 
& Richler, 2012).  
 We conducted a power analysis using the “Optimal Design Plus Empirical Evidence” 
program (Raudenbush & Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011) to estimate sample size for our 
multilevel model analytical approach where trials (level 1) were clustered within participants 
(level 2), and modality was manipulated among participants (level 2). We estimated smaller 
effect sizes than previously reported to maximize our chances of detecting a real effect, if 
present. We modeled the required sample size (number of participants) to achieve a power of 0.8 
to detect effect sizes between d = 0.20 and d = 0.35 for fixed effects of cross-level interactions, 




paradigm with auditory metronomes (Nave-Blodgett et al., in press). At d = 0.20 and ICC of 0.15 
(the most conservative estimate), a sample size of 128 participants with 96 trials/participant was 
required for 0.8 power. For larger effect sizes (d = 0.25 – 0.35) and smaller ICCs, sample sizes 
ranging from 30-80 participants were sufficient to reach 0.8 power. Our sample size of 129 
individuals with 96 trials each was determined to be adequate for assessing small-to-moderate 
fixed effects of cross-level interactions. Other advice for sample size estimates in multilevel 
model designs suggest adhering to a 30/30 rule: a minimum of 30 level 2 clusters (participants) 
and 30 level 1 measurements (trials; Hox, 1995, 2010) to achieve reasonable power in multilevel 
modeling. Our sample size and trial number together exceeded this threshold. 
 Stimuli. 
The stimuli in Experiment 1 consisted of musical excerpts (from Nave-Blodgett, Hannon, 
and Snyder, in press) paired with auditory, visual, and audiovisual metronomes that matched or 
mis-matched the beat and measure locations in the music. All stimuli used in the experiment are 
available at an OSF repository: https://osf.io/xgsvk/.  
The six musical excerpts were drawn from commercially available ballroom dance music 
(compact disc, “Ballroom Dance Music,” the Swiss Ballroom Orchestra, Blaricum CD company, 
1999). Half of the musical excerpts were in duple meter (4/4) and half in triple meter (3/4). We 
matched the musical stimuli into pairs of duple and triple meter at slow (89 beats per minute 
[BPM]), medium (104 BPM), and fast (124 BPM) tempi. We further equated the tempo of the 
stimuli in each pair using the “Change Tempo” function in Audacity (Dominic Mazzoni, 2014), 
which did not alter the pitch of the music. From each musical piece, we extracted four five-
measure excerpts for use in the experiment, for a total of 24 musical excerpts (six musical pieces 
with four excerpts each). These musical excerpts ranged from 7-14 seconds in duration 




We determined the beat and measure locations in each musical excerpt using the Bar and 
Beat Tracker VAMP plugin (Davies & Plumbley, 2009; Stark, Davies, & Plumbley, 2006) 
executed in Audacity, and checked by the first author (a trained musician). From these time 
points, we created four possible metronome alignment conditions. The fully-matching 
metronome had measure-level and beat-level ticks that aligned with the measure and beat of the 
music (Figure 4.2A). The beat-matching measure-mismatching metronome had beat-level ticks 
that aligned with the beat of the music, but measure-level ticks that misaligned with the measure 
(and matched the wrong meter, for example occurring every three beats instead of every four 
beats) (Figure 4.2B). The beat-mismatching measure-matching metronome had measure-level 
ticks that aligned with the measure of the music, but beat-level ticks that were misaligned with 
the musical beat (and were in the wrong meter) (Figure 4.2C). The fully-mismatching 
metronome was in the wrong meter (e.g. triple for duple and vice versa) and had a tempo 6% 








Figure 4.2 Metronome conditions relative to the meter of the musical excerpts. Measure-level 
ticks are indicated by filled (red) circles, and beat-level ticks by empty (white) circles. Vertical 
alignment between a musical note and a circle indicates onset synchrony between musical and 
metronome events; vertical misalignment indicates asynchrony between musical and metronome 
events. (A) Fully-matching (B) Beat-matching/Measure-mismatching (C) Beat-
mismatching/measure-matching (D) Fully mismatching.  
 
  
Metronomes were auditory, visual, or audiovisual. Auditory metronomes consisted of 10-
millisecond sine-wave ticks with no on- or off-ramp. This intentionally created a “click” sound 
that did not blend with the musical excerpt, was unlikely to be mistaken for a musical instrument, 
and remained perceptually separate from the texture of the musical excerpt. Measure-level ticks 
had a higher pitch (G#6; 1661.2 Hz) than beat-level ticks (G#5, 830.6 Hz). Throughout the trial, 
the screen was uniformly black except for white text in the center of the screen that said 
“Listen…”  
The visual metronomes consisted of a white circle with a black outline, resembling a 
clock-face without numbers, presented on a white background (Figure 4.3). Each metronome 
was constructed from either three or four static images. Ticks in the visual metronome were 
marked with an arrow that was anchored at the center of the circle and extended to the edge of 
the circle, like a clock hand. The arrow was wider and red at measure-level ticks, and narrower 




metronomes in duple meter or thirds for metronomes in triple meter. There were two alignments 
of the visual metronome: upright and tilted. We created the tilted version of the duple metronome 
to make sure that any possible differences observed in sensitivity to duple versus triple meter in 
the metronome were not due to the lines being horizontal or vertical (duple) versus oblique 
(triple): in the tilted version, both triple and duple metronomes included oblique lines. For the 
upright version, the duple beats were marked at 12:00 (downbeat), 3:00, 6:00, and 9:00 (Figure 
4.3A). In the tilted version, the duple beats were spaced at 1:30 (downbeat), 4:30, 7:30, and 
10:30 (Figure 4.3B). The triple meter metronome beats were marked at 12:00, 4:00, and 8:00 in 
both upright and tilted conditions. Each frame was presented on-screen without change until the 
next beat of the metronome occurred, giving the impression of discrete motion and the arrow 







Figure 4.3 Individual frames used in the visual and audiovisual metronome conditions. All visual 
images were presented in the center of a computer monitor with a black background. (A) The 
“upright” visual metronome condition. (B) The “tilted” visual metronome condition, with the 
duple meter metronome at a 45° offset from “upright.” The triple meter metronome is identical in 
both visual versions. The audiovisual metronome condition used the same images as the 
“upright” (panel A) visual condition, such that the auditory metronome “ticks” were presented 
simultaneously with onsets of the visual metronome frames.  
 
 
On each trial in the visual metronome condition, participants heard the musical excerpt 
while the metronome was presented in the center of the computer screen against a black 
background. Each metronome frame was 960 x 720 pixels in size and presented on an LCD 
monitors with a screen resolution of 1680 x 1050 pixels. Participants sat approximately 70 
centimeters away from the computer screen, and the metronome and surrounding frame 
subtended a visual angle of approximately 15.5°.  
The audiovisual metronome condition contained both visual (upright; Figure 4.3A) and 
auditory ticks, presented simultaneously. Because of occasional misalignment with the monitor 
frame rate (60Hz), a visual metronome tick could be delayed up to 16.6 ms compared to the 
audio metronome tick. This would have been perceived as simultaneous by participants as this 
delay is below the 30-ms cross-modal temporal order and simultaneity thresholds for audition 
and vision with simple stimuli (van Wassenhove, 2009).  
All participants were presented with 96 unique trials (6 musical pieces, 4 excerpts per 
musical piece, and 4 metronome/musical alignment conditions), regardless of the metronome 
modality condition. Meter (3/4 and 4/4) and tempo (89, 104, and 124 BPM) of the musical 
stimuli were equally balanced across trials. All auditory stimuli were presented binaurally: when 
the metronome was visual, the musical excerpts were presented diotically. When there was an 




metronome was presented in a separate channel from the music (e.g., musical excerpt in right 
ear, metronome in left ear) to facilitate stream segregation rather than integration of the 
metronome and music (Hartmann & Johnson, 1991). Half of the auditory metronomes were 
presented in the right ear and half in the left ear. 
 Apparatus and Procedure. 
 Participants’ task in this experiment was to rate how well the metronome fit the music. 
The participants performed the task on a desktop computer (Dell, Round Rock, TX) running 
Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, WA), wearing over-the-ear noise-attenuating 
headphones (approximately 20dB SPL noise attenuation; Sennheiser 280 Pro, Sennheiser 
Corporation, Old Lyme, CT). All stimuli were presented to participants at approximately 70 dB 
SPL, well above normal hearing thresholds. A custom experimental program coded in 
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Palo Alto, CA) controlled the presentation of 
stimuli and recording of responses.  
 Participants were assigned to a metronome modality condition (visual-upright, visual-
tilted, audiovisual, or auditory) upon arrival to the lab, based on day of testing. All participants 
provided informed consent to participate in the experiment prior to beginning the task. 
Instructions for the rating task were presented orally (by the experimenter) and on-screen, in 
English. For the auditory condition, the instructions stated, “On each trial, you will hear a clip of 
music in one ear and a click track in the other ear.” The visual versions amended this to “…hear 
a clip of music and see a click track on the monitor.” The audiovisual version stated “…hear a 
clip of music in one ear and hear and see a click track on the monitor.” All versions continued 
with “We would like you to tell us how well the click track matches the music you hear.” On 
each trial, participants listened to a musical excerpt paired with a metronome for five full 




metronome matched the music on a Likert-type scale from “1” (“Not Well at All”) to “4” (“Very 
Well”). The prompt to respond only appeared after the entire excerpt had played, and the 
program only accepted responses entered after the prompt. Each trial ended after participants 
responded or after five seconds elapsed without a response.  
 All participants completed a practice session. Participants first encountered three 
demonstration trials that contained musical excerpts not used in the experiment paired with a 
fully-matching metronome, a beat matching/measure mismatching metronome, and a fully-
mismatching metronome. Each pair was followed by text stating how other listeners might rate 
this music/metronome pair, e.g., “Most people would think is an example of a not very well 
matching click track,” for a fully-mismatching metronome, etc. Participants then completed three 
practice trials during which they entered fit ratings and received the same information as in the 
demonstration trials. After the practice session, participants could ask the experimenter for 
clarification on the task or begin the experimental trials. The experiment contained four blocks of 
24 trials each, presented in a random order for each participant. Between every block of trials, 
participants had the opportunity to take a short break for a maximum of five minutes while 
remaining seated at the computer.  
 After completing the computer-based portion of the experiment, participants filled out a 
brief demographic questionnaire about their musical, dance, language, and cultural background. 
The entire experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes, including informed consent, practice, 
test trials, and demographic questionnaire. All procedures were approved by the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and all participants were treated in 




 Data Analysis. 
 Multilevel model (MLM) analyses of repeated-measures (within-participants) designs 
allow the investigation of within-participant experimental manipulations while accounting for 
between-participant individual differences and the cross-level interactions of the two (Baayen, 
Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Hox, 2010; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). We investigated the effects of 
metronome modality and beat- and measure-level matching between the metronome and music 
on participants’ ratings of fit, while controlling for musical tempo and meter differences within-
participants and the effects of music training, dance training, and musical listening between-
participants.  
 We had three main groups of hypotheses. First, we predicted that beat- and measure-level 
matching would significantly impact participants’ ratings, and that participants would give the 
highest ratings to metronomes that matched the music at two metrical levels (a Beat x Measure 
interaction). Second, we hypothesized that metronome modality (auditory, audiovisual, and 
visual) could interact with sensitivity to beat- and measure-level information, such as an auditory 
advantage for beat and possibly for measure perception (Modality x Beat, Modality x Measure, 
and Modality x Beat x Measure interactions). Third, we hypothesized that music and dance 
training would be associated with enhanced sensitivity to beat- and measure-level matching, and 
this might be further moderated by metronome modality (Beat x Training, Measure x Training, 
Modality x Training, and Beat x Modality x Training or Measure x Modality x Training 
interactions).  
 In all models, the dependent variable was participants’ ratings of how well the 
metronome fit the music. We first tested an unconditional (baseline) model, equivalent to a one-
way ANOVA with participant (subject) as the random effect. In Model 1, we tested the first and 




mismatching), Measure (matching or mismatching), Tempo (slow, medium, fast), and Musical 
Meter (duple or triple), along with the interaction terms and the between-subjects variables of 
metronome Modality (Visual, Audiovisual, or Auditory), Music Training, Dance Training, and 
Music Listening. We included random slopes for beat and measure. In Model 2, we tested the 
third group of hypotheses, and added the series of cross-level interactions among Beat, Measure, 
Modality, and Training.  
 All within-participants (level 1) predictors were dichotomous variables. Beat and 
measure were coded as “0” for mismatching and “1” for matching. Tempo was dummy coded 
into two dichotomous variables, “Slow” (89 BPM) and “Fast” (124 BPM), with the moderate 
(104 BPM) tempo used as the reference condition (both values at zero). The meter (time 
signature) of the musical excerpt was coded with “0” for duple meter (4/4) and “1” for triple 
meter (3/4). The between-subjects factor of metronome Modality was separated into two 
dummy-coded dichotomous variables: “Audiovisual Modality,” and “Visual Modality,” with the 
auditory modality used as the reference condition (both values at zero)7. All other between-
participants (level 2) predictors were grand-mean centered: the grand mean of all participants for 
each variable (music training/dance training/music listening) was calculated, and then subtracted 
from each participant’s score on the relevant variable. We did not standardize between-
participant predictors. 
 We treated all missing data as data missing-completely-at-random (MCAR), as there was 
no increased likelihood of missing a response as a function of missing a previous response 
(Rubin, 1987). Each participant experienced 96 trials in the experiment. However, as the 
 
7 During the model-building process, we did not find any significant differences between the 
ratings of fit for the Visual-Upright and Visual-Tilted metronome conditions. Thus for all 
analyses we combined the Visual-Upright and Visual-Tilted metronome conditions into a single 




experiment moved on automatically to the next trial after 5 seconds with no response, there were 
a small number of missing trials across the entire dataset (11 trials; <0.01%). Eight individuals 
had at least one missed trial, and three individuals missed two trials (2% of an individual’s total). 
There were no missing values for within-participants factors. Most between-participants (Level 
2) data were present, but nineteen participants did not provide information about hours of music 
listening. We did not impute or estimate missing values either for ratings of fit (dependent 
variable) or the between-participants predictors.  
 All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20 (IBM 
Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA) using the MIXED command. All models used restricted 
maximum likelihood estimation (REML). Our covariance matrix was unstructured, and we 
allowed for covariances between random slopes and intercepts. We used Satterthwaite 
approximations to estimate degrees of freedom and calculate two-tailed p-values for predictors 
and interaction terms (Satterthwaite, 1946). Simple-slopes and slopes-comparisons tests of 
interaction terms were performed using the methods specified in Preacher, Curran, and Bauer 
(2006) and Dawson and Richter (2006). All models presented in the paper successfully 
converged. Syntax for all models and datasheets are available on the OSF page for this paper.  
Results and Discussion 
 Ratings of fit by metronome are shown in Figure 4.4, for the entire sample (4.4A) and 
separated by metronome modality (4.4B-D). Ratings ranged from 1 (poor fit) to 4 (excellent fit). 
MLM results, including coefficients, estimated variances, and intraclass correlations (ICC), are 
reported in Table 4.2. In the baseline (intercept-only) model, most of the variance in ratings was 
attributable to within-subjects variance (1.26, 95% CI: 1.23 – 1.29), and a small portion was 




unexplained variance was within-participants (experimental effects) and 5% between-




Figure 4.4 Ratings of fit between metronome and music by beat- and measure-level alignment of 
the metronome to the music. (A) Entire sample, all metronome modalities combined (n = 129). 
(B) Auditory metronomes only (n = 39). (C) Audiovisual metronomes only (n = 28). (D) Visual 
metronomes only (n = 60; Visual-Upright and Visual-Tilted combined). Error bars are within-






Table 4.2 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 1 Investigating Differences in Ratings of Fit of 
Metronome to Music as a function of Within- and Between-Participant Factors 
Parameter Baseline Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed Effects 
Average Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.638** 1.854** 1.846** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)    
Beat  1.400** 1.430** 
Measure  -0.266** -0.271** 
Slower Tempo  0.039* 0.039* 
Faster Tempo  0.160** 0.160** 
Musical Meter  -0.168** -0.168** 
Beat x Measure  0.503** 0.504** 
Beat x Visual Modality  -0.423** -0.458** 
Measure x Visual Modality  -0.021 -0.033 
Beat x Measure x Visual Modality  -0.020 -0.013 
Beat x Audiovisual Modality  -0.171 -0.276 
Measure x Audiovisual Modality  -0.146 -0.145 
Beat x Measure x Audiovisual Modality  0.007 0.004 
Beat x Music Training   0.078 
Measure x Music Training   0.010 
Beat x Measure x Music Training   -0.010 
Beat x Dance Training   0.005 
Measure x Dance Training   0.026 
Beat x Measure x Dance Training   -0.017* 
Visual Modality x Music Training   -0.032 
Audiovisual Modality x Music Training   -0.035 
Visual Modality x Dance Training   -0.014 
Audiovisual Modality x Dance Training   0.097* 
Beat x Visual Modality x Music Training   -0.018 
Measure x Visual Modality x Music Training   0.039 
Beat x Audiovisual Modality x Music Training   0.019 
Measure x Audiovisual Modality x Music Training   0.004 
Beat x Visual Modality x Dance Training   < -0.001 
Measure x Visual Modality x Dance Training   0.008 
Beat x Audiovisual Modality x Dance Training   -0.203** 
Measure x Audiovisual Modality x Dance Training   -0.018 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)    
Visual Modality  0.444** 0.465** 
Audiovisual Modality  0.198 0.241* 
Music Training  0.012 -0.019 
Dance Training  -0.003 -0.011 
Music Listening  < -0.001 -0.001 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.263** 0.642** 0.642** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept)  0.063** 0.159** 0.130** 
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.047 0.198 0.168 
 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Non-categorical between-participants (Level 2) 





 Hypothesis 1: Participants Perceive Beat, Measure, and Meter in All Modalities. 
 Model 1 tested the first and second hypotheses by examining the effects of the within-
subjects (Level 1) experimental factors of Beat, Measure, the Beat x Measure interaction, and the 
between-subjects (Level 2) manipulation of metronome Modality (Audiovisual and Visual), and 
the cross-level interactions of Beat x Modality and Measure x Modality on participants’ ratings. 
We controlled for the between-subjects factors of music training, dance training, and music 
listening as fixed effects, and allowed random slopes for Beat and Measure. There were 
significant fixed effects of Beat, Measure, Tempo, Musical Meter, Beat x Measure, Visual 
Modality, and Beat x Visual Modality. 
 Participants gave higher ratings to beat-matching metronomes compared to beat-
mismatching metronomes when controlling for all other factors (γ = 1.40, 95% CI: 1.20 – 1.61). 
Measure-level matching had a smaller and opposite effect: participants rated measure-matching 
metronomes as slightly worse-fitting than measure-mismatching metronomes (γ = -0.26, 95% CI: 
-0.38 – -0.14). While this result may seem counterintuitive, it can be interpreted in light of the 
significant Beat x Measure interaction. A simple-slopes test revealed that when the beat of the 
metronome matched the music, participants gave higher ratings to measure-matching 
metronomes (3.49, 95% CI: 3.36 – 3.62) than to measure-mismatching metronomes (3.25, 95% 
CI: 3.09 – 3.42) while controlling for other factors (ω = 0.24, 95% CI: 0.11 – 0.36). This 
suggests that participants were sensitive to matching at both the beat and the measure levels. By 
contrast, when the beat of the metronome mismatched the music, participants gave lower ratings 
to measure-matching (1.59, 95% CI: 1.46 – 1.72) than measure-mismatching (1.85, 95% CI: 1.70 
– 2.01) metronomes (ω = -0.27, 95% CI: -0.39 – -0.14). This finding, which we reported in a 
previous study using this paradigm (Nave-Blodgett et al., in press), may arise because in the two 




matching than for the measure-mismatching metronome8. It is thus likely that participants find 
constant beat-level asynchrony more salient than occasional measure-level synchrony. This 
interpretation is further supported by the finding that adults consistently gave higher ratings to 
measure-level metronomes that matched than mismatched the music when those metronomes 
contained only measure-level ticks and no beat-level ticks (Nave-Blodgett et al., in press). 
Overall, the fact that participants gave the highest ratings to metronomes that matched the music 
at both the beat and measure levels suggests they could perceive multiple levels of meter 
simultaneously in all three modality conditions (audio, visual, and audiovisual). 
 Hypothesis 2: Beat- and Measure-level Sensitivity Differs Across Modalities. 
 There was a main effect of Visual Modality, but no main effect of Audiovisual Modality. 
Ratings were higher overall in the visual metronome condition than in the auditory condition (γ = 
0.45; 95% CI: 0.26 – 0.64), indicating that participants in the visual condition tended to use the 
upper end of the ratings scale. There were significant and nearly-significant interactions for Beat 
x Visual Modality (γ = -0.46; 95% CI: -0.70 – 0.22, p < .001) and Beat x Audiovisual Modality 
(γ = -0.28; 95% CI: -0.56 – 0.01, p = .058). The effect of beat was largest in the auditory 
condition (ω = 1.39, 95% CI: 1.19 – 1.61) compared to the audiovisual (ω = 1.15, 95% CI: 0.95 – 
1.36) and visual (ω = 0.98, 95% CI: 0.81 – 1.14) conditions (Figure 4.4B-D), providing evidence 
of an auditory advantage for beat perception. We did not observe a significant difference in 
ratings for measure-level matching as a function of metronome modality (p = .803), suggesting 
the auditory advantage did not extend to higher level meter perception.  
 
8 In the beat-mismatching/measure-mismatching condition, mean asynchrony between the beat in 
the music and the metronome was 145.6 ms (~25% IOI), whereas in the beat-
mismatching/measure-matching condition the mean asynchrony was 187.8 ms (~33% IOI). 
Please see Table 2 in Nave-Blodgett, Hannon, and Snyder (in press) for a full breakdown of beat- 




 None of the other interactions with metronome modality were statistically significant. 
After controlling for all other factors, participants gave slightly higher ratings to slower (89 
BPM; γ = 0.04; 95% CI: 0.001 – 0.08) and faster (124 BPM; γ = 0.16; 95% CI: 0.12 – 0.20) 
musical excerpts than to moderate musical excerpts (104 BPM), regardless of metronome 
alignment or modality. Participants also gave slightly higher ratings to musical excerpts in duple 
meter compared to triple meter (γ = -0.17; 95% CI: -0.20 – -0.14). After controlling for all other 
within- and between-participant variables, none of the individual difference variables (music 
training, dance training, or music listening) had a statistically significant main effect in Model 1.  
 Random effects indicated that participants that gave lower ratings to fully-mismatching 
metronomes exhibited the strongest differentiation of matching and mismatching metronomes 
overall (rbeat,intercept = -.65; rmeasure,intercept = -.44). In Model 1, the addition of the within-subjects 
predictors accounted for approximately 49% of the within-subjects variance relative to the 
random-effects ANOVA baseline model. The proportion of between-subjects variability 
increased to 20% and the within-subjects variability decreased to 80% in Model 1.  
 Hypothesis 3: Training Relates to Enhanced Meter Perception Regardless of 
Modality. 
 In Model 2, we assessed the hypothesis that formal music and dance training relates to 
enhanced sensitivity to beat- and measure-level information. We added the cross-level 
interactions among beat, measure, metronome modality, music training, and dance training to the 
model. All previously significant fixed effects from Model 1 remained statistically significant 
(Table 2). The fixed effect of Audiovisual Modality reached statistical significance: ratings were 
higher in the audiovisual condition than the auditory condition (γ = 0.24, 95% CI: 0.03 – 0.45).  
 Of the new terms added to the model, the Beat x Measure x Dance Training, Audiovisual 




reached statistical significance. The Beat x Measure x Dance Training interaction had a small 
significant effect (γ = -0.02, 95% CI: -0.03 – -0.001). We performed a slopes-comparison test of 
the interaction comparing the effects of dance training (+1 standard deviation above the sample 
mean; 5.03 years total) versus no dance training. When the beat of the metronome matched the 
music, dancers and non-dancers were equally sensitive to measure (ωnodance = 0.22, ω+1SDdance = 
0.27, ωdifference = 0.05, p = .542). When the beat of the metronome mismatched, both groups gave 
lower ratings to measure-matching metronomes, but this tendency was smaller in dancers 
compared to non-dancers (ωnodance = -0.31, ω+1SDdance = -0.18, ωdifference = 0.13, p =.084). This 
suggests that greater amounts of dance training were related to increased sensitivity to the 
measure-level information in the metronomes when it conflicted with beat-level information – 
something that appeared to be difficult for most participants.  
 In the audiovisual condition, more dance training predicted higher overall ratings (γ = 
0.10, 95% CI: 0.02 – 0.17). We did not observe this in the auditory or visual conditions. The 
Beat x Audiovisual Modality x Dance Training interaction was also significant. Participants 
without dance training were equally sensitive to beat in the auditory condition (ω = 1.42, 95% 
CI: 1.03 – 1.81) and audiovisual condition (ω = 1.45, 95% CI: 1.06 – 1.84, ωdifference = 0.03, p = 
.865). However, dancers (+1 SD) were more sensitive to beat in the auditory condition (ω = 1.45, 
95% CI: 1.06 – 1.84) than in the audiovisual condition (ω = 0.45, 95% CI: 0.07 – 0.84; ωdifference 
= -0.97, p < .001).  
 No other interactions were significant. Random effects remained the same as in Model 1. 
The addition of the cross-level and level 2 interaction terms in Model 2 accounted for 
approximately 18% of the unexplained variance between-subjects in Model 1. Approximately 
17% of the remaining unaccounted-for variance in ratings was between-participants and 83% 





 In all metronome modalities, adults gave the highest ratings of fit to metronomes that 
matched the music at two metrical levels simultaneously (beat and measure). Beat-level 
matching robustly influenced ratings, while the effect of measure-level matching on ratings 
consistently depended on beat-level matching. When the beat of the metronome matched the 
music, measure-level matching resulted in higher ratings, but when the beat of the metronome 
mismatched the music, measure-level matching resulted in lower ratings in all modalities. 
Sensitivity to beat was greatest in the auditory metronome condition, lower in the audiovisual 
condition, and lowest in the visual condition. Sensitivity to measure did not differ by modality. 
 The finding of lower sensitivity to beat in the bimodal audiovisual versus unimodal 
auditory metronome condition was somewhat unexpected. Bayesian optimal-integration models 
suggest individuals weight and integrate sensory information based on its reliability or accuracy 
(Alais & Burr, 2004), and modality-appropriateness models suggest individuals prioritize 
information from the sense most appropriate to the task at hand and suppress information from 
less-appropriate senses (Welch, DuttonHurt, & Warren, 1986). Either model would predict that 
individuals would weigh the auditory information more heavily than the visual in the audiovisual 
condition, resulting in comparable performance in the audiovisual and auditory metronome 
conditions. Instead, performance for the audiovisual condition was poorer than the auditory but 
better than the visual condition. This suggests that rather than relying on the optimal or most 
reliable information (auditory), individuals may have weighed the auditory and visual temporal 
information more or less equally, leading to poorer temporal precision.  
 Training appeared to have weak, inconsistent, or nonexistent effects. Dance training 
predicted increased sensitivity to measure in all modalities, but decreased sensitivity to beat in 




or measure-level information in any modality. However, several factors may have contributed to 
our lack of findings: this was a between-subjects design and participants were not separately 
blocked by music or dance training, and overall levels of both music (M = 2.13 years, SD = 3.05 
years) and dance (M = 1.49 years, SD = 3.54 years) training were low in the sample. It is possible 
that uneven randomization to metronome modality condition may have weakened our ability to 
detect any consistent relationships between formal training and modality, especially if the effects 
are small or require large amounts of training.  
 Our finding of an auditory advantage for beat perception is in line with previous evidence 
of auditory superiority for timing tasks. However, we did not find evidence for auditory 
superiority at the measure level. This could be because there is no auditory advantage for 
measure-level perception in general, or it could be because pseudo-random assignment to 
condition cannot eliminate group-level differences that could be obscuring small, but real, 
modality effects. Across individuals, people vary widely in their sensitivity to beat (Grahn & 
Schuit, 2012), but within an individual, beat perception ability is highly correlated across 
auditory and visual modalities (Grahn, 2012; Grahn et al., 2011; McAuley & Henry, 2010; 
Pasinski et al., 2016). It would be advantageous to compare performance across modalities 
within the same individuals, which is more statistically powerful, to more conclusively test for an 
auditory advantages for beat or measure perception. Additionally, the increased statistical power 
in a within-subjects design would allow us to further probe if musical or dance training relates to 
beat and/or measure perception equally in both modalities, especially if the true effect of training 
is relatively small.  
Experiment 2 
 In Experiment 2, we used the same metronome judgment task from Experiment 1 to 




primary interest was in investigating modality differences between auditory and visual beat and 
measure perception, and not in comparing bimodal versus unimodal perception, we eliminated 
the audiovisual metronome condition. To further eliminate the possibility that effects are 
systematically related to – or obscured by – individual differences, we assessed general cognitive 
ability (IQ) in a separate task and used it as a control variable. Additionally, some individuals are 
better at rhythm perception than others, regardless of lack of musical training (“musical 
sleepers”) while some individuals with musical training are poorer music perceivers than would 
be assumed (“sleeping musicians”; Law & Zentner, 2012). As we wished to assess the effects of 
accumulated experience (music/dance training) on perception, we assessed basic rhythm 
perception abilities in a separate music aptitude task in order to independently assess both 
aptitude and experience.  
Method 
 Participants. 
 Thirty-two (18 female) individuals who did not participate in the previous experiment 
participated in Experiment 2. Participants were recruited from the Department of Psychology 
participant pool and the Department of Music at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and from 
the surrounding community. We recruited participants with a high amount of music training to 
be part of the sample, along with individuals from the general participant pool, resulting in a 
varied sample (see Table 4.1 for full demographic information). All participants reported normal 
hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal hearing, and spoke English, either having learned 
English as their first language (n = 25) or during childhood (n = 7, Mage learned = 8.86 years, SD = 
2.11 years, range: 5-12 years). One additional participant completed one experimental session 




 Power Analysis. 
 As in Experiment 1 we examined interactions between beat- or measure-level perception 
and metronome modality. In Experiment 1, we observed significant main effects of visual 
modality (γ = 0.47) and a significant interaction of beat and visual modality (γ = -0.46). By 
changing metronome modality to a within-participants (level 1) variable and doubling the 
number of trials per person to 192 (96 trials/modality), we estimated that a minimum of 27 
participants would be needed to reach a power of 0.8 to detect fixed effects, with minimum effect 
sizes of d = 0.20 and effect size variances of 0.10 (SDeffect size = ±0.30). Larger actual effect sizes 
and/or smaller variances required fewer participants to achieve adequate power (Raudenbush & 
Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011). Our sample size of 32 participants with 192 trials per 
participant exceeded this threshold and was above the 30/30 rule suggested for adequate power 
in multilevel designs (Hox, 1995, 2010).  
 Stimuli.  
 All stimuli were identical to those used in corresponding conditions of Experiment 1. The 
visual metronomes were the “upright” style (Figure 4.3A).  
 Measures. 
Participants completed two subtests of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, 
Second Edition (WASI-II; Wechsler & Hsiao-Pin, 2011) as the measure of general cognitive 
ability (IQ). The Vocabulary sub-test measures verbal intelligence, and the Matrix Reasoning 
sub-test measures non-verbal intelligence. In the Vocabulary sub-test, participants are asked to 
define a set list of words. In the Matrix Reasoning sub-test, participants select the figure or image 
from a larger set that completes a larger incomplete pattern. Taken together, the two subtests 




English. Each sub-test took approximately 10 minutes per participant. Raw scores on the subtests 
were converted to age-normed t-scores, then summed and converted to IQ estimates. 
To provide an objective measure of rhythm perception beyond the metronome task, 
participants completed the Gordon Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA; Gordon, 
1986), which provides separate melody and rhythm perception scores. We used a computer-
administered and scored version of the AMMA. Participants took approximately 15 minutes to 
complete the test. The test is normed for use from 18-24 years and has different norms for 
college music majors and non-music majors. Participants above the age range for the test (24 
years) were scored using the maximum age norm (n = 14). Prior to testing, the experimenter 
asked each participant if they were or had majored in music and selected the appropriate norming 
criteria. The AMMA contains rhythm and melody scores: for this experiment, we only used the 
scores from the rhythm scale. Higher scores indicate better performance.  
 Procedure. 
 Experiment 2 took place over two experimental sessions lasting approximately 60 
minutes each, with a minimum two-day gap between sessions (M = 3.44 days, SD = 2.23, range: 
2 – 12). The gap was meant to avoid any carryover effects from auditory to visual metronome 
modalities (as observed in Grahn et al., 2011 and McAuley & Henry, 2010). Order of metronome 
modality was counterbalanced across participants. In a session, participants completed the 
metronome matching task first (either auditory-only or visual-only), and the assessments second 
(IQ testing in session 1, music perception testing in session 2).  
 The apparatus, experimental program, instructions, and procedure were identical to the 
visual (upright) and auditory metronome conditions in Experiment 1, with participants receiving 
96 trials per metronome modality. Participants completed a demographic questionnaire at the end 




University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and all participants were treated in an ethical manner 
consistent with the APA Code of Ethics. 
 Data Analysis. 
 We used MLM to examine how fit ratings varied by metronome modality and beat- and 
measure-level matching, while controlling for within- and between-participant factors. We based 
the models in Experiment 2 on those in Experiment 1. In all models, the dependent variable was 
participants’ ratings of fit. First, we hypothesized we would replicate the auditory advantage for 
beat-level perception within individuals. Furthermore, we expected to observe the auditory 
advantage in a within-participants design. The Beat x Modality, Measure x Modality, and Beat x 
Measure x Modality interactions tested these hypotheses. Model 1 contained the within-subjects 
variables of Beat (matching or mismatching), Measure (matching or mismatching), Modality 
(auditory or visual), Tempo (slow, medium, fast), and Musical Meter (duple or triple), along with 
the interaction terms, and the between-subjects variables of Music Training, Dance Training, 
Music Listening per week, IQ, and AMMA Rhythm score. We included random slopes for beat, 
measure, and modality.  
 In Experiment 1, we observed weak and inconsistent relationships between formal 
training (music or dance) and perception. However, this could have been due to unfortunate 
random assignment to group and the between-subjects design. Using the within-subjects design 
for modality in Experiment 2, we again examined relationships between formal training (music 
or dance), sensitivity to metrical information, and metronome modality. We assessed this 
hypothesis in Model 2 by adding cross-level interaction terms of Beat x Training, Measure x 
Training, and Beat or Measure x Modality x Training. Both models were compared to a baseline 




 All within-participant (Level 1) predictors were dichotomous variables, coded as in 
Experiment 1, with the addition of Modality as dichotomous, with “0” for Auditory and “1” for 
Visual. All between-participant predictors (Level 2) were grand-mean centered and 
unstandardized. There were six total missing ratings of fit across the entire dataset (<1%): with 
one person missing four trials (2% of their total). One participant failed to report years of music 
training for the between-subjects factors (Level 2). We did not impute or estimate missing values 
for ratings of fit for missed trials. Models were run with the same parameters as Experiment 1, 
and all models presented successfully converged. Syntax for models and datasheets are available 
on the OSF page.  
 Results and Discussion 
 Ratings of fit are presented in Figure 4.5, combined across modality (4.5A) and separated 
by auditory (4.5B) and visual (4.5C) metronome conditions. MLM results are reported in Table 
4.3. In the baseline (intercept-only) model, most of the variance in ratings was attributable to 
within-subjects variance (1.36, 95% CI: 1.31 – 1.41) and a small portion to between-subjects 
variance (0.05, 95% CI: 0.03 – 0.09). Approximately 96% of the variance was within-subjects 








Figure 4.5 Ratings of fit between metronome and music by beat- and measure-level alignment of 
the metronome to the music (n = 32). (A) Combined across metronome modality. (B) Auditory 
metronomes only. (C) Visual metronomes only. Error bars are within-subject error bars 





Table 4.3 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 2 Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music as a function of Within- and Between-Participant Factors 
Parameter Baseline Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.532** 1.700** 1.700** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)    
Beat  1.463** 1.462** 
Measure  -0.140 -0.140* 
Slower Tempo  0.040 0.040 
Faster Tempo  0.073** 0.073** 
Musical Meter  -0.0133** -0.133** 
Modality  0.283** 0.282** 
Beat x Measure  0.589** 0.588** 
Beat x Modality  -0.372** -0.373** 
Measure x Modality  -0.072 -0.070 
Beat x Measure x Modality  0.198** 0.198** 
Beat x Music Training   0.008 
Measure x Music Training   0.015** 
Beat x Measure x Music Training   0.003 
Beat x Dance Training   0.041 
Measure x Dance Training   -0.008 
Beat x Measure x Dance Training   0.012 
Modality x Music Training   -0.012* 
Modality x Dance Training   0.027 
Beat x Modality x Music Training   0.002 
Measure x Modality x Music Training   0.007* 
Beat x Modality x Dance Training   0.018 
Measure x Modality x Dance Training   -0.053** 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)    
Music Training  -0.002 -0.019* 
Dance Training  0.011 -0.012 
Music Listening  0.004 0.004 
IQ Score  -0.005 -0.005 
Rhythm Score  0.036* 0.036* 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.359** 0.513** 0.510** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept)  0.049** 0.243** 0.183** 
    
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.035 0.321 0.263 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Between-participants (Level 2) variables are grand-
mean centered. Complete covariance matrix available on OSF as supplemental material. * p < 





 Hypothesis 1: Auditory Advantage for Beat Perception Within Individuals. 
 Model 1 tested the first hypothesis by examining the effects of Modality (auditory or 
visual), Beat, Measure, and the interactions among Beat, Measure, and Modality while 
controlling for music training, dance training, music listening, IQ (M = 105.12, SD = 13.22), and 
Rhythm Score (M = 29.13, SD = 3.78) as fixed effects, with random slopes for Beat, Measure, 
and Modality. There were significant fixed effects of Beat, Beat x Measure, Modality, Beat x 
Modality, Beat x Measure x Modality, Tempo, Musical Meter, and Rhythm Score.  
 Participants rated beat-matching metronomes higher than beat-mismatching metronomes 
(γ = 1.46, 95% CI: 1.26 – 1.67). The main effect of Measure was not significant. As in 
Experiment 1, the Beat x Measure interaction was significant. When the beat of the metronome 
matched the music, participants gave higher ratings to measure-matching (3.61, 95% CI: 3.46 – 
3.76) than measure-mismatching metronomes (3.16, 95% CI: 3.02 – 3.31, ω = 0.45, 95% CI: 
0.30 – 0.60). When the beat of the metronome mismatched the music, participants’ ratings did 
not differ for measure-mismatching (1.70, 95% CI: 1.52 – 1.88) or measure-matching (1.56, 95% 
CI: 1.41 – 1.71) metronomes, while controlling for all other factors (ω = -0.14, 95% CI: -0.29 – 
0.01). As in Experiment 1, participants gave the highest ratings to metronomes that matched the 
beat and measure of the music over metronomes that only matched the beat, suggesting 
sensitivity to simultaneous matching at two metrical levels over only one. We again observed 
that when the beat of the metronome mismatched the music, measure-mismatching metronomes 
received higher ratings than measure-matching metronomes, perhaps due to greater beat-level 
asynchrony in the latter condition, as discussed previously.  
 As in Experiment 1, overall ratings were higher for visual metronomes compared to 
auditory metronomes (γ = 0.28; 95% CI: 0.15 – 0.41). The Beat x Modality interaction was also 




condition (ω = 1.46, 95% CI: 1.27 – 1.66) than in the visual metronome condition (ω = 1.09, 95% 
CI: 0.90 – 1.29; Figure 4.2B vs 4.2C). The Measure x Modality interaction was not significant (p 
= .169). We thus found an auditory advantage for beat but not for measure perception, as in 
Experiment 1.  
 The Beat x Measure x Modality interaction was also statistically significant. When the 
beat of the metronome matched the music, participants were more sensitive to measure in visual 
than auditory metronomes (ωdifference = 0.13, p = .03). When the beat of the metronome 
mismatched the music, ratings did not significantly differ by modality (ωdifference = -0.07, p = 
.185). This result suggests that individuals might have better perception of multiple simultaneous 
metrical levels, or perhaps just slower levels, when the metronome is visual than when it is 
auditory, something we did not observe in Experiment 1.  
 Ratings were higher for faster than for moderate musical excerpts, after controlling for 
other factors (γ = 0.07; 95% CI: 0.03 – 0.12). Participants also gave slightly lower ratings to 
musical excerpts in triple than duple meter (γ = -0.13, 95% CI: -0.17 – -0.10). Participants who 
had higher scores than average on the AMMA Rhythm test (M = 29.13, SD = 3.78) gave slightly 
higher overall ratings than individuals with lower scores (γ = 0.036, 95% CI: 0.01 – 0.06). None 
of the other individual difference variables (musical or dance training, music listening, or IQ) 
had a significant effect on participants’ ratings while controlling for other variables.  
 The random effects were the same as in Experiment 1, with participants who gave the 
lowest ratings to fully-mismatching metronomes displaying a greater differentiation in ratings 
between matching and mismatching metronomes (rbeat,intercept = -.71; rmeasure,intercept = -.59). In 
Model 1, the addition of the within-subjects predictors accounted for approximately 62% of the 




proportion of unexplained variance between-subjects increased to 32% and the proportion of 
unexplained within-subjects variance decreased to 68%. 
 Hypothesis 2: Training Relates to Enhanced Meter Perception 
 In Model 2, we assessed the hypothesis that formal training would relate to enhanced 
sensitivity to beat- and measure-level information in auditory and visual metronomes. All 
previous significant fixed effects remained statistically significant (Table 3). The fixed effects of 
Measure and of Music Training attained statistical significance. Participants rated measure-
matching metronomes lower than measure-mismatching metronomes, as in Experiment 1 (γ = -
0.14, 95% CI: -0.26 – -0.02). Participants with more dance training gave lower overall ratings 
than those who did not have dance training, controlling for other variables (γ = -0.02, 95% CI: -
0.04 – -0.01). The added interaction terms of Measure x Music Training, Modality x Music 
Training, Measure x Modality x Music Training, and Measure x Modality x Dance Training were 
statistically significant.  
 The simple-slopes test of the Measure x Music Training interaction demonstrated that 
participants with more music training (+1 SD above the mean) were more sensitive to measure-
level information (ω = 0.05, 95% CI: -0.12 – 0.22) than individuals without music training (ω = -
0.30, 95% CI: -0.46 – -0.14). The Modality x Music Training interaction demonstrated that 
participants with more music training did not significantly differ in overall ratings by metronome 
modality (ω = 0.13, 95% CI: -0.04 – 0.31), whereas participants with no music training gave 
higher overall ratings to visual than auditory metronomes (ω = 0.41, 95% CI: 0.24 – 0.57). Music 
training therefore seemed to relate to greater sensitivity to measure-level information in both 
modalities, an effect we did not observe in Experiment 1.  
 The Measure x Modality x Music Training interaction was due to enhanced sensitivity to 




equally sensitive to measure-level matching in auditory and visual metronome conditions 
(ωdifference = 0.02; p = .779; see Figure 6A). Conversely, participants without music training 
showed less measure-level sensitivity in the visual than in the auditory condition (ωdifference = -







Figure 4.6 Interaction plots demonstrating the effect of music and dance training (+1 SD above 
the sample mean) versus no music and dance training on ratings for measure-level fit in auditory 
and visual metronomes, controlling for all other factors. (A) Measure x Modality x Music 
Training and (B) Measure x Modality x Dance Training. Error bars represent one standard error.  
 
 
 The Measure x Modality x Dance Training interaction resulted from a different pattern of 
findings than observed with music training (Figure 4.6B). Dancers (+1 SD above the mean; 3.89 
total years of training) and non-dancers (no dance training) gave consistently lower ratings to 
measure-matching than measure-mismatching metronomes in both modalities. However, non-
dancers did not differ in their ratings by modality (ωdifference = -0.02, p = 0.750), but for dancers 
the tendency to give lower ratings to measure-matching metronomes was smaller for auditory 




suggests that dancers were slightly better at detecting the measure in auditory over visual 
metronomes.  
 The random effects in Model 2 remained the same as in Model 1 (rbeat,intercept = -.68; 
rmeasure,intercept = -.46). In Model 2, the additional cross-level interaction terms accounted for 24% 
of the previously unexplained between-participants variance from Model 1. After fitting Model 2 
to the data, approximately 26% of the remaining unexplained variance in ratings was between-
subjects and 74% was within-subjects.  
 Summary. 
 As in Experiment 1, adults gave the highest ratings of fit to metronomes that matched the 
music at two metrical levels in both modalities. We again found evidence for an auditory 
advantage for beat perception, but no overall modality differences for measure perception. In the 
current experiment, music training was associated with enhanced measure-level perception and a 
reduced auditory advantage. Our findings are likely related to the increased power in the within-
subjects design, and because the average level of music training was higher in the current 
experiment (M = 10.03 years, SD = 12.00 years) compared to Experiment 1 (M = 2.13 years, SD 
= 3.05 years). Higher amounts of consistent and long-term music training may be necessary to 
observe a relationship between training and perception. In contrast with Experiment 1, where 
dance training related to increased sensitivity to measure-level information in all modalities, in 
the current experiment dance training unexpectedly related to slightly better (but still poor) 
sensitivity to the measure in auditory over visual metronomes. Levels of dance training remained 
low in Experiment 2 (M = 0.98 years, SD = 2.91): the true effect of dance training may be small 
and it may require larger amounts of training to see consistent effects. In both cases, future 




individuals may better address the question of the relationships between training, modality, and 
beat- and measure-level perception.  
 We successfully replicated the findings of the auditory advantage for beat- but not 
measure-level perception and found significant relationships between formal training and 
perception in both a between-subjects and within-subjects design. Experiments 1 and 2 
established that a clear auditory advantage exists for beat, but not measure perception. However, 
it is unclear whether the auditory advantage for beat is relatively stable throughout childhood or 
if it increases with age and the attendant accumulation of auditory experience. As reviewed 
above, prior research suggests that visual timing lags behind auditory timing during development 
(Innes-Brown et al., 2011; Nava & Pavani, 2013; Parker & Robinson, 2018), while other 
evidence suggests that more complex metrical and beat perception depends on life-long 
experience listening to music (Braun Janzen et al., 2014; Drake, Jones, et al., 2000; Einarson & 
Trainor, 2016; McAuley et al., 2006; Mu et al., 2017; Nave-Blodgett et al., in press; Puyjarinet et 
al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2015). If the auditory modality is inherently superior for perceiving 
beat, children should display a robust auditory advantage even in early childhood that remains 
relatively consistent with age. Alternatively, if experience is a large component of the auditory 
advantage for beat and meter processing due to the fact that perceiving music in our culture is 
predominantly an auditory experience, we might expect to see an auditory advantage for beat 
that increases with age.  
Experiment 3   
 In Experiment 3, we tested children’s beat and meter perception with auditory and 
visual metronomes. To control for individual differences in cognitive abilities, we measured 






 One-hundred and eighty-five (103 female) children, ranging from 5 to 10 years of age, 
participated in the study9. They were distributed across three contiguous age groups of roughly 
equal size. Families from the Las Vegas community with children of eligible ages volunteered to 
bring their children in to participate in response to fliers and advertisements. We did not 
specifically recruit children with or without dance or music training, but there was variation in 
training across the age groups (see Table 4.4 for full demographic information). The caregivers 
of all children reported that the children had no known uncorrected hearing or visual 
impairments and were either in good health or had no more than a minor cold or illness on the 
day of testing. All testing procedures were conducted in English. All children received a toy and 
a t-shirt after the testing session as a thank-you for their participation. An additional 12 children 
began the task but were excluded from the final sample because they were unwilling to complete 
the experiment (n = 8), or they failed to follow instructions (i.e. gave the same response 
throughout the entire experiment and/or admitted they ignored instructions, n = 4).  
 
9 Data from the 93 children tested in the auditory metronome condition were previously reported 
in Nave-Blodgett et al. (in press). 
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Table 4.4 Experiment 4 Participant Demographic Information  




Auditory Visual Auditory Visual Auditory Visual 
n (n Females) 185 (103) 30 (14) 33 (26) 31 (15) 31 (15) 31 (22) 29 (11) 
Age in Years 7.37 (±1.74) 5.27 (±0.45) 5.39 (±0.50) 7.35 (±0.49) 7.58 (±0.50) 9.48 (±0.51) 9.34 (±0.48) 













Age Range in Months 61 – 130 61 – 82 61 – 81 85 – 106 84 – 107 108 – 130 108 – 129 
n Hispanic (%) 42 (23%) 5 (17%) 4 (12%) 9 (29%) 7 (23%) 10 (32%) 7 (24%) 
n bilingual (%) 43 (23%) 7 (23%) 4 (12%) 9 (29%) 10 (32%) 6 (19%) 7 (24%) 
n Mother with 4-year 
college education or 
higher (%) 
105 (57%) 16 (53%) 20 (61%) 15 (48%) 22 (71%) 15 (48%) 17 (59%) 
n Participants with Music 
Training (%) 
59 (32%) 7 (23%) 6 (18%) 9 (29%) 11 (37%) 12 (39%) 14 (48%) 
Years Music Training 0.61 (±1.18) 0.24 (±0.50) 0.27 (±0.69) 0.64 (±1.29) 0.53 (±0.88) 0.96 (±1.59) 1.03 (±1.54) 
Range of Music Training  0.10 – 5.50 0.50 – 2.00 0.50 – 3.00 0.33 – 5.00 0.50 – 3.00 0.20 – 5.50 0.10 – 5.00 
n Participants with Dance 
Training (%) 
85 (46%) 11 (37%) 17 (52%) 11 (35%) 15 (48%) 20 (65%) 11 (38%) 
Years Dance Training 0.93 (±1.53) 0.46 (±0.92) 0.70 (±1.00) 0.80 (±1.50) 0.93 (±1.31) 1.73 (±2.13) 0.94 (±1.80) 
Range of Dance Training  0.05 – 8.00 0.05 – 3.50 0.25 – 4.00 0.15 – 6.00 0.25 – 5.00 0.15 – 8.00 0.25 – 6.00 
Hours Music Listening/ 
Week 
















Note. All values are means and standard deviations unless otherwise specified. Years music training and years dance training include 
all participants. Ranges of music and dance training contain only participants with relevant training. All values based on caregiver 





 Power Analysis. 
 Our primary interest was to examine relationships between children’s age, metronome 
modality, and their perception of meter, which could emerge as two-way (e.g., Beat x Measure, 
Beat x Modality, Beat x Age, etc.) or three-way (e.g., Beat x Measure x Age, Beat x Modality x 
Age, etc.) cross-level (within-between) interactions. In adults in Experiments 1 and 2, the Beat x 
Modality interaction ranged between γ = 0.37 – 0.46. A previous investigation of children’s and 
adolescents’ synchronization to visual and auditory metronomes found significant main effects 
and interactions of age and modality ranging from 𝜂𝑝
2 of .17 to .29 (Mu et al., 2017), roughly 
equivalent to d = 0.8 – 1.2 (Fritz et al., 2012). Based on these results, we estimated our effect 
sizes conservatively. For this experiment, metronome modality was a between-subjects variable. 
To detect fixed effects with a minimum effect size of d = 0.15 with a power of 0.8, assuming an 
ICC of 0.10 and an r2 = 0.05 of age (conservative), we estimated we required a minimum of 165 
participants with 48 trials per child (Raudenbush & Liu, 2000; Spybrook et al., 2011). Higher 
effect sizes (of fixed effects and/or of age) required fewer participants to achieve power of .80. 
Our sample size of 185 participants with 48 trials each ensured adequate power and was above 
the 30/30 minimum for multilevel designs (Hox, 1995, 2010).  
 Stimuli and Measures. 
 Stimuli were identical to Experiment 2. Because we were concerned about participant 
fatigue and retention, and because Experiments 1 and 2 revealed an auditory advantage in both 
between- and within-subjects designs, we chose to present only one metronome modality to each 
participant. We also shortened the study to decrease the possibility of fatigue: children 
experienced 48 musical excerpt/metronome pairings of either visual or auditory metronomes 





 We performed the same brief IQ assessment for all participants in Experiment 3 as in 
Experiment 2: the two-subscale version of the WASI-II (Wechsler & Hsiao-Pin, 2011). We 
converted raw scores to standardized scores and IQ estimates based on the published age norms. 
However, because the WASI-II is only normed to age 6, all 5-year-old participants’ scores were 
converted using the 6 years/0 months age norms. 
 Procedure. 
 All participants were tested individually on an iMac computer (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, 
CA) booted into Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, WA) running Presentation 
Software. Participants listened to the musical stimuli over child-sized headphones (Kidz Gear, El 
Dorado Hills, CA) and entered their ratings of fit on a Cedrus RB-830 response pad (Cedrus 
Corporation, San Pedro, CA). The buttons were equipped with different color key-caps (red, 
yellow, green, and blue) that matched the visual depiction of the ratings in the program. 
 We added storylines to the task to make the experiment more engaging for younger 
participants and to encourage completion. For auditory metronomes, the experimenter told each 
participant they were helping judge auditions of drummers seeking to join a musical band made 
up of bugs (insects). The experimenter read aloud the text displayed on the computer screen: 
“Bugsy [the main character] needs your help to judge how good the performances are. He is 
asking you to be an audition judge, and let him know how good the drummers play along with 
his songs. […] To be an audition judge, you will listen to the song and the drummer together, 
and then tell Bugsy how well the drummer played along with Bugsy’s song.”  
 For visual metronomes, the experimenter introduced each participant to the same main 
bug character and another bug who had made “musical clocks” that would tick along and match 





clocks matched the music that the bugs sang. The experimenter read aloud the text displayed on 
the computer screen: “Bugsy [the main character] needs your help to figure out if the clocks Sam 
[the other bug character] made tick along with the music from Bugsy. […] Bugsy would like you 
to tell him how well the clocks ticked along with Bugsy’s music. […] Let’s listen to a clock and 
Bugsy’s music, and we’ll tell Bugsy how well that clock matched Bugsy’s music.”  
 After each experimental trial, children were prompted to rate the match between the 
metronome (either “bug drummer” or “clock”) and the music, with the text “How well did the 
[bug drummer/clock] match Bugsy’s song?” The children used four colored buttons (red, yellow, 
green, and blue) on the response pad to enter their ratings. Each color corresponded to a rating 
from “1” to “4”, as in Experiments 1 and 2. This scale was additionally illustrated with color-
matched “thumbs-up” or “thumbs-down” icons visible on the computer screen: red (1) was 
shown with “two thumbs down,” yellow (2) with “one thumb down,” green (3) with “one thumb 
up,” and blue (4) with “two thumbs up.” This explanation of the scale (colors and images) was 
visible every time the participant entered a rating of fit between a musical excerpt and 
metronome pair for both metronome modalities, and the experimenter reminded the participant 
as often as needed.  
 The test trials were divided into three blocks of 16 trials each, with metronome/music 
pairing order randomized within block and between participants. Children also completed six 
demonstration trials and six practice trials (the music/metronome pairings were the same in the 
demonstration and practice trials), double the number as adults: two fully-matching, two beat-
matching measure-mismatching, and two fully-mismatching metronome/music pairs. All 
participants were given the option to repeat the practice trials if the participant did not 





 After completing the metronome judgment task, the experimenter or a research assistant 
administered both subtests of the WASI-II. Participants generally took 10-15 minutes to 
complete the two subtests. WASI scores were not available for 5 participants, due to 
experimenter error (n = 3) or refusal to participate/answer questions (n = 2).  
 While the participant completed the experiment, the caregiver(s)/parent(s) of the 
participant completed a demographic questionnaire assessing the participants’ developmental, 
language, music, and dance history. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and all participants were treated in an 
ethical manner consistent with the APA Code of Ethics.  
 Data Analysis. 
 We used MLM to examine how children’s fit ratings varied by metronome modality, 
participant age, and beat- and measure-level matching, while controlling for other within- and 
between-participant factors. Our first hypothesis was that older children would be more sensitive 
to meter than younger children, regardless of metronome modality, which could give rise to Beat 
x Age, Measure x Age, and/or Beat x Measure x Age interactions. Second, we expected to 
observe an auditory advantage for meter perception among children that might vary as a function 
of age, which could give rise to Beat x Modality, Measure x Modality, Age x Modality, and 
Beat/Measure x Age x Modality interactions. In Model 1, we added the above interaction terms 
along with the within-subjects variables of Beat, Measure, Tempo, Musical Meter, within-
subjects interaction of Beat x Measure, and between-subjects variables of Metronome Modality 
(auditory or visual), Age (in months), Music Training, Dance Training, Music Listening, and IQ 
(as a covariate). We were also interested in the effects of expertise: our third hypothesis was that 





information, as it did in adults (Experiments 1 and 2). We were unsure if expertise would 
moderate perception differently based on metronome modality, so in Model 2 we added the Beat 
x Music training, Measure x Music training, and Beat x Measure x Music training cross-level 
interactions into the model along with Beat x Modality x Music/Dance Training and Measure x 
Modality x Music/Dance Training.  
 Within-subjects (Level 1) predictors were dichotomous and used the same coding scheme 
as Experiment 2. Between-subjects (Level 2) predictors beyond the dichotomous metronome 
modality (0 for auditory, 1 for visual) were grand-mean centered, but not standardized. There 
were no missing trial responses, and no missing values for within-subject (Level 1) factors. Most 
between-subjects (Level 2) data were present, but we did not have values for hours of music 
listening for twenty-five participants and IQ score estimates for five participants. We did not 
interpolate or mean-substitute values for the missing Level 2 predictors. The same statistical 
analysis software and parameters were used as in previous experiments. All models presented 
successfully converged; syntax for models and datasheets are available on the OSF page.  
Results and Discussion 
 Ratings of fit are presented in Figure 4.7, separated by age group and metronome 
modality. MLM results are reported in Table 4.5. In the baseline model, most of the variance in 
ratings of fit was within-subjects (1.12, 95% CI: 1.09 – 1.16), and a small portion between-
subjects (0.08, 95% CI: 0.06 – 0.10). Approximately 93% was within-subjects (experimental), 








Figure 4.7 Ratings of fit between metronome and music by beat- and measure-level alignment of 
the metronome to the music, separated by age group and metronome modality. (A) 5-6-year-olds, 
auditory metronomes (n = 30); (B) 7-8-year-olds, auditory metronomes (n = 31); (C) 9-10-year-
olds, auditory metronomes (n = 31); (D) 5-6-year-olds, visual metronomes (n = 33); (E) 7-8-
year-olds, visual metronomes (n = 31); (F) 9-10-year-olds, visual metronomes (n = 29). Error 
bars are within-subject error bars (Cousineau, 2005) and represent 1 standard error above and 







Table 4.5 Results of Multilevel Models in Experiment 3 Investigating Differences in Ratings of 
Fit of Metronome to Music as a function of Within- and Between-Participant Factors 
Parameter Baseline Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed Effects 
Rating of Fit (Intercept) 2.776** 2.678** 2.684** 
Within-Subjects Factors (Level 1)    
Beat  0.527** 0.517** 
Measure  -0.385** -0.385** 
Slower Tempo  0.076** 0.076** 
Faster Tempo  -0.010 -0.010 
Musical Meter  -0.081** -0.081** 
Beat x Measure  0.404** 0.404** 
Beat x Modality  -0.301** -0.289** 
Measure x Modality  0.206** 0.205** 
Beat x Measure x Modality  -0.161 -0.161 
Beat x Age  0.014** 0.012** 
Measure x Age  -0.005* -0.005* 
Beat x Measure x Age  0.006** 0.006** 
Modality x Age  0.010** 0.008* 
Beat x Modality x Age  -0.008 -0.005 
Measure x Modality x Age  -0.001 -0.001 
Beat x Music training   0.154** 
Measure x Music training   -0.001 
Modality x Music Training   0.120* 
Beat x Dance Training   -0.039 
Measure x Dance Training   -0.016 
Modality x Dance Training   -0.030 
Beat x Modality x Music Training    -0.116 
Measure x Modality x Music Training   -0.033 
Beat x Modality x Dance Training   0.068 
Measure x Modality x Dance Training   0.024 
Between-Subjects Factors (Level 2)    
Modality  -0.012 -0.017 
Age (in months)  -0.010** -0.008** 
Music Training  0.026 -0.077 
Dance Training  -0.032 -0.011 
Music Listening  0.001 0.002 
IQ Score  0.002 0.002 
Random Effects 
Within-Subjects (Residual) 1.125** 0.933** 0.933** 
Between-Subjects (Intercept)  0.080** 0.124** 0.119** 
    
Intraclass Correlation (ICC) 0.066 0.117 0.113 
 
Note. All coefficients are unstandardized. Between-participants (Level 2) variables are grand-
mean centered (except for Modality, which was dichotomous). Complete covariance matrix 






 Hypothesis 1: Age and Modality Relate to Differences in Meter Perception. 
 Model 1 tested the hypothesis that children’s perception of beat- and measure-level 
information interacts with age and metronome modality. There were significant fixed effects of 
Beat, Measure, Beat x Measure, Age, Beat x Age, Measure x Age, Beat x Measure x Age, Beat x 
Modality, Measure x Modality, and Age x Modality, and of the control variables of Tempo and 
Musical Meter.  
 Children gave beat-matching metronomes higher ratings than beat-mismatching 
metronomes (γ = 0.53, 95% CI: 0.40 – 0.66), and gave measure-matching metronomes lower 
ratings than measure-mismatching metronomes (γ = -0.38, 95% CI: -0.48 – -0.29). The effect of 
beat-level matching (higher ratings) was smaller than in adults, and the effect of measure-level 
matching (lower ratings) was slightly larger than observed in adults.  
 The Beat x Measure interaction was significant. A simple-slopes test demonstrated that 
when the beat of the metronome matched the music, children gave equivalent ratings to measure-
matching (3.22, 95% CI: 3.13 – 3.31) and measure-mismatching metronomes (3.21, 95% CI: 
3.10 – 3.31), controlling for all other factors (ω = 0.02, 95% CI: -0.07 – 0.11). This result stands 
in contrast to our findings with adults, who rated fully-matching metronomes higher than beat-
matching/measure-mismatching metronomes in both Experiments 1 and 2. This suggests that 
unlike adults, children did not perceive measure-level information above and beyond beat-level 
information. When the beat of the metronome mismatched the music, children gave lower ratings 
to measure-matching metronomes (2.29, 95% CI: 2.20 – 2.38) than measure-mismatching 
metronomes (2.68, 95% CI: 2.57 – 2.79), when controlling for other factors (ω = -0.39, 95% CI: 
-0.48 – -0.29). This result aligns with the adult findings in Experiments 1 and 2, which we 





mismatching condition. Prior work reported that when the metronome contains only measure-
level ticks, adults, but not children, readily match the measure-level information to the music in 
these conditions (Nave-Blodgett et al., in press). This supports our interpretation that the effect 
of measure observed here reflects children’s experience of asynchrony at the beat level, rather 
than true measure-level sensitivity.  
 Perception of musical meter varied by age. Older children gave slightly lower ratings 
overall than younger children (γ = -0.01, 95% CI: -0.02 – -0.01). The Beat x Age, Measure x 
Age, and Beat x Measure x Age interactions were statistically significant. A simple-slopes test of 
the Beat x Age interaction found that sensitivity to beat increased with age. Controlling for all 
other variables, the 9-10-year-olds (ω = 0.87, 95% CI: 0.69 – 1.05) were more sensitive to beat 
than the 7-8-year-olds (ω = 0.53, 95% CI: 0.40 – 0.65), and both groups gave higher ratings to 
beat-matching than beat-mismatching metronomes. The 5-6-year-olds were not very sensitive to 
beat (ω = 0.18, 95% CI: -0.01 – 0.37; p = .070). This strongly supports the idea that beat 
perception increases with age. The Measure x Age interaction was opposite: each successive age 
group gave increasingly lower ratings to measure-matching metronomes compared to younger 
children. This was significant at 5-6 years (ω = -0.26, 95% CI: -0.39 – -0.13), 7-8 years (ω = -
0.39, 95% CI: -0.47 – -0.29), and 9-10 years of age (ω = -0.51, 95% CI: -0.63 – -0.38).  
 This result can be further understood by considering the significant Beat x Measure x 
Age interaction, which demonstrated that when the metronome matched the beat of the music, 
the 5-6-year-olds (ω = -0.02, 95% CI: -0.14 – 0.11), 7-8-year-olds (ω = 0.02, 95% CI: -0.10 – 
0.15), nor 9-10-year-olds (ω = 0.06, 95% CI: -0.07 – 0.18) were not sensitive to measure. Again, 
this suggests that unlike adults, even the oldest children tested did not perceive measure-level 





gave increasingly lower ratings to measure-matching metronomes (all comparisons p = .01): 5-6-
year-olds (ω = -0.27, 95% CI: -0.39 – -0.14), 7-8-year-olds (ω = -0.39, 95% CI: -0.51 – -0.26), 
and 9-10-year-olds (ω = -0.50, 95% CI: -0.63 – -0.37). As mentioned previously, the effect of 
measure observed here likely reflects children’s increasing sensitivity to beat-level synchrony of 
the metronome with age, rather than sensitivity to measure.  
 Hypothesis 2: The Auditory Advantage is Present in Childhood. 
 The Measure x Modality, Beat x Modality, and Age x Modality interactions were 
statistically significant. The simple-slopes test of Beat x Modality revealed that children in the 
auditory condition were more sensitive to beat (ω = 0.53, 95% CI: 0.40 – 0.65) than children in 
the visual condition (ω = 0.23, 95% CI: 0.10 – 0.35), confirming the presence of an auditory 
advantage for beat perception in childhood. For the Measure x Modality interaction, ratings of 
measure-matching metronomes were lower in the auditory (ω = -0.39, 95% CI: -0.48 – -0.29) 
than visual (ω = -0.18, 95% CI: -0.27 – -0.09) metronome condition. If we assume this effect is 
driven by sensitivity to beat-level asynchrony, as discussed above, the result may further 
implicate an auditory advantage for beat. However, there were not significant interactions among 
Beat x Modality x Age or Measure x Modality x Age, suggesting the auditory advantage for beat 
perception remained relatively consistent in size throughout childhood at the ages tested.  
 The Age x Modality interaction arose because younger children gave lower ratings in the 
visual than in the auditory metronome condition (5-6-year-olds ω = -0.21, 95% CI: -0.42 – 0.01, 
p = 0.06), older children gave lower ratings in the auditory than visual condition (9-10-year-olds: 
ω = 0.17, 95% CI: -0.05 – 0.38, p = 0.126), and children in the middle age group (ages 7-8) gave 
comparable ratings the auditory and visual conditions (ω = -0.02, 95% CI: -0.16 – 0.12, p = 





Experiments 1 and 2, but it is unclear why there would be an overall bias to give higher ratings to 
visual metronomes, besides overall poorer perception.  
 Ratings were higher for slower musical excerpts (89 BPM) compared to moderate-tempo 
musical excerpts (γ = 0.08, 95% CI: 0.02 – 0.13). Children also gave slightly lower ratings to 
musical excerpts in triple meter (γ = -0.08, 95% CI: -0.12 – -0.04). Random effects indicated that 
as with adults, children that gave higher ratings to fully-mismatching metronomes were not as 
sensitive to beat as children who gave lower ratings to fully-mismatching metronomes 
(rbeat,intercept = -.62). In Model 1, the addition of the within-subjects predictors accounted for 
approximately 19% of the unexplained within-subjects variance relative to the baseline model. 
The proportion of between-participants variability increased to 12% and the proportion of 
within-participants variability decreased to 88%.  
 Hypothesis 3: Training Relates to Beat and Measure Perception in Children. 
 In Model 2, we assessed the hypothesis that music or dance training interacts with 
children’s beat and/or measure perception, as it did in adults. We added the interaction terms of 
Beat x Music/Dance Training, Measure x Music/Dance Training, Modality x Music/Dance 
Training, Beat x Modality x Music/Dance Training and Measure x Modality x Music/Dance 
Training. All previous significant effects remained statistically significant (Table 5). The only 
additional terms in Model 2 to reach statistical significance were the Beat x Music training and 
Modality x Music training interactions.  
 Children with more music training (one standard deviation above the mean; 1.72 years 
total) were more sensitive to beat (ω = 0.70, 95% CI: 0.54 – 0.86) than children with no music 
training (ω = 0.42, 95% CI: 0.28 – 0.56), controlling for other factors. This contrasts with the 





2). For the Modality x Music Training interaction, visual metronomes received slightly lower 
ratings from children with no musical training (ω = -0.09, 95% CI: -0.25 – 0.07), and higher 
ratings from children with more musical training (ω = 0.13, 95% CI: -0.08 – 0.32). Although the 
main effects of modality are difficult to interpret, it is worth noting that across experiments, we 
also observed a tendency to give higher ratings to all visual metronomes in older children and 
adults, suggesting this bias increased with age- and training-related experience.  
 None of the other interaction terms added in Model 2 were statistically significant. The 
random effects remained the same as in Model 1. The additional terms added to Model 2 
accounted for 4% of the unexplained between-subjects variance in Model 1. In Model 2, 
approximately 11% of the remaining variance was between-subjects and 89% was within-
subjects.  
 Summary.  
 Children’s perception of meter was moderated by age and metronome modality. Older 
children were more sensitive to beat than younger children, and all children were more sensitive 
to beat in auditory than visual metronome conditions. However, unlike adults, children did not 
demonstrate sensitivity to the measure-level or two levels of meter simultaneously with either 
auditory or visual metronomes at any age tested. We observed an auditory advantage for beat 
perception that was present at the earliest ages studied but did not find evidence of the auditory 
advantage increasing with age or experience. We did find that the tendency to give higher overall 
ratings to all visual metronomes, which we also observed in adults, increased with age and music 
training, although it is unclear why we observed this bias as it does not reflect greater sensitivity 
to meter. In children, music training related to enhanced sensitivity to beat-level information, 






 The present series of experiments was motivated by two main goals: first, to determine if 
there is an auditory advantage for matching a metronome with multiple levels of meter to 
complex music excerpts, and second, to understand the developmental trajectory of the auditory 
advantage. We paired rich, complex excerpts of music with auditory and visual metronomes and 
asked adults and children to rate the fit of the metronomes to the music. First, we consistently 
found an auditory advantage for perceiving the beat across all three experiments. Interestingly, 
we found no evidence of an auditory advantage for the measure level. Second, we found that the 
auditory advantage for beat perception was robust during childhood and did not increase with 
age. Additionally, formal music training was related to enhanced auditory and visual beat-level 
perception in children, and formal training (dance in Experiment 1 and music in Experiment 2) 
was related to enhanced auditory and visual measure-level perception in adults. These findings 
suggest that modality differences exist early in development and persist through adulthood, and 
experience improves beat and meter perception in both modalities.  
 It is possible that the auditory advantage for beat perception arises at least in part from 
inherently greater temporal acuity of the auditory system. The auditory system is more 
temporally precise than the visual system for both single-interval and multiple-interval (rhythm) 
timing (Grondin, 1993, 2010; Grondin & McAuley, 2009; Merchant et al., 2008; Patel et al., 
2005; Repp, 2003; Repp & Penel, 2002). Additionally, the temporal binding window is also 
wider (more tolerant of asynchrony) for visual information leading auditory information than the 
reverse across a wide age range (Hillock et al., 2011; Hillock-Dunn & Wallace, 2012; 
Lewkowicz & Flom 2014; Stevenson, Altieri, Kim, & Pisoni, 2010; Stevenson, Zemtsov, & 





tolerance for visual (metronomes) leading auditory (musical beat) information could have 
contributed to the auditory advantage for beat perception we observed in children and adults. It is 
unlikely that the auditory advantage arises from modality-specific beat perception mechanisms, 
however: beat perception in visual and auditory tasks is associated with highly similar and 
overlapping patterns of neural activation (Grahn et al., 2011; Hove et al., 2013; Marchant & 
Driver, 2013; Pasinski et al., 2016; Schubotz et al., 2000). This could arise from a shared 
mechanism for beat perception in non-sensory areas of the brain, or by visual rhythms being 
“recoded” as auditory rhythms in the auditory cortex (e.g., Guttman, Gilroy, & Blake, 2005; 
McAuley & Henry, 2010). In either case, the greater temporal precision of the auditory system 
would lead to more accurate determination of the temporal location of events in the metronome 
or music. Future research could probe the contribution of sensory acuity and the temporal 
binding window to the auditory advantage in cross-modal meter perception by manipulating 
whether visual or auditory information leads in beat-mismatching conditions, and by how much.  
 While we observed an auditory advantage for beat perception, we did not find evidence 
for an auditory advantage for measure perception. Measure-level information in music occurs at 
a slower timescale (hundreds-of-milliseconds-to-seconds range) than the beat-level timescale 
(few hundreds of milliseconds). There is increasing evidence that temporal processing in the tens 
to hundreds of milliseconds range may occur in sensory-specific areas, while longer timing 
windows from the hundreds to thousands of milliseconds may occur in a modality-general or 
sensory-overlapping timing system (such as secondary auditory cortex) with input from sensory-
specific areas (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Ivry & Schlerf, 2008; Karmakar & Buonomano, 2007; 
Lewis & Miall, 2003; Merchant, Zarco, & Prado, 2008; Nani et al., 2019; Paton & Buonomano, 





Wassenhove, 2009). Motor areas of the brain, including the supplementary motor area (SMA), 
pre-SMA, premotor cortex, and basal ganglia, are consistently implicated in beat perception and 
sensorimotor synchronization tasks (Chapin et al., 2010; Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008; Grahn 
& Brett, 2007; Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Hove et al., 2013) for both auditory and visual stimuli. 
This type of large, distributed network of brain regions that can maintain activity in the absence 
of external stimulation may be more suited to maintaining temporal expectancies across longer 
time periods – such as the supra-second period of measure-level beats – than sensory areas 
(Buonomano & Laje, 2010; Kotz, Brown, & Schwartze, 2016; Merchant, Grahn, Trainor, 
Rohrmeier, & Fitch, 2015; Merchant & Yarrow, 2016; Paton & Buonomano, 2018; Schwartze & 
Kotz, 2013). 
 The transition from modality-specific to modality-general timing mechanisms is 
hypothesized to occur somewhere in the range of 100-500ms (Buonomano, Bramen, & 
Khodadadifar, 2009; Karmarkar & Buonomano, 2007; Spencer, Karmakar, & Ivry, 2009). Thus, 
the auditory advantage for beat perception could arise from a stronger influence of modality-
specific temporal processing at the faster beat timescale, whereas the similar sensitivity to 
measure-level information across modalities at slower timescales could reflect the stronger 
influence of modality-general timing mechanisms. Future research, especially using brain-
imaging, could systematically compare beat and measure perception across modalities using 
music with very fast (e.g., 300 ms) and very slow (e.g., 1000 ms) beat periods while examining 
neural activity in modality-specific sensory areas and in broader networks that include the motor 
system. In such studies, one may expect to see a stronger auditory advantage in perception for 
the fast beat along with greater activation in sensory areas, and either a small or no auditory 





motor networks. Alternatively, if visual beat perception relies on or benefits from auditory 
“recoding” at faster beat periods (Guttman et al., 2005; McAuley & Henry, 2010), one might 
observe high levels of activation in primary and secondary auditory areas for both visual and 
auditory beat perception at faster, but not slower, beat periods.  
 We found that formal training was generally related to enhanced perception in both 
modalities, although the effects were smaller than anticipated and somewhat variable across 
experiments. Perhaps surprisingly, we did not find that training was associated with a greater 
auditory advantage. Music training (Experiment 2) related to stronger perception of measure in 
both modalities in adults. In children, music training related to enhanced beat perception 
(Experiment 3). Musicians consistently demonstrate greater sensitivity to the beat and 
outperform non-musicians on auditory tests of rhythm and beat perception (Grahn & Rowe, 
2009; Karpati et al., 2016; Matthews, Thibodeau, Gunther, & Penhune, 2016). Our results 
demonstrate this enhanced sensitivity from formal training extends to the perception of slower 
beat levels in both the auditory and visual modalities. The effects of dance training were more 
variable – in Experiment 1 they related to increased sensitivity to measure across modalities, 
whereas in Experiment 2 it related to decreased sensitivity to measure in the visual modality. The 
variable relationships we observed between training and perception could have come from the 
use of self-report measures of years of training as a proxy for measuring experience, which does 
not capture an individual’s engagement or quality of training. 
 Training and experience could lead to improvements in beat and meter perception 
through explicit and implicit means. Greater explicit musical knowledge (e.g., concepts of beat, 
measure, and meter) may help individuals identify musical structure and generalize information 





also lead to stronger meter perception. Individuals perceive beats where a strong expectancy 
arises from repeatedly presented patterns in the rhythm (Desain & Honing, 2003; Hannon, 
Snyder, et al., 2004; Jones & Pfordresher, 1997; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990), so musicians’ and 
dancers’ increased experience with rhythms could lead to a stronger perception of the meter than 
casual listeners. However, both implicit and explicit improvement likely require focused, 
engaged experience: future research may benefit from a more standardized measure of training, 
and from incorporating aptitude-based measures (e.g., AMMA, PROMS) to further differentiate 
between individuals with equivalent training but different levels of skill.  
 We observed an auditory advantage for beat perception in children as young as five years 
old. However, the auditory advantage did not significantly increase (or decrease) with age and 
experience. Instead, overall sensitivity to beat was strongly moderated by age, regardless of 
modality. Our findings of a robust auditory advantage present in early childhood that remained 
stable through late childhood, does not exclude the possibility that the auditory advantage is 
partially influenced by greater experience with auditory rhythms. It is possible that the 
improvements in beat perception in both modalities with increasing age result from the 
refinement of mechanisms and strategies acquired during auditory experiences to visual beat 
perception (Grahn et al., 2011; Guttman, et al., 2005; McAuley & Henry, 2010). Future studies 
are needed that include infants and pre-school aged children to chart the development of the 
auditory advantage more thoroughly, if it does in fact change over time in children younger than 
we tested.  
 While children became increasingly sensitive to the beat with age, they did not 
demonstrate sensitivity to measure-level matching in either modality as a group, unlike adults. 





predicted enhanced beat-level perception in children. There may be two factors at play here: first, 
the slower tempo of the measure-level (hundreds to thousands of milliseconds) may be above 
children’s optimal rate of event tracking. Children’s preferences and spontaneous production of 
rhythmic patterns is faster than adults, and slows with age from an average of ~300 ms at 4-5 
years to an average of ~600 ms in adulthood (Drake, Jones, et al., 2006; McAuley et al., 2006). 
This may reflect inherent limitations in the temporal frequencies that children can track, leaving 
them unable to perceive a consistent measure-level beat across a longer, supra-second timescale. 
Beat and meter perception in adulthood presumably relies on a well-developed motor system 
(Chen et al., 2008; Fujioka, Ross, & Trainor, 2015; Grahn & Brett, 2007; Marchant & Driver, 
2013; Sakai et al., 1999; Schubotz et al., 2000; Snyder & Large, 2005). By contrast, it is possible 
that children’s immature motor and sensory systems dynamically interact and limit each other, 
given that children’s synchronization with metronomes and music improves gradually with age 
(Braun Janzen et al., 2014; Drake et al., 2000; Eerola et al., 2006; Fujii et al., 2014; Ilari, 2015; 
Kirschner & Ilari, 2014; Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009; McAuley et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 
2005; Woodruff Carr, Tierney, White-Schwoch, & Kraus, 2016; Zentner & Eerola, 2010), as 
does their perception of the beat (Einarson & Trainor, 2016; Nave-Blodgett et al., in press; 
Puyjarinet et al., 2017).  
 Second, perception of slower metrical levels may also depend on the accumulation of 
acquired knowledge and experience with the music in one’s cultural environment. Just as native 
speakers are increasingly able to attend to slower levels of linguistic structure with experience 
and age (Ding et al., 2017), older children and adults become more able to attend to slower 
temporal structures in music (Drake, Jones, et al., 2000). Our finding that music training 





the development of meter perception may require motor and sensory maturation coupled with 
culture-specific listening experience during childhood.  
  In the current study, we used complex, naturalistic music to engender the perception of 
meter in our participants, and only observed an auditory advantage for beat, but not measure 
perception. Would our results have differed if we had used a complex visual rhythm (e.g., 
dancing) against which the auditory and visual metronomes were judged? Currently, little is 
known about whether individuals perceive beat and measure in visual rhythms. When individuals 
tap to the beat of an auditory rhythm, they tap slower if there are additional metrical levels 
present (Repp, 2008). When asked to tap to the beat in silent point-light figures “dancing,” adults 
tapped at a slower rate than the actual tempo of the movements when they were asked to tap to a 
slower movement cycle in the dance (e.g., torso versus limb movements; Su, 2016a, 2016b; Su & 
López, 2016). This could be evidence that the participants perceived multiple levels of meter in 
the visual rhythms, but it is not conclusive. Future research needs to first establish if individuals 
perceive multiple beat levels in response to a complex visual rhythm (e.g., point-light figures, 
dance videos, etc.), or if only auditory rhythms engender perception of more than a single beat 
level. Then, comparisons between modalities could better determine the neural mechanisms that 
underpin beat and measure perception and establish the scope of the auditory advantage for 
rhythm perception.  
 In summary, we provide evidence that an auditory advantage exists for beat- but not 
measure-level perception. This auditory advantage is present early in development, suggesting a 
contribution from sensory-level differences, and does not appreciably increase with age. More 
music training was associated with greater sensitivity to beat (in children) and measure (in 





to the temporal hierarchies in rhythms and enhancing meter perception across modalities. The 
auditory advantage for beat perception may arise in part from inherent sensory differences, but 
acquired experience with the rhythmic regularities of our environment may also influence the 
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Chapter 5 : Conclusion 
 In my dissertation, I investigated four broad research questions. First, do listeners 
perceive multiple levels of metrical structure simultaneously, and if so, what is the relative 
strength of perception at different levels? Second, how does expertise and experience relate to 
the perception of meter in music? Third, what does the development of beat and meter perception 
look like across childhood into adolescence? Fourth, is there an auditory advantage for the 
perception of musical beat and meter, and is this driven by lifelong experience with auditory 
rhythms?  
 To answer the first question, my coauthors and I have demonstrated that adult listeners 
perceive multiple levels of metrical structure simultaneously when listening to rich, human-
performed excerpts of music. Presented with metronomes that match only the beat or match both 
the beat and measure of the music simultaneously, adults consistently give the highest ratings of 
fit to metronomes that match the music at two metrical levels over one. However, beat-level 
information influences perception more than measure-level information, suggesting that listeners 
attend more strongly to the beat (faster) levels. We consistently found evidence for this unequal 
weighting in Chapters 3 and 4, and it was stable across auditory, audiovisual, and visual 
metronomes.  
 To answer the second question, more music training was related to enhanced perception 
of beat- and measure-level information, but was not necessary for the perception of multiple 
levels of meter simultaneously. Adults with and without formal musical training alike gave the 
highest ratings of fit to fully-matching metronomes (again, regardless of modality). Dance 





but further research is needed – especially with fully-visual rhythms – to better understand the 
impacts of dance training on meter perception, beyond what was found in Chapters 2 and 3. 
 To answer the third research question, my coauthors and I found that the development of 
beat and meter perception follows a prolonged and gradual trajectory. Attention to and 
perception of global timing information in complex audiovisual scenes like a dancer moving to 
music appears to develop in the latter part of the first year of life, as 10-month-old infants were 
able to distinguish between matching and mismatching dance displays when paired with the 
same piece of music in Chapter 2. They could not do so, however, with the purely visual displays 
of just a dancer moving in silence. However, this does not mean that beat and meter perception 
(at least for music) are fully developed by the end of infancy: when given the metronome rating 
task, five-year-olds were not as sensitive to beat-level information as even nine- or ten-year-olds 
(Chapters 3 and 4), and even adolescents (14-17 years) were not as sensitive to beat as adults 
(18+; Chapter 3). Instead, an examination of meter perception by age found a gradual increase in 
sensitivity to beat-level information, and a slow (and highly variable and individual) emergence 
of the ability to perceive multiple levels of metrical structure that was not complete until late 
adolescence into early adulthood. When comparing the development of meter perception across 
modalities in Chapter 4, I found that there was a consistent auditory advantage for beat 
perception present by five years of age, and beat perception improved in both modalities with 
increasing age.  
 To answer the fourth question, my coauthors and I first used movies of dancers presented 
to infants in Chapter 2, and then visual and auditory metronomes paired with music and 
presented to adults and children in Chapter 4 to investigate the auditory advantage for beat (and 





between similar dance displays when they matched or mismatched a piece of music, they could 
not distinguish between the dance displays based on visual information alone. In Chapter 4, my 
coauthors and I found evidence for an auditory advantage in beat-level perception, but not in 
measure-level perception or tracking two levels of meter simultaneously. This auditory 
advantage was already present in the youngest children tested (five years old), and did not 
appreciably increase or decrease throughout childhood. While this does not rule out the influence 
of experience in the development of the auditory advantage for beat perception, further study is 
needed earlier in childhood to determine just how early this auditory advantage begins. 
Interestingly, higher levels of music training did not increase the auditory advantage for beat 
perception. This suggests that the auditory advantage for beat perception may be at least partially 
due to the greater temporal acuity of the auditory system over the visual system. Given that beat 
perception in any modality develops gradually throughout childhood, and visual temporal 
perception is worse than auditory temporal perception in infancy and childhood, beat perception 
is worse at any given age for visual compared to auditory stimuli. 
 My dissertation provides one of the most comprehensive investigations of meter 
perception with complex, ecologically-valid stimuli, giving us insight into how these processes 
function and influence everyday behavior. To do this, I created (and made freely available via 
the Open Science Framework) a new paradigm for testing meter perception in complex, 
naturalistic musical stimuli. Because the paradigm is entirely perceptual and does not require a 
precise motor response, it can be used with many groups that may have difficulty with tasks 
requiring precise motor responses: young children, people with motor control disorders, or the 
elderly. It can also be administered online or remotely, allowing research to be conducted with 





The paradigm can also be easily adapted to examine beat and meter perception in infancy with 
the same stimuli used in adults and children, allowing for ease of comparison across ages. The 
ease of adapting the paradigm to new musical stimuli allows research to be conducted cross-
culturally or to target questions of expertise and familiarity on perception. The task does not 
require the participant to have specialized knowledge of music theory or knowledge of any 
musical terms, meaning it is not limited to only highly trained individuals. It can be paired with 
human cognitive neuroscience techniques such as electroencephalography (EEG), functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), or other techniques to examine the neural correlates of beat 
perception.  
 There are still many unanswered questions regarding meter perception. While meter 
perception is a universal, there is more inter-individual difference in the metrical interpretation of 
a rhythm than has been acknowledged, even in response to culturally familiar music. Given 
identical rhythms, different individuals will choose (sometimes wildly) different beat locations to 
tap, whether they are single-line rhythms (McAuley & Semple, 1999; Parncutt, 1994; Povel & 
Essens, 1985), or multi-line polyrhythms (Handel & Lawson, 1983; Handel & Oshinsky, 1984). 
Individual differences in beat perception also occur when adults are asked to tap to music, with 
individuals tapping at different phases of the beat or entirely different beat periodicities than 
would be assumed by a metrical analysis of the written music (Drake, Gros, & Penel, 1999; 
Snyder & Krumhansl, 2001; Toiviainen & Snyder, 2003). There seems to be a link between 
individuals’ behavioral responses in beat perception and their neural representation of rhythms. 
Individuals who were faster to find and begin tapping to the beat of complex and beat-ambiguous 
rhythms had neural responses that more clearly represented the beat of the stimulus over 





there is usually group-level agreement as to where the beat of a rhythm is, group-level analyses 
obscures very real individual variability. 
 The variability of meter perception across listeners in response to identical rhythms 
demonstrates the strength of experience and other individual factors on the individual nature of 
perception. Very few people are extremely poor at meter perception (Bégel et al., 2017): As with 
most cognitive abilities, individual variation is the rule rather than the exception (Grahn & 
Schuit, 2012). Specific factors such as context, attention, and variability in experience can all 
affect perception. Future research can benefit from focusing on individual variation and more 
deeply probing the variables – cognitive, biological, and experience-based – that could underlie 
that variability. Understanding how individuals perform differently may better inform us as to 
why people may attend to different information in a stimulus or have different meter percepts.  
 Meter perception is a complex and uniquely human cognitive process. The study of meter 
perception, in all its cultural forms and across the human lifespan, has the possibility to 
contribute to our knowledge of some of the most pressing questions in cognitive science today. 
Understanding how we develop our percept of meter can answer questions about learning, both 
supervised and unsupervised, and how we determine the statistical properties of our 
environment. Examining the role of attention in meter perception can help answer questions 
about the basic nature of consciousness. Probing how we adapt to changes in the regularities and 
periodicities in our sensory input and how that affects our percept of meter as it flows through 
time and our consciousness can answer questions about the importance of context, attention, and 
just how continuous versus categorical perception really is. Testing the effects of context and 
metrical interpretation on synchronization and motor production can tell us more about the 





why we have it, how it works, and how it is realized physically through orchestrated neural 
activity – can contribute to our understanding of the links among action, perception, and 
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disruptions to the beat and meter in music. Presented at the New England Sequencing 





Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2015). Do people hear multiple levels of 
metrical hierarchies in music? Presented at the Society for Music Perception and 
Cognition biennial meeting, August 1-5th, 2015, Nashville, TN.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2015). Do people hear multiple levels of 
metrical hierarchies in music? Presented at the New England Sequencing and Timing 
(NEST) Conference, March 7th, 2015, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.  
 
CONFERENCE POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
* next to a name indicates an undergraduate student mentee 
Monjaras, A. G., Higgins, N. C., Yerkes, B. D., Little, D. F., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Elhiali, M., 
& Snyder, J. S. (2020). Resetting of auditory and visual segregation occurs only after 
transient stimuli of the same modality. Presented at the 43rd Midwinter Meeting of the 
Association for Research in Otolaryngology, January 25-29th, 2020, San Jose, CA.  
*Leslie, J. W., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E. (2019). American listeners perceive 
culturally unfamiliar music as faster than culturally familiar music, regardless of actual 
tempo. Presented at the Biennial Meeting of the Society for Music Perception & 
Cognition, August 4-8th, 2019, New York University, New York, NY.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2019). Influences of cultural familiarity 
and metrical complexity on sensitivity to musical meter. Presented at the 17th Rhythm 
Perception & Production Workshop, June 17-20th, 2019, Traverse City, MI.  
Higgins, N. C., Yerkes, B. D., Little, D. F., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Elhilali, M., & Snyder, J. S. 
(2019). Modality-specific resetting of segregation during bistable perception of auditory 
streams. Presented at the 42nd MidWinter Meeting of the Association for Research in 
Otolaryngology, February 9-13th, 2019, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2018). The Development of hierarchical 
beat perception: Effects of age on perception of musical meter. Presented at the Annual 
Mid-Winter Meeting of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, February 10-
14th, 2018, San Diego, CA.  
*Leslie, J. W., *Romero, A., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2017). 
Investigating perception of meter in diverse populations through online testing. Presented 
at the biennial meeting of the Society for Music Perception and Cognition, July 30-
August 3rd, 2017, University of California, San Diego: La Jolla, CA. 
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2017). Acquisition of musical rhythm and 
beat during childhood. Presented at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research in 
Child Development, April 6-8th, Austin, TX.  
Hannon, E. E., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2016). Effects of age and modality on 
children’s perception of musical meter. Presented at the 5th Joint Meeting of the 
Acoustical Society of America and Acoustical Society of Japan, November 28-December 
2nd, 2016, Honolulu, HI.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2016). Perception of auditory and visual 
disruptions to the beat and meter in music. Presented at the International Conference on 





Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2016). Perception of auditory and visual 
disruptions to the beat and meter in music. Presented at the Association for Research in 
Otolaryngology Midwinter Meeting 2016, San Diego, CA.  
Provine, R. R., Cabrera, M. O., Spangler, S., Nave-Blodgett, J., Dorizan, S., Kennedy, I., 
Koehler, J. (2011). When the whites of the eyes are red, yellow and super-white: A 
uniquely human communication medium. Presented at the Society for Neuroscience 
meeting, Washington DC. 
 
INVITED TALKS 
2018 Graduate Researcher Panelist  
Opportunities for Undergraduate Mentorship in Psychology 
2017 Graduate Student Panelist  
Proseminar in Experimental Psychology 
2017 Lightning Talk  
Office of Undergraduate Research-UNLV Research Skills Academy 
2015 “Got the Beat?: Hierarchical Time Perception”  
Presented at the First Annual “Inspiration, Innovation, Impact: A Celebration 
of Graduate Student Research” celebration 
 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
2020 Graduate College Medallion 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
2019-2020 Barrick Graduate Fellowship 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$15,000 
2019 Student Travel Award 
Society for Music Perception and Cognition 
$320 
2013-2019 Graduate Access Scholarship  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$2,000/year 
Awarded 7 times 
2015-2018 Travel Scholarship  
UNLV Graduate and Professional Student Association  
Total: $3,675 
(combined) 
Awarded 7 times 
2018, 2019 Summer Doctoral Fellowship 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$7,000 
Awarded 2 times 
2018 1st Place Poster Presentation  
UNLV Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Research Forum  
$200 
2017-2019 UNLV Foundation Board of Trustees Fellowship 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$30,000/year 
Two-year fellowship 
2016, 2017 Summer Scholarship 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$2,000/year 





2017 2017 Student Research and Travel Award 
Society for Music Perception and Cognition  
$500 
2017-2018 UNLV Graduate College Research and Mentorship 
Program (RAMP) Mentor  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$2,500 
2016 UNLV Rebel Grad Slam 3 Minute Thesis Competition 
Semifinalist; Qualifiers 1st Place 
$100 
2017 UNLV Foundation Southwest Travel Award 




Patricia Sastaunik Scholarship 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$2,500/year 
Awarded 2 times 
2015, 2016 College of Liberal Arts Ph.D. Student Summer Faculty 
Research Award 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
$3,000/year 
Awarded 2 times 
2015 Rebel Grad Slam 3 Minute Thesis Competition Finalist; 
Semifinals 1st place; Qualifiers 1st place & Audience 
Choice 
$200 
2015 Society for Music Perception and Cognition 2015 
Conference Student Research Award 
$250 
2014 Rebel Grad Slam 3 Minute Thesis Competition Finalist; 
Semifinals 2nd place; Qualifiers 3rd place 
 
2012 Distinguished Scholar Award in Psychology 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
 




NON-REFEREED PRESENTATIONS AND POSTERS 
* next to a name indicates an undergraduate student mentee   
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2019). Finding the common time: 
Similarities and differences in the temporal aspects of speech and music perception. Talk 
presented at the University of Nevada Las Vegas GPSA Research Forum, February 23rd, 
Las Vegas, NV. 
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., *Oswinn, L. D., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2018). Finding the 
common time: Similarities and differences in the temporal aspects of speech and music 
perception. Poster presented at the MAPS Summer School, July 9-13th, 2018, University 
of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands.  
*Leslie, J. W., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder J. S., Hannon, E. E. (2018). Cultural Impacts on 
Perception of Auditory Rhythm and Tempo. Poster presented at the Spring 2018 
Undergraduate Research Forum at the University of Washington. 
*Oswinn, L. D., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E. (2018). Finding the common time: 





Spring Undergraduate Research Symposium, April 27th, 2018, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
*Serrano, T., *Venzor, P., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E. (2018). The impact of dance 
experience and cultural background on the perception of musical tempo. Poster presented 
at the Spring Undergraduate Research Symposium, April 27th, 2018, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
*Contreras, N., *Leslie, J. W., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2018). 
Cultural impacts on perception of auditory rhythm and tempo. Poster presented at the 
Spring Undergraduate Research Symposium, April 27th, 2018, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas: Las Vegas, NV.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., *Oswinn, L. D., & Hannon, E. E. (2018). Finding the common time: 
Similarities and differences in speech and music processing. Poster presented at the 
UNLV GPSA Research Forum, February 2nd, 2018, University of Las Vegas: Las Vegas, 
NV.  
*Leslie, J. W., *Romero, A. J., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., Hannon, E. E. (2017). 
Investigating perception of meter in diverse populations through online testing. Poster 
presented at the 2017 Nevada Psychological Association Annual Conference in Las 
Vegas. 
*Leslie, J. W., *Romero, A. J., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2017). 
Investigating perception of meter in diverse populations through online testing. Poster 
presented at the Spring Undergraduate Research Symposium, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas: Las Vegas, NV.  
*Lyons, K. L., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E., (2016). Tempo perception across 
cultures: The beat is all it takes. Poster presented at the Psi Chi Fall Research Fair, 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
*Leslie, J. W., *Romero, A., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2016). Music 
perception.com: Perceiving hierarchical musical structure in diverse populations. Poster 
presented at the Fall Undergraduate Research Symposium, University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas: Las Vegas, NV.  
*Lyons, K. L., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E., (2016). Tempo perception across 
cultures: The beat is all it takes. Poster presented at the Fall Undergraduate Research 
Symposium, University of Nevada, Las Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
*Lyons, K. L., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., & Hannon, E. E., (2016). Tempo perception across 
cultures: The beat is all it takes. Poster presented at the AANAPISI and McNair Honors 
Symposium, University of Nevada, Las Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
*Lyons, K. L., *Jensen, J. R., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2016). 
Auditory beat and meter perception in children. Poster presented at the Psi Chi Spring 
Research Fair, University of Nevada, Las Vegas: Las Vegas, NV. 
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Snyder, J. S., & Hannon, E. E. (2016). Perception of auditory and visual 
disruptions to the beat and meter in music. Talk presented at the GPSA Research Forum, 





*Lyons, K. L., *Jensen, J. R., Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2016). 
Auditory beat and meter perception in children. Poster presented at the Undergraduate 
Student Research Forum, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2015). Do people hear multiple levels of 
metrical hierarchies in music? Talk presented at the GPSA Research Forum, March 21st, 
2015, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.  
Nave-Blodgett, J. E., Hannon, E. E., & Snyder, J. S. (2014). Simultaneous use of beat and meter 
information in a musical rhythm matching task. Presented at the UC Merced Center for 
Human Adaptive Systems and Environments (CHASE) Summer School I: The Dynamics 
of Music and Language, University of California, Merced. 
Spangler, S., Koehler, J., Cabrera, M., Nave-Blodgett, J., Dorizan, S., Kennedy, I. (2011, April). 
Hiccupping: Who does it and when? Poster presented at the Undergraduate Research 
and Creative Achievement Day, University of Maryland Baltimore County: Catonsville, 
MD. 
 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING AND CERTIFICATIONS 
2018 Multiple Approaches to the Perception of Speech Summer School  
University of Groningen, The Netherlands 
2018 UNLV Graduate College Mentorship Certification 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2017, 2018 UNLV Graduate College Rebel Writing Boot Camp 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2015 Responsible Conduct of Research Training Certification  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2014 CHASE Summer School: Dynamics of Music and Language 





Judge, Behavioral and Social Sciences  
Beal Bank USA Southern Nevada Regional Science & Engineering Fair 
2017-2018 Graduate Student Mentor  
UNLV Research and Mentorship Program (RAMP) 
2017 Committee Chairman/Room Guest of Honor 
UNLV Rebel Model United Nations 
2017 Advocate 
Nevada Legislature 79th Session - Graduate and Professional Student 
Association Student Advocate  
2016  Reviewer  
Association for Psychological Science Student Caucus APSSC Research Grant 
2016  Reviewer and Member of Scientific Advisory Board,  





2016-2017 President  
Experimental Student Committee, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2016, 2018 Co-Mentor  




Reviewer for the following journals (under the supervision of Joel S. Snyder) 
• Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance 
• Psychomusicology: Music, Mind, and Brain 
2015-2016 Secretary  
Experimental Student Committee, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2014-2019 Mentor, Outreach Undergraduate Mentoring Program  
Graduate student mentor for undergraduates from underserved populations 
applying to graduate school, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2014-2016 Applicant Housing Liaison  
Experimental Student Committee, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
2013-2016 Cohort Representative  
Experimental Student Committee, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
2015-2017 Instructor of Record Introduction to Psychology (survey 
course). Syllabus and teaching evaluations 
available upon request. 
2014-2015 Teaching Assistant Sensation and Perception 
2013-2014 Teaching Assistant Developmental Psychology 
2009-2013 Substitute Teacher,  
Carroll County Public Schools  
taught grades K-12, with a focus on 
middle and high-school classes; major 
areas of expertise were science, math, and 
music. 
2008-2009 Special Education Instructional 
Assistant 
Served as a one-on-one personal assistant 




Association for Psychological Science 
American Psychological Association 
Society for the Teaching of Psychology 
Society for Music Perception and Cognition 








Dr. Joel S. Snyder 
Professor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
Phone: (702) 895-4692 
e-mail: joel.snyder@unlv.edu 
 
Dr. Erin E. Hannon 
Associate Professor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
Phone: (702) 895-4687 
e-mail: erin.hannon@unlv.edu 
 
Dr. Kimberly A. Barchard 
Professor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
Phone: (702) 895-0758 
e-mail: kim.barchard@unlv.edu 
 
